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i In the Matter of )
)

CINCINNATI GAS AND ELECTRIC ) Docket No. 50-358
COMPANY, _et _al. )

(Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power )
Station, Unit No. 1) )

l

! NRC STAFF RESPONSE TO MIAMI VALLEY POWER PROJECT'S
(MVPP) PETITION TO DISQUALIFY STAFF ATTORNEY FROM LICENSING

PP0CEEDINGS FOR THE ZIMMER PLANT AND MOTION TO HAVE THE
PROPRIETY OF MVPP'S COUNSEL'S CONDUCT REVIEWED BY THE LICENSING BOARD

I. INTRODUCTION
,

|
i On July 30, 1982, Miami Valley Power Project (MVPP) filed a

petition with the Commission seeking to have Charles A. Barth, Staff

Counsel in the _Zimmer proceeding, disqualified from further

participation in the Zimmer licensing proceeding.1/ The Staff is

! treating the Petition as a motion and therefore responding withir, the

time frame specified in 10 C.F.R. 2.730(c).

| ,.

|
'

II. ISSUES PRESENTED

j The Petition presents essentially four issues. They are:
'

I

; (1) Whether the Comission has jurisdiction to entertain such a

Petition;

D507

-1/ "MVPP's Petition to Disqualify Staff Attorney from Licensing
Proceeding for the Zimmer Plant" (Petition).
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(2) Whether Mr. Barth attempted to withhold important,

relevant information from the Zimer Licensing Board;

.

(3) Whether Mr. Barth has a crippling conflict of interest

that prevents him from effectively representing the NRC; and

(4) Whether the conduct of MVPP's counsel in filing the Petition

warrants action under 10 C.F.R. 2.713(c).

The issues will be dealt with in the atove listed order.

III. DISCUSSION

A. THERE ARE TWO BASES FOR COMMISSION CONSIDERATION OF THE PRESENT
PETITION--NEITHER OF WHICH WAS CITED BY MVPP

MVPP states in its Petition that the Comission has jurisdiction

to entertain the present Petition pursuant to "42 U.S.C. 5s 2232,

2233(d) and 2236(a) and 10 C.F.R. 69 2.206(c)(1), 50.100 and 50.109".
,

(Petitionat2.) The Atomic Energy Act provisions cited by MVPP deal
~

respectively with license applications (42 U.S.C. 2232), license tenns '

(42 U.S.C. 2233), and license revocation (42 U.S.C. 2236). There.is

no connection between any of these statutory citations and the Comission''s
'

jurisdiction to entertain MVPP's Petition.

The provisions of the'Comission regulations cited by MVPP deal

with requests to institute proceedings to modify, suspend or revoke

licenses (10 C.F.R. 2.206), revocation, suspension, or modification of

licenses and construction permits for cause (10 C.F.R. 50.100), and

backfitting(10C.F.R.50.109). Again, there is no discernable jurisdic-

tional connection between the above cited regulations and the present

Petition.
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While MVPP has thus failed to cite any authority that would confer

jurisdiction upon the Comission to consider its Petition, there are two

bases for Comission consideration of the instant Petition and, given

the sericus nature of the allegations contained in the Petition, the

Comission should consider and reject the Petition on its merits. The

bases for Comission jurisdiction are section 161(d) of the Atomic Energy

Act of 1954, as amended, (AEA), 42 U.S.C. 5 2201(d), and section 2.713 of

the Comission's regulations (10 C.F.R. 2.713).

(1) Pursuant To Section 161(d) Of The Atomic Energy Act Of 1954,
As Amended, (AEA), The Comission Has Authority To Supervise And
Discipline Its Employees.

Section 161(d) of the AEA is the statutory provision authorizing the

Comission to set up its own personnel system separate from that of the'

Office of Personnel Management (OPM--formerly the Civil Service

Comission). Included within the authority conferred by section 161(d)

is the power to hire and fire and of necessity the power to discipline

employees for misconduct. Staff believes that a fair reading of the

MVPP Petition indicates that it was apparently the Comission's 161(d)

general supervisory authority over its employees that MVPP was seeking

to invoke.
_

However, while the Staff agrees that as a general proposition it is proper

for members of the public to bring to the attention of the Comission alleged

misconduct on the part of NRC employees, there are problems which preclude the

..
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Comission's consideration of such information via a petition related to

a licensing proceeding unless such conduct falls within the ambit of

10 C.F.R. 2.713, as discussed below. Mr. Barth, the NRC employee accused of

misconduct by MVPP, is a member of the NRC bargaining unit and as such any

disciplinary action against Mr. Barth is governed not only by the

Commission's internal personnel system but also by the provisions of

the collective bargaining agreement between NRC and the National Treasury

Employees Union, the exclusive representative of all NRC bargaining unit

employees. Consistent with the above requirements, the method for handling

any allegations of misconduct on the part of Mr. Barth would be to refer
2the allegations to Mr. Barth's supervison_/ for a determination of the

validity of the allegations and for a decision on the appropriate disciplinary

action to be proposed consistent with the Union contract, if in fact,

misconduct has occurred.3_/

(2) Pursuant To 10 C.F.R. 2.713, The Commission Has Authority To
Discipline Attorneys Who Engage In Improper Conduct In
Representing Parties Before The Comission Or Its Tribunals.

Section 2.713 of the Commission's regulaticns governs the practice

of attorneys before the Commission and its tribunals and contains

~.

-2/ In this regard, section 2(b) of the President's Reorganization Plan
No.1 of 1980, es arranded, (the Plan) requires that administrative
functions of the Agency be delegated to the Executive Director for
Operations. Specifically, "[t]he Executive Director for Operations
is charged as the chief operating and administrative officer of the
Commissicn, responsible for the management and operation of_the staff
in the perfomance of its duties and responsibilities." S. Rep.
No. 96-790, 96th Cong. 2d Sess. 19 (1980) emphasis added.
Accordingly, the legislative history of the Plan reflects the
Congress intent that the EDO be charged with the responsibility
of assurino that members of the staff properly perform their dutias.

-3/ For the reasons stated in the portions of this brief dealing with
the subsnnce of the MVPP allegations, the Staff believes that no
misconduct occurred, and thus no discipline is warranted.
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procedures for the reprimand, censure or suspension of atterneys from

licensingproceedings(10C.F.R.2.713(c)).5/

To the extent that MVPP seeks to have Mr. Barth removed from

further participation in the Zimmer proceeding due to alleged misconduct

in that proceeding, the Petition can properly be considered as a request

fortheCommissiontoexerciseits2.713 authority.5/

It should be noted, however, that in the Steff's opinion only those

allegations concerning withholding information from the Licensing

Board or the filing of false and frivolous pleadings are proper subjects

for consideration under 10 C.F.R. 2.713. The assertions concerning

Mr. Barth's alleged conflict of interest are, in effect, assertions that

Mr. Barth is not properly performing his duties as a staff attorney and'

as such are not cognizable within the ambit of section 2.713. Rather

such allegations may be properly considered only under the authority of

section 161(d) of the AEA--subject to the constraints previously set

forth.

In summary, the Commission has authority pursuant to section 161(d)

of the AEA to consider allegations pertaining to employee misconduct but
.

%

-

4/ While it is somewhat understandable that MVPP was unaware of the
significance of section 161(d) of the AEA, its failure to locate
and cite 10 C.F.R. 2.713 as authority for its Petition is, perhaps,
indicative of the care used by MVPP in making serious charges
against Staff counsel.

-5/ As will become apparent later, Staff maintains that the Petition
should be dismissed outright as an unfounded and unsupported
attack upon its counsel. However, were there any merit to the
Petition, the Staff would suggest that the Commission refer the
case to the Licensing Board for initial consideration, since that
is the body before whom the alleged misconduct occurred.

..
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such consideration must be in accordance with the Commission's internal

personnel directives and the existing union contract. Such allegations

are not properly the subject of proceedings under Part 2 of the
.

Commission's regulations. On the other hand, allegations that a staff

attorney has engaged in misconduct in his representational duties before

a Commission tribunal are properly considered under 10 C.F.R. 2.713.

B. MR. BARTH DID NOT ATTEMPT TO WITHHOLD IMPORTAi;T RELEVANT INFORMATION
FROM THE ZIMMER LICENSING BUARD

In its Petition, MVPP makes essentially three allegations that fall

under this heading: (1) that Mr. Barth called James Yore, then

Chairman of the ASLBP, and told him to throw away a letter that

James Keppler, Director, Region III, had sent to the ACRS describing

discrepancies in CG&E's testimony before the ACRS (Petition at 5-6);

(2) that Mr. Barth withheld information from the Licensing Board and

the public record (Petition at 1, 5, 9 etc.); and (3) that Mr. Barth

went so far as to affirmatively attempt to remove information from

consideration by- the Licensing Board after it had already been sent to

the Board by James Keppler. (Petitionat9-10).5/
,

.

,

6/ In the Staff's view, these allegations, were they supported by
a scintilla of evidence, would be proper subjects for consideration
under 10 C.F.R. 2.713. -

.
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These allegations rest solely upon the unsupported assertions of

MVPP's Counsel. No facts are cited to support the allegations, I and

more importantly the allegations are contrary to facts in the possession

of MVPP's Counsel at the time the Petition was filed.8_/

Mr. Barth, in an affidavit attached to this pleading, has set forth

in detail the actual facts concerning the MVPP allegations. (Attachment B).

In short the facts are as follows. Terry Harpster, a Region III inspector,

attended an ACRS meeting at which he felt CG&E officials made false state-

ments. Mr. Harpster reported his views to Director Keppler who then

wrote a memorandum (Attachment B at 18) to Dudley Thompson, then Executive

Officer for Operations Support, I & E, HQ, stating Harpster's views and

seeking advice on how to proceed. Mr. Thompson contacted Mr. Barth, lead

7/ The closest MVPP comes to an attempt to support any of the above
,

allegations is hearsay at least thrice removed--namely, that an
unidentified 01A investigator reported in an undated unsigned document
that a Mr. Harpster told him that a Mr. Peltier told Mr. Harpster
that a Mr. Barth had told a Mr. Yore to throw away a certain letter.
This is hardly the kind of " evidence" one would normally expect to
be provided in support of charges of serious attorney misconduct.

8/ See text following footnote 9, infra. Additionally, on August 13, 1982,
in response to a Freedom of Information Act request by
Lynne Bernabei--MVPP's counsel, an 0IA investigation (Attachment.A) '

covering the incident involving Mr. Barth and Mr. Yore was sent to
Ms. Bernabei. Professional courtesy (See Ethical Consideration 7-25
and Disciplinary Rule 7-102(A)(1) and (5), ABA Code of Professional
Responsibility (1977)) would dictate that the facts be ascertained
prior to the filing of the present Petition.

..
,
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Staff Counsel in the then ongoing Zimmer proceedings, concerning this

matter. As reporteo by Mr. Thompson:

"The foregoing was discussed with Mr. Charles A. Barth,
Attorney, Hearing Division, ELD on April 30, 1979 who has been-

involved with the licensing hearings regarding Zimmer.
Mr. Barth feels that an investigation of this matter is
clearly warranted. Barth pointed out that not only does it
raise some question regarding the accuracy of information
provided NRC by the applicant, but that the issue involved -
the general topic of operator qualification - is of particular
interest to the NRC. He further recommended that ASLB, ACRS
and NRR be advised both of the content of your memorandum and
receive copies of your report of investigation. This matter
was also discussed with Mr. Roger Fortuna, 0IA, on April 30,
1979, who indicated that his Office would review your report
for possible evidence of criminality such as violation of
18 USC 1001." (May 2,1979 Memorandum, Thompson to Keppler,
AttachmentBat21)

These are not the actions of a man bent on withholding evidence from
.

the licensing board and the public record.

Thereaf ter, James Yore, then Chairman of the ASLBP and a recipient of

the May 2,1979 Thompson memorandum, called Mr. Barth and asked him what

the significance of the memorandum was and what he should do with it.

Mr. Barth replied that:

"[Hje should do nothing, that he could throw it away, that an
investigation would be made and the results sent to the
Licensing Board, ...and to all parties to the then ongoing
operating license administrative proceeding. [Mr. BarthJ

.

further advised him that only those with a need to know should
be aware of the investigation prior to its completion as
indiscriminate dissemination of bare allegations could damage
innocent reputations." (BaSeealsoAttachmentAatG)phAffidavit,AttachmentBat5;

-9/ Mr. Barth's concern that unsubstantiated allegations not be
indiscriminately disseminated is understandable and well worth
considering.

.

.
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Subsequently, I & E conducted an investigation of the Harpster

allegations and the report of that investigation (I & E Investigation

Report No. 50-358/79-21) was sent, with attachments, by Mr. Barth to the

three Licensing Board members, the ASLBP, the Appeal Board, Docketing

and Service, and all parties to the Zimer proceeding--including MVPP.

(Attachment B at 29).

Thus, not only are M/PP's allegations untrue, they are also directly

contrary to the actual facts concerning this matter. Clearly, Mr. Barth was

instrumental in initiating an investigation into the Harpster allegations,

and it was Mr. Barth who provided the results of that investigation to
,

the Licensing Board and to the Petitioner.

More importantly, at the time MVPP filed the present Petition it had

available to it hard evidence that the allegations it made were contrary

to the facts. On May 23, 1979, Mr. Barth in the presence of three MVPP

attorneys (Leah S. Kosik, James Feldman and Steven Shane) informed the

Licensing Board that allegations of misinformation on behalf of the Applicant

were being investigated and the results would be reported to the Board.

Tr. 471. MVPP was subsequently served by Mr. Barth on September 26, 1979

with a copy of the I & E investigation. (Attachment B at 29). The .

.

April 10, 1979 Memorandum from Keppler to Thompson (Attachment B at 18) and

the May 2,1979 Memorandum from Thompson to Keppler (quoted above)

(Attachment B at 21) are in the Comission's Public Document Room (PDR),,

and they have been since December 1979--over 21 years before the filing of
,

..
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,

the present Petition. Furthermore, the OIA report covering the allegations

on the Barth-Yore interaction was available to MVPP for the asking.]0/

Therefore, the Staff asks that the Commission dismiss MVPP's Petition

insofar as it relates to Mr. Barth's participation in the investigating
,

and reporting of the Harpster allegations.
t

C. ALLEGATIONS THAT MR. BARTH IS NOT PROPERLY REPRESENTING THE STAFF .

SHOULD BE CONSIDERED BY THE STAFF.

The MVPP Petition contains two allegations that would fall under >

this heading: (1) that Mr. Berth refused to sign the Staff pleading

supporting MVPP's motion to reopen the Zimmer record and so informed the

press (Petitionat7,11);and (2) that Mr. Barth filed a false and
.

frivolous pleading requesting an extension of time in which to respond

to MVPP's motion to reopen (Petition at 7).'

These allegations amount to assertions that Mr. Barth is
4

not properly performing his duties as a member of the NRC Staff.11/ As

previously stated, such allegations are cognizable under section 161(d)

..

.

10/ See footnote 8, supra.

11/ The ED0 has responsibility for.supervison of the Staff. Footnote 2,
supra.

.
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of the AEA but not under 10 C.F.R. 2.713. (See Discussion at 3-4, supra.).

Under the personnel system set up pursuant to section 161(d), the

President's Reorganization Plan, and the union contract negotiated in

accordance with 5 U.S.C. 7101 et seq., the responsibility for investigating

and acting upon charges of employee misconduct is in the first instance

with the employee's supervisor--not via a Petition filed with the Commission

in connection with a licensing proceeding. This is particularly true here

where the charge is that a staff attorney is not acting in the Staff's best

interests. Certainly, the Staff is in a much better position to detemine

whether it is satisfied with its counsel than a third party.

In the present circumstances, the MVPP Petition, amounts to

a request that the Comission direct the presentation of the Staff's

position on an issue in a licensing proceeding that could potentially,

I and in this case did actually$, require the Comission to act in its

adjudicatory capacity. Such action on the part of the Commission could

undermine public confidence in the integrity of the licensing process.

It has long been established that a " court cannot

substitute its judgment for that of the litigant in the choice... of

counsel that the litigant may feel is required to properly represent his .

interest." E.g. , Sanders v. Russell, 401 F.2d 241, 246 (5th Cir.1968).

-

t

--12/ Cincinnati Gas and Electric Company (William H. Zimmer Nuclear Power
Station, Unit 1) CL1-82-20, July 30, 1982.

..
,
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The Staff is not an inexperienced party to NRC licensing proceedings.

Furthermore, neither the Commission nor MVPP were or are privy to the

discussions involved in the formulation and presentation of the Staff legal

positions here in question, and therefore only the Staff can properly assess

the adequacy of the performance of its counsel.

MVPP's Counsel has provided no facts to support the allegation that

Mr. Barth filed a false and frivolous pleading in derogation of the previously

cited provisions of the Code of Professional Responsibility. She was not

privy to the internal staff discussions which led to the decision to seek

an extension of time in which to respond to MVPP's motion to reopen. On

the other hand, Mr. Barth in his sworn affidavit states that he was

directed by his supervisors to seek the extension so that a pleading could

be prepared to support MVPP. (Attachment B at 8). The Staff therefore asks
.

that the Comission dismiss this portion of the Petition as being without

me ri t.

D. THE COMMISSION SHOULD DIRECT THE ZIMMER LICENSING BOARD TO CONSIDER
CENSURE OR SUSPENSION OF MVPP'S COUNSEL PURSUANT TO 10 C.F.R.
2.713(c).

In recent years, motions to disqualify opposing counsel have become

so commonplace in federal courts that they are now ccnsidered little
_

'

more than a normal procedural tactic. E.g., h v. Covington City Bank,

537 F.2d 804, 813 (5th Cir. 1976). See also Jordan, Disqualifying Lawyers,

7 LITIGATION 3 (Spring 1981).
'

While such a state of affairs is truly regrettable in the courts,

it would be unacceptable, in the Staff's opinion, in Commission

proceedings. Comission resources must not be diverted from their

.
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intended use in order to investigate and respond to frivolous petitions

to disqualify Staff Counsel. Therefore, the Staff believes that all

petitions (or motions) to disqualify counsel (staff or other) should be

carefully scrutinized by the Commission or its tribunals. Where there

is merit to the petition, appropriate action should be taken under

10 C.F.R. 2.713. On the other hand, where it is apparent that the

petition is unfounded and could not have been filed in good faith,

appropriate action under section 2.713 should be considered against the

petitioner.El

The Staff believes that the present case falls into the latter

category. The charges leveled by MVPP's counsel were unsupported by

evidence, and more importantly, evidence in the possession of MVPP's

counsel or readily available to her disproves her allegations.EI In

addition, a substantial part of the Petition is based on the unusual '

-13/ The Staff does not intend that every case be a win / lose proposition .
for the petitioner. There may well be times when good faith motions to
disqualify are made based upon perceived ethical violations even
though an ultimate determination is made that disqualification is
not warranted. In such cases lawyers are required by the Code of
Professional Responsibility to bring such information to the
attention of the Comission or its boards. Disciplinary Rule 1-103(a).

14/ See text pages 9-10, supra.

L

..
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grounM/ that Staff Counsel was not acting in the best interest of his

" client."16/

In pertinent part Disciplinary Rule 7-102(A) of the ABA Code of
.

Professional Responsibility provides:

(A) In his representation of a client, a lawyer shall not:

(1) File a suit, assert a position, conduct a defense, delay
a trial, or take other action on behalf of his client

when he knows or when it is obvious that such action
would serve merely to harass or maliciously injure
another. ~~

* * * *
,

(5) Knowingly make a false statement of law or fact.

_

15/ Staff has been unable to locate and Petitioner did not cite any-

case wherein one party sought to have another party's counsel
removed for not performing his/her duties in the best interest of
his/her client as perceived by the first party's counsel. This is
not suprising since such a motion necessarily tramples upon the
attorney-client relationship.

-16/ The Petitioner is clearly confused as to who Staff Counsel
represents. MVPP has referred to Mr. Barth's client as the agency

.

(Petition at 1,7,10,11); the NRC (Petition at 7, 11, 12); the
Commission (Petition at 12); the public interest (Petition at 4);
and a neutral objective record (Petition at 8). MVPP also alleges
that Mr. Barth did not support the agency's position-(Petition
at 6, 7); and the NRC's position (Petition at 6, 11), which as things
turned out is not true.

MVPP's apparent belief that Mr. Barth's client was the Comission
could raise an issue as to whether the sending of the instant
Petition to the Commission constitutes a breach of Disciplinary
Rule 7-104(A) which prohibits counsel for one party from
communicating directly with another party without the consent of
that party's counsel. (It can safely be assumed that Mr. Barth did
not consent to this communication). However, given Petitioner's
counsel's confusion as to the role of Staff Counsel, this issue
need not be pursued.

.
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Given the fact that the present Petition was filed even though

Petitioner was in possession of evidence demonstrating the falsity of

the allegations, the Staff believes that the above Disciplinary Rule may

have been violated for the apparent purpose of harassing Mr. Barth.

Therefore, the Staff moves the Commission to instruct the Licensing Board,

pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 2.713, to review the propriety of MVPP's Counsel's

actionsandtotakeappropriateaction,ifwarranted.b

IV. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Staff asks that the Commission

dismiss the Petition as being without merit and refer to the Licensing

Board the question of the propriety of MVPP's Counsel in filing the

Petition.

Respectfully submitted,

', f. g ,A M -f -

c
Dennis C. Dambly
Counsel for the NRC Staff

Dated in Bethesda, Maryland
.

this 19th day of August, 1982.

.

-17/ It may well be that Petitioner's Counsel did not review eittier
MVPP's files or the publicly available NRC files and thus was
unaware of the existence of documentary evidence disproving her
allegations. If such is the case, the question as to the duty of
attorneys practicing before this agency to verify allegations they
file will be presented to the Licensing Board. The Staff believes
that such a duty does exist.

..
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)

CINCINNATI GAS AND ELECTRIC ) Docket No. 50-358
COMPANY, _et _al. )

)
(Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power )

Station, Unit No. 1) )

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

Notice is hereby given that the undersigned attorney enters an

appearance in the above-captioned matter. In accordance with 10 C.F.R.
.

@ 2.713(a), the following information is provided:

Name - Dennis C. Dambly

Address Office of the Executive Legal Director-

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Telephone Number - (301)492-7444

Admissions State of Florida --

District of Columbia, Court of Appeals
United States Supreme Court
United Stated District Court,

.

District of Columbia
'

Court of Appeals, Maryland

Name of Party NRC Staff-

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission-

Respectfully submitted,

y_'y C- /

Dennis C. Dambly
Counsel for NRC Staff

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this /9il-day of August,1982.

.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of "NRC STAFF RESPONSE TO MIAMI VALLEY
POWER PROJECT'S (MVPP) PETITION TO DISQUALIFY STAFF ATTORNEY FROM
LICENSING PROCEEDINGS FOR THE ZIMMER PLANT AND MOTION TO HAVE THE
PROPRIETY OF MVPP'S COUNSEL'S CONDUCT REVIEWED BY THE LICENSING BOARD"
and " NOTICE OF APPEARANCE" for Dennis C. Dambly in the above-captioned
proceeding have been served on the following by deposit in the United States
mail, first class or, as indicated by an asterisk, through deposit in
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Mr. Samuel J. Chilk* John H. Frye, III, Chairman *
Secretary of the Comission Administrative Judge
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Washington, DC 20555 Washington, DC 20555

Leonard Bickwit, Esq.* Dr. Frank F. Hooper
General Counsel Administrative Judge
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission School of Natural Resources
Washington, DC 20555 University of Michigan

Ann Arbor, MI 48109
Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman *

.

Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Dr..M. Stanley Livingston
Board Administrative Judge

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 1005 Calle Largo
Washington, DC 20555 Sante Fe, NM 87501-

Stephen F. Eilperin, Esq.* John D. Woliver, Esq.
Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Legal Aid Society

Board P.O. Box #47
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission 550 Kilgore Street
Washington, DC 20555 Batavia, OH 45103

Mr. Howard A. Wilber Timothy S. Hogan, Jr. , Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board of Comissioners

Board 50 Market Street
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission Clennont County
Washington, DC 20555 Batavia, OH 45103
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William J. Moran, Esq. W. Peter Heile, Esq.
General Counsel Assistant City Solicitor
Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co. Room 214, City Hall -

P.O. Box 960 Cincinnati, OH 45220
Cincinnati, OH 45201

-

David Martin, Esq.
Andrew B. Dennison, Esq. Capital Building
200 Main Street Room 18
Batavia, OH 45103 Frankfort, KY 40601

Mr. Samuel H. Porter Vernon Adler
Porter, Wright, Morris & Arthur FEMA '

37 West Broad Street 500 C Street, S.W.
Columbus, OH 43215 Washington, DC 20472 ,

Deborah Webb, Esq.- Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
7967 Alexandria Pike Panel *
Alexandria, KY 41001 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington, DC 20555
Lawrence R. Fisse, Esq.
Assistant Prosecuting Attorney Atomic Safety and Licensing
462 Main Street Appeal Board *
Batavia, OH 45103 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington, DC 20555
Lynne Bernabei, Esq. -

Government Accountability Docketing and Service Section*
Project /IPS Office of the Secretary

1901 Q Street, N.W. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20009 Washington, DC 20555

Brian Cassidy, Esq. Troy B. Conner, Esq.
Regional Counsel Conner & Wetterhahn
FEMA Region I 1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
J.W. McCormack P0CH Washington, DC 20006
Boston, MA 02109

Mr. Robert F. Warnick
.

U.S.N.R.C., Region III
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, IL 61037

-

O0 W-
Dennis L. Dambly (Counsel for the NRC Staff
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE COMMISSION

In the Matter of ) ,

)
CINCINNATI GAS AND ELECTRIC ) Docket No. 50-358

i COMPANY, et al. )--

)
(Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power )
Station,UnitNo.1) )

.

NRC STAFF RESPONSE TO MIAMI VALLEY POWER PROJECT'S
(MVPP) PETITION TO DISQUALIFY STAFF ATTORNEY FROM LICENSING

,

I

PROCEEDINGS FOR THE ZIMMER PLANT AND MOTION TO HAVE THE
'

PROPRIETY OF MVPP'S COUNSEL'S CONDUCT REVIEWED BY THE LICENSING BOARD

I. INTRODUCTION

On July 30, 1982, Miami Valley Power Project (MVPP) filed a
,

!

petition with the Commission seeking to have Charles A. Barth, Staff.

Counsel in the Zimmer proceeding, disqualified from further

participation in the Zimmer licensing proceeding.1/ The Staff is

treating the Petition as a motion and therefore responding within the

time frame specified in 10 C.F.R. 2.730(c).
:

-

II. ISSUES PRESENTED

The Petition presents essentially four issues. They are:
,

(1) Whether the Commission has jurisdiction to entertain such a

Petition;

.

-1/ "MVPP's Petition to Disqualify Staff Attorney from Licensing
Proceeding for the Zimmer Plant" (Petition).

..
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'

(2) Whether Mr. Barth attempted to withhold important,

relevant information from the Zimmer Licensing Board;

.

(3) Whether Mr. Barth has a crippling conflict of interest

that prevents him from effectively representing the NRC; and

(4) Whether the conduct of MVPP's counsel in filing the Petition

warrants action under 10 C.F.R. 2.713(c).

The issues will be dealt with in the above listed order.

III. DISCUSSION

A. ThERE ARE TWO BASES FOR COMMISSION CONSIDERATION OF THE PRESENT
PETITION--NEITHER OF WHICH WAS CITED BY MVPP

MVPP states in its Petition that the Commission has jurisdiction

to entertain the present Petition pursuant to "42 U.S.C. El 2232,

2233(d) and 2236(a) and 10 C.F.R. El 2.206(c)(1), 50.100 and 50.109".

(Petition at 2.) The Atomic Energy Act provisions cited by MVPP deal

respectively with license applications (42 U.S.C. 2232), license tenns

(42 U.S.C. 2233), and license revocation (42 U.S.C. 2236). There is

Ino connection between any of these statutory citations and the Commission s

jurisdiction to entertain MVPP's Petition.

The provisions of the' Commission regulations cited by MVPP deal

with requests to institute proceedings to modify, suspend or revoke

licenses (10 C.F.R. 2.206), revocation, suspension, or modification of

licenses and construction permits for cause (10 C.F.R. 50.100), and

backfitting (10 C.F.R. 50.109). Again, there is no discernable jurisdic-

tional connection between the above cited regulations and the present

Petition.
,

.
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While MVPP has thus failed to cite any authority that would confer

jurisdiction upon the Comission to consider its Petition, there are two

bases for Comission consideration of the instant Petition and, given

the serious nature of the allegations contained in the Petition, the

Commission should consider and reject the Petition on its merits. The

bases for Comission jurisdiction are section 161(d) of the Atomic Energy

Act of 1954, as amended, (AEA), 42 U.S.C. s 2201(d), and section 2.713 of

the Commission's regulations (10 C.F.R. 2.713).

(1) Pursuant To Section 161(d) Of The Atomic Energy Act Of 1954,
As Amended, (AEA), The Commission Has Authority To Supervise And
Discipline Its Employees.

Section 161(d) of the AEA is the statutory provision authorizing the

Commission to set up its own personnel system separate from that of the'
.

Office of Personnel Management (OPM--formerly the Civil Service

Commission). Included within the authority conferred by section 161(d)

is the power to hire and fire and of necessity the power to discipline

employees for misconduct. Staff believes that a fair reading of the-

MVPP Petition indicates that it was apparently the Commission's 161(d)

general supervisory authority over its employees that MVPP was seeking

to invoke.

However, while the Staff agrees that as a general proposition it is proper

for members of the public to bring to the attention of the Commission alleged

misconduct on the part of NRC employees, there are problems which preclude the

..
,
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Comission's consideration of such information via a petition related to

a licensing proceeding unless such conduct falls within the ambit of

10 C.F.R. 2.713, as discussed below. Mr. Barth, the NRC employee accused of

misconduct by MVPP, is a member of the NRC bargaining unit and as such any

disciplinary action against Mr. Barth is governed not only by the

Commission's internal personnel system but also by the provisions of

the collective bargaining agreement between NRC and the National Treasury

Employees Union, the exclusive representative of all NRC bargaining unit

employees. Consistent with the above requirements, the method for handling

any allegations of misconduct on the part of Mr. Barth would be to refer

the allegations to Mr. Barth's supervisoN for a determination of the

validity of the allegations and for a decision on the appropriate disciplinary

action to be proposed consistent with the Union contract, if in fact,

misconduct has occurred.3_/

(2) Pursuant To 10 C.F.R. 2.713, The Comission Has Authority To
Discipline Attorneys Who Engage In Improper Conduct In

. Representing Parties Before The Commission Or Its Tribunals.

Section 2.713 of the Comission's regulations governs the practice

of attorneys before the Commission and its tribunals and contains

.

-2/ In this regard, section 2(b) of the President's Reorganization Plan >

No.1 of 1980, as amended, (the Plan) requires that administrative
functions of the Agency be delegated to the Executive Director for

,

Operations. Specifically, "[t]he Executive Director for Operations!

! is charged as the chief operating and administrative officer of the
Commission, responsible for the management and operation of.the staff
in the performance of its duties and responsibilities." S. Rep.
No. 96-790, 96th Cong. 2d Sess. 19 (1980) emphasis added.
Accordingly, the legislative history of the Plan reflects the
Congress intent that the ED0 be charged with the responsibility
of assuring that members of the staff properly perform their duties.

-3/ For the reasons stated in the portions of this brief dealing with
the substance of the MVPP allegations, the Staff believes that no
misconduct occurred, and thus no discipline is warranted.

l -
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procedures for the reprimand, censure or suspension of attorneys from

licensingproceedings(10C.F.R.2.713(c)).S/

To the extent that MVPP seeks to have Mr. Barth removed from

further participation in the Zimmer proceeding due to alleged misconduct

irl that proceeding, the Petition can properly be considered as a request

for the Commission to exercise its 2.713 authority.5/

It should be noted, however, that in the Staff's opinion only those

allegations concerning withholding information from the Licensing

Board or the filing of false and frivolous pleadings are proper subjects

for consideration under 10 C.F.R. 2.713. The assertions concerning

Mr. Barth's alleged conflict of interest are, in effect, assertions that

Mr. Barth is not properly performing his duties as a staff attorney and'

as such are not cognizable within the ambit of section 2.713. Rather

such allegations may be properly considered only under the authority of

section 161(d) of the AEA--subject to the constraints previously set

forth.

:n summary, the Commission has authority pursuant to section 161(d)

of the AEA to consider allegations pertaining to employee misconduct but,

!

~.

.

4/ While it is somewhat understandable that MVPP was unaware of the
significance of section 161(d) of the AEA, its fa'ilure to locate
and cite 10 C.F.R. 2.713 as authority for its Petition is, perhaps,
indicative of the care used by MVPP in making serious charges
against Staff counsel.

-5/ As will become apparent later, Staff maintains that the Petition
should be dismissed outright as an unfounded and unsupported
attack upon its counsel. However, were there any merit to the
Petition, the Staff would suggest that the Commission refer the
Cdse to the Licensing Board for initial consideration, since that
is the body before whom the alleged misconduct occurred.

..
,
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such consideration must be in accordance with the Commission's internal

personnel directives and the existing union contract. Such allegations

are not properly the subject of proceedings under Part 2 of the
.

Conmission's regulations. On the other hand, allegations that a staff

attorney has engaged in misconduct in his representational duties before

a Commission tribunal are properly considered under 10 C.F.R. 2.713.

B. MR. BARTH DID NOT ATTEMPT TO WITHHOLD IMPORTANT RELEVANT INFORMATION
FROM THE ZIMMER LICENSING BOARD

In its Petition, MVPP makes essentially three allegations that fall

under this heading: (1) that Mr. Barth called James Yore, then

Chairman of the ASLBP, and told him to throw away a letter that

James Keppler, Director, Region III, had sent to the ACRS describing

discrepancies in CG&E's testimony before the ACRS (Petition at 5-6);

(2) that Mr. Barth withheld information from the Licensing Board and

the public record (Petition at 1, 5, 9 etc.); and (3) that Mr. Barth

went so far as to affirmatively attempt to remove information from

consideration by the Licensing Board after it had already been sent to

the Board by James Keppler. (Petitionat9-10).5/
.

-

-6/ In the Staff's view, these allegations, were they supported by
a scintilla of evidence, would be proper subjects for consideration
under 10 C.F.R. 2.713. -

.
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These allegations rest solely upon the unsupported assertions of

MVPP's Counsel. No facts are cited to support the allegations, / and

more importantly the allegations are contrary to facts in the possession

of MVPP's Counsel at the time the Petition was filed.8_/

Mr. Barth, in an affidavit attached to this pleading, has set forth

in detail the actual facts concerning the MVPP allegations. (AttachmentB).

In short the facts are as follows. Terry Harpster, a Region III inspector,

attended an ACRS meeting at which he felt CG&E officials made false state-

ments. Mr. Harpster reported his views to Director Keppler who then

wrote a memorandum (Attachment B at 18) to Dudley Thompson, then Executive

Officer for Operations Support, I & E, HQ, stating Harpster's views and

seeking advice on how to proceed. Mr. Thompson contacted Mr. Barth, lead

7_/ The closest MVPP comes to an attempt to support any of the above
_

allegations is hearsay at least thrice removed--namely, that an
unidentified 0IA investigator reported in an undated unsigned document
that a Mr. Harpster told him that a Mr. Peltier told Mr. Harpster
that a Mr. Barth had told a Mr. Yore to throw away a certain letter.
This is hardly the kind of " evidence" one would normally expect to
be provided in support of charges of serious attorney misconduct.

-8/ See text following footnote 9, infra. Additionally, on August 13, 1982,
in response to a Freedom of Information Act request by
Lynne Bernabei--MVPP's counsel, an 01A investigation (Attachment.A)
covering the incident involving Mr. Barth and Mr. Yore was sent to
Ms. Bernabei. Professional courtesy (See Ethical Consideration 7-25
and Disciplinary Rule 7-102(A)(1) and (5), ABA Code of Professional
Responsibility (1977)) would dictate that the facts be ascertained
prior to the filing of the present Petition.

..
,
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Staff Counsel in the then ongoing Zimer proceedings, concerning this

matter. As reported by Mr. Thompson:
:

"The foregoing was discussed with Mr. Charles A. Barth,
- Attorney, Hearing Division, ELD on April 30, 1979 who has been

involved with the licensing hearings regarding Zimmer.
Mr. Barth feels that an investigation of this matter is
clearly warranted. Barth pointed out that not only does it
raise some question regarding the accuracy of information
provided NRC by the applicant, but that the issue involved -
the general topic of operator qualification - is of particular
interest to the NRC. He further recommended that ASLB, ACRS
and NRR be advised both of the content of your memorandum and ;

receive copies of your report of investigation. This matter
was also' discussed with Mr. Roger Fortuna, 0IA, on April 30,
1979, who indicated that his Office would review your report

,

>

for possible evidence of criminality such as violation of
18 USC 1001." (May 2,1979 Memorandum, Thompson to Keppler,
Attachment B at 21)

|

These are not the actions of a r.an bent on withholding evidence from

the licensing board and the public record.

Thereafter, James Yore, then Chairman of the ASLBP and a recipient of

the May 2, 1979 Thompson memorandum, called Mr. Barth and asked him what

the significance of the memorandum was and what he should do with it.

Mr. Barth replied that:

"[H]e should do nothing, that he could throw it away, that an
investigation would be made and the results sent to the
Licensing Board, ...and to all parties to the then ongoing
operating license administrative proceeding. [Mr. BarthJ _

further advised him that only those with a need to know should
be aware of the investigation prior to its completion as
indiscriminate dissemination of bare allegations could damage
innocent reputations." (Ba
SeealsoAttachmentAatG)ghAffidavit,AttachmentBat5;

-9/ Mr. Barth's concern that unsubstantiated allegations not be
indiscriminately disseminated is understandable and well worth
considering.

.

I
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Subsequently, I & E conducted an investigation of the Harpster

allegations and the report of that investigation (I & E Investigation

Report No. 50-358/79-21) was sent, with attachments, by Mr. Barth to the

three Licensing Board members, the ASLBP, the Appeal Board, Docketing
!

and Service, and all parties to the Zimmer proceeding--including MVPP.

(Attachment B at 29).

Thus, not only are MVPP's allegations untrue, they are also directly

contrary to the actual facts concerning this matter. Clearly, Mr. Barth was
,

instrumental in initiating an investigation into the Harpster allegations,

and it was Mr. Barth who provided the results of that investigation to

the Licensing Board and to the Petitioner.

More importantly, at the time MVPP filed the present Petition it had

available to it hard evidence that the allegations it made were contrary

to the facts. On May 23, 1979, Mr. Barth in the presence of three MVPP

attorneys (Leah S. Kosik, James Feldman and Steven Shane) informed-the

Licensing Board that allegations of misinformation on behalf of the Applicant

were being investigated and the results would be reported to the Board.

Tr. 471. MVPP was subsequently served by Mr. Barth on September 26, 19794

with a copy of the I & E investigation. (Attachment B at 29). The .

April 10, 1979 Memorandum from Keppler to Thompson (Attachment B at 18) and

the May 2, 1979 Memorandum from Thompson to Keppler (quoted above)

[ (Attachment B at 21) are in the Commission's Public Document Room (PDR),

and they have been since December 1979--over 21 years before the' filing of
|
,

i
|

l

|
.- ,
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the present Petition. Furthermore, the OIA report covering the allegations

on the Barth-Yore interaction was available to MVPP for the asking.SS/

Therefore, the Staff asks that the Commission dismiss MVPP's Petition
.

insofar as it relates to Mr. Barth's participation in the investigating

and reporting of the Harpster allegations.

C. ALLEGATIONS THAT MR. BARTH IS NOT PROPERLY REPRESENTING THE STAFF
SHOULD BE CONSIDERED BY THE STAFF.

The MVPP Petition contains two allegations that would fall under

this heading: (1) that Mr. Barth refused to sign the Staff pleading

supporting MVPP's motion to reopen the Zimmer record and so informed the

press (Petition at 7, 11); and (2) that Mr. Barth filed a false and

frivolous pleading requesting an extension of time in which to respond

to MVPP's motion to reopen (Petition at 7).
r

These allegations amount to assertions that Mr. Barth is

not properly performing his duties as a member of the NRC Staff.11/ As

previously stated, such allegations are cognizable under section 161(d)

-

-

10/ See footnote 8, supra.

11/ The E00 has responsibility for supervison of the Staff. Footnote 2,
supra.

.

*
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of the AEA but not under 10 C.F.R. 2.713. (See Discussion at 3-4, supra.).

Under the personnel system set up pursuant to section 161(d), the

President's Reorganization Plan, and the union contract negotiated in

accordance with 5 U.S.C. 7101 et ,se_q., the responsibility for investigating

and acting upon charges of employee misconduct is in the first instance

with the employee's supervisor--not via a Petition filed with the Commission

in connection with a licensing proceeding. This is particularly true here

where the charge is that a staff attorney is not acting in the Staff's best

interests. Certainly, the Staff is in a much better position to determine

whether it is satisfied with its counsel than a third party.

In the present circumstances, the MVPP Petition, amounts to

a request that the Comission direct the presentation of the Staff's

position on an issue in a licensing proceeding that could potentially,

and in this case did actuallyb , require the Commission to act in its

adjudicatory capacity. Such action on the part of the Commission could

undermine public confidence in the integrity of the licensing process.

It has long been established that a " court cannot

substitute its judgment for that of the litigant in the choice... of

counsel that the litigant may feel is required to properly represent his ,

interest." E.g. , Sanders v. Russell, 401 F.2d 241, 246 (5th Cir.1968).

-

-12/ Cincinnati Gas and Electric Company (William H. Zimer Nuclear Power
Station, Unit 1) CLI-82-20, July 30, 1982.

..
,
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The Staff is not an inexperienced party to NRC licensing proceedings.

Furthermore, neither the Commission nor MVPP were or are privy to the

discussions involved in the formulation and presentation of the Staff legal

positions here in question, and therefore only the Staff can prcperly assess

the adequacy of the performance of its counsel.

MVPP's Counsel has provided no facts to support the allegation that

Mr. Barth filed a false and frivolous pleading in derogation of the previously

cited provisions of the Code of Professional Responsibility. She was rot

privy to the internal staff discussions which led to the decision to seek

an extension of time in which to respond to MVPP's motion to reopen. On

the other hand, Mr. Barth in his sworn affidavit states that he was
'

directed by his supervisors to seek the extension to that a pleading could

be prepared to support MVPP. (Attachment B at 8). The Staff therefore asks

that the Comission dismiss this portion of the Petition as being without

merit.

D. THE COMMISSION SHOULD DIRECT THE ZIMMER LICENSING BOARD TO C0hSIDER i

CENSURE OR SUSPENSION OF MVPP'S COUNSEL PURSUANT TO 10 C.F.R.
2.713(c).

In recent years, motions to disqualify opposing counsel have become

so comonplace in federal courts that they are now considered little
,

more than a normal procedural tactic. E.g., Woods v. Covington City Bank,

537 F.2d 804, 813 (5th Cir. 1976). See also Jordan, Disqualifying Lawyers,

7 LITIGATION 3 (Spring 1981).

While such a state of affairs is truly regrettable in the cdurts,

it would be unacceptable, in the Staff's opinion, in Comission

proceedings. Comission resources must not be diverted from their
.

.
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intended use in order to investigate and respond to frivolous petitions

to disqualify Staff Counsel. Therefore, the Staff believes that all

petitions (or motions) to disqualify counsel (staff or other) should be

carefully scrutinized by the Commission or its tribunals. Where there

is merit to the petition, appropriate action should be taken under

10 C.F.R. 2.713. On the other hand, where it is apparent that the
[

petition is unfounded and could not have been filed in good faith,[

appropriate action under section 2.713 should be considered against the

petitioner.El

The Staff believes that the present case falls into the latter

category. The charges leveled by MVPP's counsel were unsupported by

evidence, and more importantly, evidence in the possession of NPP's

counsel or readily available to her disproves her allegations.El In

additicn, a substantial part of the Petition is based on the unusual

13/
The Staff does not intend that every case be a win / lose proposition 'to-

for the petitioner. There may well be times when good faith motions
disqualify are made based upon perceived ethical violations even
though an ultimate determination is made that disqualification is
not warranted. In such cases lawyers are required by the Code of
Professional Responsibility to bring such information to the
attention of the Comission or its boards. Disciplinary Rule 1-103(a).

M/ See text pages 9-10, supra.

..
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ground 1El that Staff Counsel was not acting in the best interest of his

" client."El

In pertinent part Disciplinary Rule 7-102(A) of the ABA Code of
.

Professional Responsibility provides:

(A) In his representation of a client, a lawyer shall not:

(1) File a suit, assert a position, conduct a defense, delay
a trial, or take other action on behalf of his client

when he knows or when it is obvious that such action
would serve merely to harass or maliciously injure
another.
* * * *

(5) Knowingly make a false statement of law or fact.

.

-

|

F

4

---15/ Staff has been unable to locate and Petitioner did not cite any
.

case wherein one party sought to have another party's counsel '

removed for not performing his/her duties in the best interest of
his/her client as perceived by the first party's counsel. This is
not suprising since such a motion necessarily tramples upcn the
attorney-client relationship.

~~~16/The Petitioner is clearly confused as to who Staff Counsel
represents. MVPP has referred to Mr. Barth's client as the agency

_(Petitionat 1,7,10,11); the NRC (Petition at 7, 11, 12); the
Commission (Petition at 12); the public interest (Petition at 4);
and a neutral objective record (Petition at 8). MVPP also alleges
that Mr. Barth did not support the agency's position (Petition
at 6, 7); and the NRC's position (Petition at 6, 11), which as things
turned out is not true.

MVPP's apparent belief that Mr. Barth's client was the Commissinn
could raise an issue as to whether the sending of the instant
Petition to the Commission constitutes a breach of Disciplinary
Rule 7-104(A) which prohibits counsel for one party from
communicating directly with another party withnut the consent of
that party's counsel. (It can safely be assumed that Mr. Barth did
not consent to this communication). However, given Petitioner's
counsel's confusion as to the role of Staff Counsel, this issue
need not be pursued.

,

.
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Given the fact that the present Petition was filed even though

Petitioner was in possession of evidence demonstrating the falsity of

the allegations, the Staff believes that the above Disciplinary Rule may

have been violated for the apparent purpose of harassing Mr. Barth.

Therefore, the Staff moves the Commission to instruct the Licensing Board,

pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 2.713, to review the propriety of MVPP's Counsel's

actionsandtotakeappropriateaction,ifwarranted.E

IV. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Staff asks that the Comission

dismiss the Petition as being without merit and refer to the Licensing

BoardthequestionofthieproprietyofMVPP'sCounselinfilingthe ~

Petition.

Respectfully submitted,

0 cS;
<G

Dennis C. Dambly
Counsel for the NRC Staff

|
' Dated in Bethesda, Maryland

,

this 19th day of August, 1982.

,

17/ It may well be that Petitioner's Counsel did not review eittier
-

MVPP's files or the publicly available NRC files and thus was
unaware of the existence of documentary evidence disproving her*
allegations. If such is the case, the question as to the duty of
attorneys practicing before this agency to verify allegations they
file will be presented to the Licensing Board. The Staff believes
that such a duty does exist.i

1
1
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REPORT OF INVESTIGATION

SUMMARY _

Ey menorandum dated July 30, 1979, George C. Gower, Acting Executive
Officer for Operations Support, Office of Inspection and Enforcement,
requested this office to investigate three " employee actions" concerning the
conduct of SRC employees in regard to an investigation conducted by IE.
The IE investigation was oriented to whether Cincinnati Gas and Electric
(CG&E) officials had given false and/or misleading testimony regarding
plant staffing of the Zimmer facility to an Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board Fanel (ASLSP) (Attachment A).

TF.e three issues raised in the July 30, 1979, referral were:

1. Mr. Irving A. Peltier, formerly Licensing Project Manager, Office
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) had discussed with management
the matter under investigation by IE, i.e. possible misrepresentation
by CGLE r.anagement to the ASLBP regarding staffing of the Zirner
Fiant. _

2. Mr. Peltier, or a co-worker, may have tried to influence
Mr. Charles Earth, Attorney, ELD, and through him the ASLBP to
disregard the matter under investigation and to destroy the IE
memorandum of May 2,1979, which addressed the IE concerns.'

3. Mr. Ths.as Vandel, NRC Frc.iect Inspector, IE, Region III, released
the contents of a Region III memorandum to Mr. Schott of the Ziraer
Plant. The mencrendun requested guidance of IE, Headquarters, as
to whether an official investigation should be ccnducted.

The first and second " employee actions" were not substantiated while the
third allegation was substantiated in that Mr. Vandel did provide a copy of
the April 10, 1979, memorandum to Mr. Schott of Zimmer.

I. REASON FOR INVESTIGATION
-'

On July 30, 1979, Mr. George C. Gower, Acting Executive Officer for
Ocerations Support, IE, requested this office to investigate three
' employee actions" which had arisen in connection with an IE investigation.
As indicated in the susnary above, the three actions were related to
possible improper conduct on the part of NRC employees.
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II. BACKGROUND

On April 10, 1979, James Keppler, Director, Region III, advised Dudley Thompson,
Executive Officer for Operations Support, IE, HQS, of the Region's
feelino that CG&E had provided erroneous infornation to the ACRS during
a subcommittee meeting held on February 27, 1979 (Attachment B). This
erroneous infonr.ation pertained to the proposed staffing leve,1 of the
Zimmer Plant so as to provide back-up supervisory cacability. It appeared
to Region III that CG&E had purposely misled the ACRS into thinking that
there would be double coverage for the critical aspects of the plant.
The April memorandum also sought guidance on whether to conduct an
investigation into the matter in order to detemine whether CG&E had
ci.en false statements.

In an answarino memorandum dated t'.ay 2,1980, Mr. Thompson a:hised
Mr. Kepoler that his office had discussed the matter raised by the
April 10 r.emorandum with Charles Barth, ELD, and with Roger Fortuna,
CIA, and had consecuently determined that it would be appropriate for
Recion III to investicate the matter and recommended such action to
T.egion III (Attachment C).

As part of the IE investigation, Peter Baci, InvesticBtor, IE, HQS,
intervievied Terry Harpster, a reattor inspector for Region III. In his
statement, Mr. Harpster expressed his earlier concern for the station'

staffinc at Zimmer. Joint NRC/CG&E meetings on this issue were held as
early as July 13, 1978. Based on his knowledoe of the plant and the
ongoina meetinos, Mr. Harpster concluded that Mr. Schott's (the CGRE
representative) assertions before the ACRS subcomittee in February 1979
were contrary to his knowledge regardino staffing of the Zimmer Plant.
Haroster communicated this concern to CG&E and Mr. Feltier, the NRC-

Zimmer Froiect Manager at NRC, Hqs. The presentation by CG&E of March 9, 1979,
'

to the full committee did not appear to Harpster to correct his earlier
concern.

Harcster advised the IE investigator that on May 18, 1979, he (Harpster) -'

discussed the associated events with Peltier. According to Harpster,
Peltier did not seem to recall earlier discussions of. Harpster's concerns;
but Peltier did state that he had discussed Haroster's concerns with
CGLE and that CG&E was satisfied with its testiraony. Peltier also
mentioned that he had discussed the May 2, 1979, memorandum (Attachment
C) with ACRS staff cembers and that ''someone" had talked with Barth and
had convinced him that the matter was not significant. Peltier thought
'that Barth later contacted James Yore, Chairman, ASLBP, (now deceased)
and asked him to throw the May 2 memorandum away.

.
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Eased on all of the above and a May 18, 1979 letter (Attachment D) from
E. A. Ecrg . ann, Senior Vice President for CG&E, which addressed CG&E's
view of the matter, IE requested by memorandum dated July 30, 1979, that
this office investicate the three " employee actions" described above. A

copy of the July 30, 1979, IE investigation regarding a possible
risrepreser.tation made by CG&E to the ASLBD was obtained by this office
as a result of the interview with Peltier on fiarch 13, 1980 (Attachment
E).

.

III. DETAILS

Interview of Irvino A. Peltier, NRR

Mr. Peltier, Licensing Project Manager, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
(NRR), stated that he did have contact with the utility regarding the
issue of CGLE staffino for the Zirmer Plant. The issue had been under
discussion since July 1978. Peltier denied that he showed the May 2, 1979,

~

t.emorandum to the licensee and was not sure whether he was even aware of
it at the time he dis:essed the issue of staffing with the licensee.
Teltier stated that he never understood the interest of Harpster because.
(1) the issue of tackup staffing was a concern of NRR and (2) at the
time increased staffino could not have been required by NRR because CG&E
met the " minimum' hRR reouirements without the additional staffing.
Feltier further noted that the May 2 memorandum was not marked " Official
Use Only", did not contain any reference to confidentiality in its text,
and received rather wide dissemination. Peltier stated he could not
rcember whether he talked to Barth regarding the May 2 memorandum or if
Fe told Harpster that someone spoke with Barth and convinced Barth to
r.sak with Yore. (See summary of Feltier's interview at Attachment f).

Inte.r_s_iew of Charles Barth, ELD

f Mr. Earth, Attorney, ELD, stated that he was not contacted by Peltier
(or any co-worker) in an effort to influence him, and through him, the|

homic Safety and Licensing Board Panel (ASLBP), to disregard the matter -
under investigation by IE and/or to have the May 2 memo destroyed.!

I Barth advised he was contacted by James Yorc, Chaim.an, ASLBP (now
ce: cased). Yore, who was on distribution for the May 2 memo, wished to
know its significance. Barth advised him that it was being investigated
by IE and that he would be advised if anything of substance was developed.
Consenuently, Barth stated he advised Yore to throw the memorandum away
,or security reasons. (See summary of Barth interview at Attachment G).f

; nterview of Thomas E. Vandel, IE, Reaion III
1

| Mr. Vandel said that he did show the April 10, 1979, memorandum to
Schott, Superintendent of the Zimmer Plant. He was told by Mr. Norelius,
Region III, to notify Schott of an IE investigator's anticipated arrival

l at Zi .mer as a matter of " logistics" to insure his presence for interview.
In the absence of further direction, Vandel chose the menorandum as a

| means of accomplishing this task (see Summary of Vandel Interview at
m achment H).j

-
.
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Interview of Charles Norelius, IE, Recion III

"r. Norelius, Special Assistant to the Director, advised that he told.

Vandel to apprise appropriate CG&E personnel that an NRC investigator
would be coming to insure the presence of persons to be interviewed.
Norelius said he did not advise Vandel whether or not to tell the licensee
the reason for the investigation. Through subsequent telepnone contact
Norelius said that had he known that Schott would have advised the licensee
by turning over the letter, he would have not allowed it. (See Summary

7

of Norelius Interview at Attachment I).

Reculatory Provisions

This investigation was concerned with potential employee misconduct as |

proscribed in 10 CFR 0.735-49a. More specifically the following subsections
were sermane:

''(b) Giving preferential treatment to any person.
(c) Ir.;;eding Government efficiency or economy.
(f) Affecting adversely the confidente of the public

in the integrity of the Govern.ent." ,

IV. C0mEhT

As to the first aliegation that Peltier discussed with CG&E rcr.acement
the matter under investigation, i.e. whether CG&E had misrepresented
their prop:: sed staffing to the ASLBP, Peltier readily admitted that he ,

had discussed the Zir.mer Plant staffing with CG&E as he had in an ongoing
way since July 1978. He denied any intent to tip-off CG&E or to thaart
IE's investication. No facts were obtained which could controvert this
assertion. Therefore, this allegation is not substantiated.

Barth denied contact with Feltier regarding the May 2 cemorandum. He

maintained that he had been contacted by Yore and that he had advised
,~ Yore to throw the memorandum away essentially because IE was investigating.

the matter. Therefore, the allegation that Peltier, or someone else,
had, or had tried to, influence Earth and/or Yore through Earth was not
substantiated.

'

Vandel readily admitted that he shcwed the April 10 memorandum to
Schott of the Zimmer Plant as alleced in the third allegation. However,
his intent, as stated by him, was to prepare for the IE investigator's

" pro.iected arrival at the Zimmer Plant. He had been told by P.r. Norelius
to insure that CG&E was aware of the investigator's planned arrival so
that appropriate personnel would be on hand to be interviewed. No facts
were brought to light which would substantiate any intent by Vandel in
doing this act which would be violative of the cited provisions of 10
CFR 0.73E-49a. However, the allegation that Vandel passed the memo to
Schott, the CG&E representative, was substantiated.

.
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Attachments: '

A. fiemo Gower to Fortuna, dtd July 30, 1979, w/ enclosures. '

: E. !;emo Keppler to Thompson, dtd April 10, 1979, w/ enclosures.
C. !'emo Thompson to Keppler, dtd May 2,1979, w/ enclosures. :

D. Ltr Borgman to Keppler, dtd May 18, 1979
.

;

E. IE Investigative Report No. 50-358/79-21, dtd July 31, 1979 ;-

F. Report of Interview, Irving Peltier
G. Report of Interview, Charles Barth
H. Report of Interview, Thomas Vandel .

1. Report of Interview, Charles Norelius
.
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Roger Fortuna, Assistant Director For Investigations
Office of Inspector and Auditor

.

FROM: George C. Gcaer, Acting Executive Officer for Operations
Support, Office of Inspection and Enforcement

SUBJECT: QUESTIONABLE CONDUCT BY NRC EMPLOYEES

.

The Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) is currently conducting an
investigation into statements nade by the Ci'cinnati Gas and Electric Cce.pany
(CG&E) before an ACRS subcommittee meeting on 2/27/79. During the course of
this investigation, which is being conducted on behalf of Region III, several
instances of questionable conduct by NRC employees have arisen which are being
referred to your office ~for investigation.

The IE investigation stenced from Region III concerns over the accuracy of
CG&E's statements about staffing at the William H. Zimmer Plant. These concerns
were set fcrth'in a memorandum to this office from Region III Director James
G. Keppler dated 4/10/79 (enciesure A). This memorandum made ses eral rec- ,

c- endations and requested guidance on whether CG&E ranagcment should be
cenfronted as to why the apparent false statements were not clarified at the
fell ACRS meeting on 3/9/79. It also asked whether an official investigation
s! 9uld be conducted into the matter.

This matter was discussed with you on 4/30/79 by members of my staff and a
copy of Mr. Keppler's memorandum was sent to OIA. The natter was also dis-
cussed on 4/30/79 with Mr. Charles Barth, an attorney with ELD, who had been
involved with the licensing hearings for the Zimmer Plant.

. .

On the basis of the discs sions and staff review in X005, IE replied to
Mr. Feppler in writing on 5/2/79. Our recc4.mendation was that an investiga-
tion was warranted and that the results of the investigation should De reviewed
by DIA for possible criminality on the part of CG&E. A copy of this reply ,

(enclosure B) was forwarded to 0IA for information as well as to ELD, ACRS,
NRR and ASLB.

'On 5/21 to 5/22, 1979, IE Investigator Peta.r E. Baci interviewed Reactor
Ir pector Terry Harpster at the Region III Office in Glen Ellyn, Illinois. At
trat time, Mr. Harpster related a telephone conversation with Irving A. Teltier
(NRR/ LWR-1) which took place on 5/18/79. According to Harpster, Peltier, who

.

CCNTACT: P. Baci, IE
<

49-27246
.
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it the NRR project manager involved with the licensing of the Zicmer Plant,
had apparently received the 5/2/79 memorandum to Keppler. Peltier stated that
he had discussed with CG&E Harpster's concerns over their testimony and that
the utility had indicated that it would stand by its original statement.
Peltier also indicated that he had discussed the matter with ACRS staff members
who reportedly didn't understand Harpster's concerns. According to Harpster,
Feltier further indicated that "soneone" had spoken to Mr. Barth and convinced
nim that the material was not significant enough to bring to the attention of
the ASLB, and further, that Mr. Barth had contacted Mr. Jame's R. Yore, Chairman
of the ASLS and asked him to throw it (meaning the Thompson memo of 5/2/79)
away. Mr. Harp 5ter's recollection of his conversation with Mr. Peltier is
contained in a written statement which he provided to Mr. Baci (enclosure C).

On 5/21/79, IE Investigator William Ward visited the offices of the ACR5 on a
separate matter. While there, ACR5 staff member Richard P. Savio told Mr. Ward
that he believed NRR had already discussed the substance of the 5/2/79 mem-
crandum with CG&E. It was also his belief that the memorandum had been sent
to the Public Document Room.

On 5/24/79, Mr. Baci intervie-ed Mr. James Schott, Superintendent of the
Zir er Plant. This interview was conducted at the site in the presence of
Froject Inspector Thcmas Vandel, USNRC, Region III, and W. W. Schwiers,
Principal Quality Assurance & Standards Engineer, CG&E. In discussing his
testimony before the ACRS subcon.mittee, Mr. Schott told Mr. Baci that he was
surprised to learn that the matter was still of concern to NRC. He stated that
it was not until Mr. Vandel Shcwed him Mr. Keppler's memorandum that he knew
NRC was still not satisfied with his earlier statements. During the course of
the interview, Mr. Eaci queried Mr. Schott further on his awareness of NRC's
concern. He indicated that he had heard " rumblings" from his management that
the matter had not been put to rest, and that this was confirmed when Mr.
Vandal showed him Mr. Keppler's memorandum. Mr. Baci then showed Mr. Schott
the cover page of the 4/10/79 memo and asked him if this was the same one Mr.
Vandel had earlier showed to him. Schott replied that it was. Mr. Vandel was
present when this was done.

-

.

Baci then asked Mr. Schott how he had come to hear " rumblings" about~NRC'sMr.
concern, and more specifically, whether anyone from NRC, other than Vandel
discussed these concerns with him. Schott stated that no one from NRC had
spoken to him but that Irv Peltier (from NRR) had spoken to Mr. Flynn about it
(James D. Flynn, CG&E manager of Licensing and Environmental Affairs).

;

On 5/14/79, Region III Director Keppler told Mr. Baci that he had spoken with
. Earl Sorgmann, CG&E Vice President for Engineering, and advised him that NRC
had some cuestions regarding the utility's testimony before the ACR5 sub-
committee. Mr. Keppler stated that he had ceen nonspecific and had not men-
tioned the particular area NRC was investigating. On May 18, 1979, Mr. Borgmann
responded in writing and addressed the specific areas of concern (enclosure D).

l

|
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The aforementioned employee actions, if substantiated, would appear to be
questionable in the context of 10 CFR 0.735-49A. Those alleged actions which
are of concern and which warrant further investigation by OIA include:

Mr. Peltier's contact with the utility and his discussion with CG&E
management of a matter under investigation by IE. This is of par-

ticular concern since it was done without IE's kncwledge or consent
and involved a matter having possible elements of, criminality.

Mr. Peltier (or a co-worker) allegedly calling Mr. Barth and
attempting to influence him, and through him, the ASLB to disregard
the matter under investigation and to destroy the memorandum out-
lining IE's concerns.

Mr. Vande'1's apparently unauthoriz'ed release to Mr. <chott of the
contents of Mr. Keppler's memorandum to Mr. Therpson. This remcrandum
requested guidance on whether an official investication should be
conducted.

One final area of concern which was voiced by several inspectors and as well
as by F.egional Management, was the a;. parent lack of coordinaticn with IE oy
NF.R hen draling with the licensee. In this particular instance, the Region
has teen trying to impress upon the utility for well over a year that the
staffing for the Zimmer Plant, while r,eeting the minimum recuirements of ANSI
18. 1, is marginal at best. Trying to translate these IE concerns into action
on the part of the' utility is difficult enough without having another Office

.

downplay their significance.

// ) ,L/
/Y&N [C. Gower, Acting Executive

i/
Georg

Officer for Operations Support
Office of Inspection and Enforcement

Enclosures: .

As stated

cc: James G. Keppler, Director, Region III
William J. Ward, X005 IE

.
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..c CFJJ;DL . FOR: Dudley Th =pson, Executive Of ficer for Operations'

Support, IE ,

TROM: Jaces C. T.eppl er, Directer .

SE-JE CI: IF.RONEDUS STATEMD;TS FROVIDED ET A.PPL1 CANT

AT ZIX'IR ACRS StGCOMGTTEE MEETING (AITS T30I.SSH6)

I

Inriesed for yeer infe=stion and action is a su=ary state:ent*

re2ative to erreneous infor ztien provided by Cincinnati Cas and
E3 ectric Cc:pany to the ACRS during an ACP.S Subco==itt ee Meeting on
Febr uary 27, 1979. As we viev it, the folieving points are pertinent:

1. Tne appli cant clearly re de false statenents to the ACES Subec=itt ee.
Af t er 2;reeing Vith 'FRC inspect ors that this inicr.stion vas
incorrect, the applicant f ailed to correct the false info mation-
during the subsequent ACP.S Full Ce: ittee Meeting af ter indicating
he vou3 d do so.

2. ACk5seetingsdonot involve svorm or notarized testi=:ny. k"..!) e

ve censider =is3 cading the ACRS to be a natter of serious concer=,
we questics our enf orcement capabilities in this regard.

T..e applicant is meeting the rini=u= staf fing require =ents outlined3.
in ANSI 18.1. Tne cisinf or:ation relates to ce==itments over and I
above these r.inimun staffing require =ents.

~ Co:sistent with the above, we have the following rece=endations and
q uesti c=s : .<

3. EI.D, ASLE and ACRS should be inferred of this =arter (KRR was
inforced prior to the ACP.S Full Ce=itt ee Meeti~ g).n

'

An evaluatics should be nade as to whether this hisinformation2.

co:stitute.s "caterial f alse statements.".i

.
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pursued with licensee a nagene=t why they did not
g

,

clarify the cisinfor=atics at the Tull Cc -4ttee Meeting. Shoul d F3. '.:e have no:
i

ve confrent can2Eenent as to why. the false state =ents weren't 3
*

j-[Sheuld we cenduct an official investi ation includingE
,

corrected? :
.

signed statenents?
..

-

r.

F
If you desire further infer =atico relative to this =atter, pIcase

-

=.c
-

~

ccntact me. :--

.
..

g; A -6. Ylr # b ,

=
.
-
.-

i.3ames C. KeppIer "e
.

Director -

. :
.

:-

In ci esure: .

As stated b
*
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STATEMEJiT OF TAC 5 EECJJ.DD;C EERO';EDUS INTGT."J.71C';
CI\T'; ZY /JPLIC/.ST A7 21''.GR ACRS SGCO.9HTTEE MEETING

.

The Advisory Cc 'ttee on 7.eactor Safeguards (ACES) held a subce .ittee'

reeting en Tebruary 27,1979_ to review the application of the Cincinnati '
Cas z.nd Electric Cenpany (CGE) for a license to operate the W=. E.

Zi=er Nuclear Power Statics, Unit 1. . Iuring the course of this meeting, *

the Statics Superintendent, i= resp:nse to euestiens f ro= the ACES,_ .

provided inf or:atic-n on the capability of the utility to provide adequate
'cT:F up persennel 2or Aey positicus in the event ot a resignatlen,

~

pro 2:nsed illness , etc.

was st ated that CGLE is now developing the back-up capability withinIt
the staf f by desi;;nating alternate renbers of their station technical

'

,

st af f to act as backup to =sint enance, operations, and other key
second-line supervisory positic'ns. This was being dene to avoid a
si t.e, tics sir.i3ar to one they had recently experienced --- J ess of the
n.sint e:ance supe rvisor who they have had dif ficulty repla cing. According
t o CGE, these designated persennel vould have the same training as the
pri:ary persennel, but not necessarily the i=ediate erperience.
Individu21s are assiped c= a enc-to-one relatienship as a second-line
assistant to the principal, vith no other function. The applicant npred
that, while this capability is being provided, they had not co=itt ed to
these actiens with the NRC staf f.

.

In the course cf reviewing the app 1f cant's program for Treeperational -

Testing, SRC inspectors had expressed concerns regarding the adecuacy,

of statics staf fing and, because of these cencerns, have folleved the
st atus of station staf fing closely over the pest year. The applicant's

the ACRS Subce=.ittee Meeting appeared to be contrary tost at e:r.cnts at
our knovIed e of the statien staffing.E

As a result of these apparent contradictiens, these staten,ents were
discussed with the Station Superintendent during an inspection the
veek following the ACRS Subco=dttee Meeting. The station superintendent
st at ed that there was presently no for=al staff contingency plan as .

.

described at the Subco==itt ee Meeting. The station superintendent
stated that he would discuss clarification of these statements withAt the Fullhis =anage:ent prior to the ACES Tull Cc=:ittee Meeting.
Co =sittee Meeting on March 9,1979, however, the applicant provided

''no clarification of his earlier statenents w th regard to staffing..
i
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MEMDRAND'JM FOR: James G. Keppler,' Director, R111 ,-

FROM: Dudley Thompson, Executive Dfficer for,0perations
Support, JE

SU3 JECT: APPARENT FAL5E STATEMENTS BY APPLICANT AT ZIMMER
ACR5 5U5CCMMITTEE MEETING (AITS F304SSH5)

,

<

.

In your memorandum of April 10,1979, (enclosed) you advised 1E:HQ
that the Zinmer station superintendent had apparently provided false
or erroneous information to the NRC - initially to an ACRS Subcommittee
meeting on February 27, 1979, and subsequently to an ACR5 Full Com-

mittee meeting on Marcn 9, 1979. We understand that an NRC inspector
'.

was present during both ACRS meetings and that transcripts of both
prc:eedings are available to you. We also understand that the station
superintendent, Zimmer Nuclear Power Station, when interviewed during
an inspection in early March 1979, admitted that the information
provided the ACRS Sub:o 7.ittee was untrue, indicated that it would
be corre:ted at the Full Committee meeting, but failed to do so.

The foregoing was discussed with Mr. Charles A. Earth, Attorney,
Hearing Division, ELD on April 30, 1979 who has been involved with
the licensing hearings regarding Zimmer. Mr. Barth feels that an
investication of this matter is clearly warranted. Barth pointed
out that not only does it raise some question regarding the accuracy
of information provided NRC by the applicant, but that the issue
involved - the general topic' of operator qualification - is of
particular interest to the NRC. He further recommended that ASLB,*-
ACRS and NRR be advised bo,th of the content of your memorandum and7
receive copies of your report of investigation. This matter was
also discussed with Mr. Roger Fortuna, OIA, on ' April 30,1979, who'

indicated that his Office would review your report f or possible
evidence of criminality such as violation of 18 USC 1001. ,

.,.

We share Mr. Barth's opinion and recommend that RIII conduct a full
investigation of this matter. Signed statements should be obtained'

from the NRC inspectors who attended the ACRS meetings and those
who interviewed the station superintendent during the inspection
where his ACRS testimony was discussed. The interview of the station
superintendent should, if possible, result in a written statement

r

from him~ describing both his reason and motivation for making th'e

'"
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s t a tec.ent. Up:n ec:pletion of your investigation, we will take
care of providin9 ccpies of your report to interested offices at-

Headquarters.
,

The above infomation was discussed with Chuck !?orelius on P.my 1,
1979. Please fed free to centact either Bill b'ard or Pete Eaci /

of rny staff if you need any additional infomation.
.

/ % f
uuaie , ,,s..ipson

Execu.1ve Officer for
'

Operations Support, IE
,

Enclosure:
Merlo JGKeppier to DThompson

did 4/10/79

-cc w/enciesure:
C. A. Earth, ELD

'

R. A. Fortuna. 01A
G. R. Klingler, ROI .

ti. C. Moseley, ROI$

H. D. Thsrnburg, RCI
J. R. Ycre, ASLB
M. M. Carbon, ACRS
H. P.. Dcnton, liRR -
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.

209-32-3333),
I; Terry L. Earps er, Reactor Inspector, US!!?.C (SS!

em? cyed in the Office of Inspection and Enforcement, F.egion III, wasi

contacted by Peter E. Baci, Investigator, USNRC on 5/21/79 at 1:30 p.m.
,

I was advised of theat Region III Office in Glen Ell.sm, Illinois.

nature of the inquiry and r,ake the following statement voluntarily.

I was assigned as the project inspector for the Zimmer Station in October

I developed an increasing concern regarding the adequacy of the1977.

station staffing at Zimmer as documented in inspection reports during the
.

1978 (50-358/78-05, 75-11 and 78-20).n.r.ths of !! arch, August and November,

The in ediate con ern was the ability of the existing sta'ff to adequately
A second concernccndu:: the preoperaticnal test and start-up programs.

-

Much
was the extensive use of contracted personnel for technical support.

of the base-line knowledge and exper ence gained as a result of their part- ,

icipation in the start-up and test pro; ram would be lost with their

departure 5/21/79. By this I mean that Zicmer station oersonnel will

not gain the experience and training necessary 'for subsequent plant opera-

tions but that this experience and training will largely benefit only the

Ths third. concern was the adequacy of the corporate.
contract personnel.

. There was minimal involvement of the' corporate tech-technical support.

nical staff in the preoperational test pro' gram. One specific area of

concern was the lack of raattor instrumentation and control systens

These concerns were discussed at various times with both the
.

expertise.

station management and CG&E corporate management (including James Schott,

Station Superintendent, Steve Salay, Manager, Electric Froduction and

Earl A. Borgmann, Vice President, Engineering Services and Electric. Production).

.

.

D
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A r.esting was held on July 13, 1972 in Bethesda, Marl?.nd to discuss
The meeting wasweaknesses in the utility's organizational staffing.

attended by CGLE management, t!RC Division of Project Management (fiRR) and
.

"essers Borgmann, Schott, Salay and Flynn (licensine manager) repre-ryself.
Messrs, Don Skovholt (Assistant Director for , Quality Assurancesented CGLE.

and Operations), Walt Haass (Chief, Quality Assurance Branch) and Irving
A subsecuent meeting

Peltier (Licensing Project Manager) represented fiRR.

was held on Sep:emb'er 21, 1978 at the CG&E corporate office in Cinncinnati.'

Attending were Messrs, Salay and Schott representing CGE and Mess'rs Harpster

and F.cbert Warnick (Chief, Reactor Projects, Section 2, RIII) representing

The lack of progress in augmenting the existine station staff was dis-
1?D.:.

cussed with regard to its impact on the preoperational test program,
Specific

c;erational preparedness of the station and the fuel load date.

con: erns 5;Ere the lack of a maintenance supervisor, a reactor engineer who

r-et the recuirements of A!!SI 18.1, the size of the station technical support

staff, and invoivmant of the corporate technical support staff in the pre-
In the period following these meetings and prioroperational test program.

,

-
to the ACRS subcommittee meeting on February 27, 1979 an additional nuclear

engineer was hired who met the AtiSI 18.1 qualifications for reactor engineer.

This man was placed on site to augment the existing nuclear engineer until
,

A
the existing nuclear engineer meets the At!SI 18.1 qualifications.

mechanical engineering nuclear section was formed by CG&E in the corporate

office to support site operations and the entire staff was moved on.to the site.

A quality assurance technician was contracted for to assist the station quality

The' station training supervisor resigned and was replaced by contracteGengineer.

- .. ,
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help from the C-eneral Pnysics Corporation. The station was still at this

time without a maintenance supervisor.

-

.

As of the ACRS sub:ommittee meeting on 2/27/79 the scheduled fuel load
,

date was June 1979. On 2/27/79 John Menning and I attended the ACRS subcom-

mittee meeting to review the application of CG&E for a lice'nse to operate

We were not participants in the meeting but attended asthe Zimmer station.

In response to questions from ACRS members, James Schott (Stationobservers.
.

Superintendent) discussed the ability of the station to provide adequate

backup support in the event of the less of key personnel.' Subccmmittee

Chairman Eender posed this question because of the apparent lack of depth in

In response to Chairman 5encer's question Mr. Schott statedth organization.

that alternate members of the station technical staff were being desigr.ated to

act as back up to key supervisory positions. In subsequent statements

Mr. Schott stated that these people designated as backups would not have

In other words they would function' as full time as sistants toother jobs.

the supervisors they were backing up. These statements were contrary to my

knowledge which was obtiined through my inspections of the utility staffing"

,

Because.

and my conversations with both station and corporate management.

I was not a participant,- I did not object to this testimony at the meeting

but I did, however, inform regional management of the substance of the testimony

upon my return from the meeting. Also, at the adjournment of the meeting I
.

informed the licensing project manager, Mr. Feltier; that I did not believe

Mr. Schott's testimony reflected what actually existed with respect to

Zimmer staffing capabilities. Upon' my return to the region I discussed the

testinony with my supervisor, Mr. k'arnick, and I proposed that I go to Zimmer

!

.

.
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sd discuss the :estim:ny with Mr. Schott. On March 5-E, 1975 John Menning

a .d ] went to the Zi=er site to discuss the testimony with Mr. Schott.

John l'enning, Jh= Schott and I discussed station staffing and our respective
,

interpretations of the ACR5 testimony. Mr. Schott did not have available
'

a transcript of the ACRS testimony so I sugcested we call the regional office

and have Mr. 'a'arnick read the applicable portions of the t'anscript to

Mr. Schott over the telephone. I infomed Mr. Schott that it was my opinion

that his testimony mislea'd the ACRS subcomittee in that I was unaware that
|-

any femal contingency plan as described in the testimony was now being

caveloped to prcvide backups to key supervisory personnei. It was also

my opinion that adeouate technical staff was not presently available to .

provide full time bacEups as described. I sucgested to Mr. Schott that

.
parhaps th5re was information regarding staffing available that John Menning

and myself ware not aware of as a result of our inspections and conversations
>

with station canagement over the past year and a half. Mr. Schott indicated

that he had not intended to give the impression that such a plan had been

implemented nor that they had the personnel to provide full time backups

for all key positions. 'On the morning of March 6,1979, Mr. tiarnick read the'

applicable portions of the transcript to Mr. Schott and myself over the tele-
,

phone on a conference box. After hearing the transcript Mr. Schott indicated

he could see how his testimony might be misleading. He also indicated that

this was because he hadn't been prepared to address those ouestions in depth.

' Mr. Schott stated that he would discuss clarification of his testimony with

his management prior to the full co=nittee (ACRS) on March 9,1979.' At

that point I was satisified that the matter would be clarified at the full

cc mittee meeting. On March 9,1979 John Menning and I attended the full

'
..

.
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committee cestinc, actin as observers. The subject of staffing was again.

ciscussed in dspth however CGEE offered no clarification of statements

cade at the subccmTittee meeting. Upon my return from the full committee ,

hearing I discussed the ACRS testimony'with regional ranagement and the

de:ision was made to forward a statement of facts to IE Hea6 quarters re-,

It
commanding that ACR5 be made that I viewed the testimony as misleading.

is my concern that the Zimmer station staff, while meeting the minimum

require.,ents of ANSI 18.I, does not have the ability to provide adequate"

backup for lesses of key supervisory personnel and that for a staff which

has ciri al prior nuclear experience this should carefully be considered
Since the ACRSwhen recom'ending the issuance of an operating license.

recem andation is part of the licensing and hearing process, I feel strongly

that A:RS is entitled to complete and accurate information both from the

licensse and the NRC staff.

.

Cn May JB, 1979 I was requested by py Branch Chief Mr. Heishman to centact

the Zimmer licensing project manager (Irv Peltier) in response to questions
,

regarding the May 2,1979 letter from Dudley Thompson to James Keppler .

addressing the ACRS testirony. The specific concern was that neither

John Stolz (Irv Peltier's supervisor) nor Feltier recall being informed of
-

my concern that the testimony relevant to staffing at the ACRS subcoci.;ttee

was questionab.le. On May 18 I discussed the events with Peltier over the

In the course of our conversation Mr. Peltier did not recall mytelephone.

having addressed my concerns to him after the subcommittee meeting on
,

hr. Peltier stated that he had discussed my concerns regardingTebruary 27.

the testimony with CG&E and that they (CC-&E) were satisfied with their
.
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Mr. Feltier also incicated that he had discussed the cemo-- testimony.

orandum with ACF.5 s.
ff memoers and indicated that they cidn't fully

.

Mr. Peltier did indicate that ACRS recognizes that .

understand my concerns.

a certain amount of testimony which .is presented by applicants is B.S.

Peltier indicated that someone had talked to Barth (Charles,Barth, ELD)

and convinced Earth it was inappropriate for ASLB (mear.ing, this material

was not that significant), and that Bart, had contacted Yore (J. R. Yore,h

Chairr.an, ASLB) and asked Yore to throw it away (meaning the Thompson memo'

of5/2/79). ,

I, Terry L. Harpster, have read the above statement, consisting of 14

hand < trit an pages and it is true and correct tc the best of my knowledge.
Furthemore, II have initialled all changes, additions or corrections.

am aware that this statement may be in a judicial proceeding.

.

s

M
Reactor Inspector Date. '

.

. e

% -

Investigator Date
-
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CTSCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY emem e c~o ero,THE

May 18, 1979

c<.:=cm~~
4. ....... .. .. .

. .

Cames G. Keppler
Director
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission .

Region III
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137

.

De ar Mr. Meppler:-

I am writing you concerning our telephone conversation of Mayindic'ated that Region III wished to interview14 6uring which you further with regard to certain statements madesome of our people
to the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS). These

staterents apparently concerned our staffing plan and some con-
flict between the staterents nade and our actual staffing inten-

I was ouite concerned and looked into thetiens. Obvicusly,The facts in this matter from our standpoint are
matter promptly.
ar follows:

Following the subcommittee meeting, Mr. Earpster, your

with his supervisor, Mr. Warnick, telephoned Mr.i..spe ctor , along
Cimes R. Schott, our plant superintendent, and voiced his feelings

-

to backup personnelto the effect that CG&E's plans with respect
should be clarified at the full ACRS meeting. Mr. Schott advised
Mr. Harpster that he had not seen the transcript but indicated
that he had not tried to mislead anyone with his testimony.

After Mr. Harpster's' call to Mr. Schott, we reviewed the
. transcript of the ACRS subcommittee meeting of February 27 and

concluded that we agreed with Mr. Schott's testin.ony con cerning
ba ckup capabili ty. Apparently any problem stems from the discus-

between Subcommitteepersonnel
sion of backup to operating In essence, Mr. Bender was trying

,

Chairman Bender and Mr Schott.
himself that adecuate backup would exist for each key,s

The maintenance supervisor was used as'the example into assure
supervisor.discussion which was prompted in part by the fact that ourt.heformer maintenance supervisor had resigned.

What Mr. Schott stated was that ba ckup capability would be
at the second line supervisory level and would be fell

Our intention is to have a dedicated backup for each of theassured
I & C, rad-chem,time.

fellowing sections: operating, maintenance,
technical, and training.

It was not our intention, however, to
.

X 211979
'
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J=es 5 Eeppl e r Fago 2 May IS, 1979

necessarily give these backup personnel the title of " Assistant"
per se.

Both CG&E and Mr. Schott personally believe that our inten- .

tions were clarified at the full committee meeting by describing
the roles of the maintenance engineer and the other supervisors,
including their support. This was done through the use of a view
graph and Xerox copies of the plant organization chart which were
distributed to members of the committee. It was'not until your
es11 that anyone at CG&E had knowledge that this matter had not
been fully resolved to Mr. Earpster's satisfaction.

I hope this letter now resolves this matter to the satis-
faction of Region III. However, in the event you wish to discuss
the subje et further with our personnel, we will be pleared to
cooperate. As you know, the pre-hearing conferences are schtduled
for P.ay 21 -2 3 with the evidentiary hearing scheduled to begin on
June 19. For this reason, timely resolution of this apparent
n.i s un d e rs t a nd ing is essential.

Very truly yours,

k -- --

E. A. Borgmann
Senior Vice-President

.
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..... April 3 0,1979
.

.

Dudley The=psen, Executive Officer for Operatio$s..c CF/SDLM TOR:r

Support, II
,

.

TROM: James C. T.epp3 er, Director
.

E75.ONIOUS STATEMENTS FROVIDED BY APPLICANTSU3.72 CI:
AT ZLME ACP.S SU3CO.MITEE MIETING (AITS F30!.SSH6)

I

Inclesed fer your infor=ation and action is a s+ ary state =ent*

reJative to errer.cous infor=.atica provided by Cincinnari Cas and
E2 ectric Cenpany t o the ACRS during an ACP.S Subec-4 tt ee Xeeting on
Tetr uary 27, 1979. As we view it, the folleving peints are pertinent:

clea rly =ade false stat enents to the ACRS Subec=ittee.1. The applicant
Af t er agreeing with NRC inspectors that this info: .aticn was

the applicant f ailed to correct the false inforr.ation.incorrect,
during the subsequent ACRS Full Cc= ittee Meeting af ter indicating F

he vou]d do so.
'

*'hil e
2. AC?.S =eetir.gs do not involve suom or notarized t esti=ony.

ve censider =is3cading the ACRS to be a =atter of serio s roncern,
we question our enforcesent capabilities in this regard.

.

Tne applicant is meeting the r_ini=um staf fing require ents outlined3.
Tne =isinf or=ation relates to con =.it:>ents over andin ANSI 38.1.

above these =ini=um st a f fing require =ents.

Consist ent with the above, we have the feliceing reco=mendations and*

'

' questi cus: .

ELD, A51.5 and ACRS sheu3 d be infomed of this =arter (NRR vas1.
infor=ed prior to the ACRS 7ull Cc-4ttee Meeting).

An evaluatics should be cade as to whether this 'nisinfor=a,, tion2.
ce=stitutes ''=aterial false state =ents."a

.
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.R3ey T..:=;ron .!-
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E.-

*Je have not pursued vitb licensee canage:ent why they did not
..

Should -2.:-the Full Cc--4ttee Meeting.3. clerify the cisinfe:=a:d es at en't ?L
,

we cenfrent managezent as to why the false state =ents werShould we conduct an official investiEation includingEi.
$*

,.

c o rr e ct ed? =
signe d stat e=ents? :.=.

*

2,.

:-

If you desire further info::atiec relative to this natter, please E__:.

= . ..-
...

contact ce. li.

Sin ,. -l.T h ~ V .o :=
::.

:. . .

.3ames C. Ieppler E.'
8 !?.

Director :

,
-

:. .-

..

E.

In cle sure t h:.
Jos stated

~

:

E_-

cc v/ enc 1: i
y; . c. E:seley. II _ I*

E. D. Thc.rnt urg, IE -.
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STATD DiT OF TACTS F.EC).r.DD;; E: .MEOUS INF0F"ATICN

CIVIN 3Y A??LICANT AT 21K.-2F. ACF.5 SGCOF_'!ITTE5 .'. .E71NC.

.

(ACE.S) held a sube: .3ttee
The Advisory Cc-4 ttee on 7.eactor Safeguardsto review the application of the Cincinnati

~

r eeting en Tebruary 27, 1979_ '

'Cas and Electric Cc=pany (CCE) for a license to operate the L'=. E.

Unit 1. , Idring the course of this =ecting,Zin=er Nuclear Fever Statien, *

the Statien Superintendent, in response to cuestiens f rc= the ACES,
.

provided info:.:ation on the capability of the utility to provide adequate
Ior key pos2 tacos in tne event or a resignat3cn,ca cs -up personne.1

prolcnged illness , etc.
,

CCLE is now developing the back-t.p capability withinIt was stat ed that l
the staf f by designating alt ernate =ca.bers_ of their station technica

.

as ba ckup t o =2in:erance, operations, and o:her key
staff to act
seccad-line supervisory positiens. Tnis was being done to avoid a

-

situatico si=.ilar to cue they had recently c :perienced -- 1 css of theAccording
maintc:ance supervisor who they have had difficulty replacing.

these designated persennel vould have the sa=e training as theto CC&E,
prinag persennel, but not necessarily the ir=ediate experienec.

-

21s are asrigned on a c.,e-to-one relatienship as a secend-line-

In divil:
to the principal, vith no other f unctie=. The applicant np ed

assistant c c=-it t e d t othat, while this capability is being provided, they had not
these acticos with the NRC staff.

In the course of revieving the appif cznt's pregra= for Treoperatienal -'

Tesring, NRC inspectors had expr essed cencerns regcrding the adequacy,

of st atien staf fing and, because of these centerns, have fe13 cued theTne applicant'sst atus of station staffing closely cver the past year.
the AC?.S Subco_=ittee Meeting appeared to be centran to-

st rie:ents at
our Knculedge of the statica staffing.

As a result of these apparent contradicticas, these statenents were
discussed with the Station Superintendent during an inspection theThe station superintendentveek fo11 cuing the ACP.S Subco:=ittee Meeting.
st6ted that there was presently no for=al staff contingency plan asf.

the Subec-4 ttee Meeting. The station superintendent
desedbed at

he vould discuss clarification of these statecents withst at ed that At the Fullhis =anage=ent prior to the ACES Tull Cc==ittee Meeting.
Cc ittee Meeting on March 9,1979, hevever, the applicant provi3ed

ffing.'no clarification of his car * ier stat ements with regard to sta.
2
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James G. Keppler, " Director, RIII ,--

Dudley Thompson, Executive Officer for, Operations
F RD.u.:

Support, IE
:

APPARENT FALSE STATEMEtiTS BY APPLICANT AT ZItNER
.

'

SUSJECT:
ACR5 593CO.'MITTEE M,EETItiG (AITS F304BSH5)

,

,

.

In your namrandum of April 10,1979, (enclosed) you advised IE:HQ
that the Z'.rrr.er station superintendent had apparently provided false
or erroneous ir. formation to the fiRC - ir.itially to an ACRS Sub:o:rr.ittee

,

meeting on February 27, 1979, and subsequently to an ACP.5 Full
Com-

We understand that an tiRC inspectormittee c.eeting on March 9, 1979.
was present during both ACRS meetings and that transcripts of both

We also understand that the stationproceedings are available to you.
superintendent, Zncer liuclear Power Station, den interviewed during
an inspection in early March 1979, admitted that the information
provided the ACR5 Subtc.mittee was untrue, indicated that it would |

'

be corrected at the Full Committee meeting, but failed to do so.

The foregoing was discussed with Mr. Charles A. Barth, Attorney,
Mc-r ring Division, ELD on April 30, 1979 who has been involved with
the licensing hearings regarding Zirmer. Mr. Barth feels that an
investigation of this matter is clearly warranted. Barth pointed
out that not only does it raise some question regarding the accuracy |

,

of information provided liRC by the applicant, but that the issue
involved - the general topic' of operator qualification - is of
particular interest to the liRC. He further recommended that ASLB, -3 '

ACRS cr.d tiRR be advised both of the content of your memorandum and .
This matter was ;

receive copies of your report of investigation.
also discussed with Mr. Jioger Fortuna, OIA, on April 30,1979, who
indicated that his Office would review your report for possible

... evidence of criminality such as violation of 18 USC 10D1.
,

' We share Mr. Barth's opinion and reco: nend that RIII conduct a full-

Signed statements should be obtainedinvestigation of this matter.
from the fiRC inspectors who attended the ACR5 meetings and those
who interviewed the station superintendent during the inspection
where his ACRS testimony was discussed. The interview of the station

;

superintendent should, if possible, result in a written statement
-

from him describing both his reason and motivation for r aking the
,

. . .
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s t a t ec.ent. Upon cc:pletion of your investigation, we will take
care of providing copies of your report to interested offices at.-

Headquarters. .
,

The above infomation was discussed with Chuck Norelius on May 1, !

3979. Fiease fes free to contact either Bill k'ard or Pete Baci |*
.

of my staff if you need any additional infomation.
s..
0
2

if-

e smps
Eiecuove Officer for !

Operations Support, 3E'

i

Enclosure: ;
Me:no JG):sppler to DThompson y

did 4/10/79 -

cc w/ enclosure:
'

C. A. Earth, ELD *
'

E. A. Fortur,a. DIA

G. R. Klingler, ROI ,

N. C. Moseley, ROI ,

H. D. Thcrr. burg, RCI .

J. R. Yore, ASLE g:
M. k'. C rbon, ACP.S :*

H. R. E-nton, HRR
?
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a...* April 10,1979
.

.

. ,

Dud 3ey Tno=pson, Executive Officer for Cperations
.Si MDrs.ND.5 TOR: .

Support, LE

Ja=es C. Teppl er, Director
TROM: .

ET.F.ONEOUS STATEMENTS FRDVIDID ZY APPL 1 CANT
MTIII MIETING (AITS T304BEB6)S UI.TE CT :

AT ZIMMER ACT.S SU3CO.
I

Enelesed for your info ation and action is a st==ary state =ent
Cas and

*

re]a tive to errcneous infomatien provided by Cincinnatittce Ereting on
Electric C:=pany to the ACRS during an ACRS Subce-4the following points are pertinent:
Tet r r.ary 27, 1979. As we view it,

c2 early =ade false statements to the ACRS Subec:::ittee.1. Tne applicant this infomstion wasAf t er a ,recing vith NRO inspectors that the false info:-ation-incerrect, the applicant failed to correct
during the subsequent ACRS Tull Cc:=ittee Meeting af ter indicating
he vould do so.

.

Whil einvolve sworn or notarized testi=:ny.ACRS =eetings do not2. ve cenrider =isleading the ACES to be a =2tter of serio .s roncern,
we questico our enforce:ent capabilities in this regard.

.

T:.e applicant is meeting the cir.i=u= staf fing require =cnts outlined
The nisinf or .arion relates to cc--4tments over and

3.
in ANSI 38.1.
above these mini =u= staffing require:ents. .

Consist ent with the above, we hhve the fo13oving reco=mendations and
.

q uesti ens:'

ELD, ASLE and ACRS should be infor=ed of this =. art er (NRR vas1.
inforsed prior to the ACF.S Full Co=ittee Eeeting).

, ~

An evaluatics should be =ade as to whether this 'nisinfor=ation
I
1

l 2.
constitutes "=aterial false statements.".i
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L'e have est pursued with licensee =ssage=:est why they did riot
,

Should i

clarify the =isinf er=atie= at the Tull Cc -4ttee Heeting.as to why the false state =ents were.n'tg3.
e

g
ve conf::=t =sra ge=entShould we cc duct an official investigation including

,

corrected? 3
Esipe d stat c:,e ts? * .

-}.
-

If y=u desire further infor=atien relative to this =atter, please E.,

-

r
centact me.. 5

.
-

f t ., 0r d .Y M' L ' > 4_T..

:
p

Ja:nes C. Keppler _.

9_
. '-c'

Director
i
i*

i
e

In:3:sure: _

:As stated 1.
:.

:.

cc v/ enc 1:
-

E. C. Moseley, II T.

;5.

E. D. T.,cd urg, II ..
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CIVD; ZY A??lICANT AT 21K-ZF. ACF.5 SISCO.9ETIEE MEI71NC .

.

(ACRS) held a subec_ $ttee
" The Advison Cc-4 tr ee on 7eactor Saf eguardsto review the application of the Cinc nnati i

'recting en Tchrung 27, 1979
Cas and E3ectric C =pany (CCEI) for a license to operate the V=.

E.

U .it 1. . P.: ring the course of this reeting,
Zi==er Nuclear Po er Statics,in response to cuestiens f rc= the ACRS, _

*
.

the Statien Superint endent,
, provided i=fer=atic= cm the ezpability of the utility to provide adequate*

or a res parlon,zor s.ey positicos in tne event~ caci.-up personnel

pr:1cnied illness, etc..
CCLE is nov developing the back-up capability withinIt was stat ed that hi l

the staff by desig ating alter are =e:bers,of their station tec n ca
as ba ckup to =aint e:.ance, cperard e=s, and other key

staff to act Tnis was being done to avoid a-

secend-line supervisory p=sitic=s.
situatico ri=ilar to one they had recently experienced -- less of theAccording
=aint e=an.-e supervisor who they bzve had difficulty replacing. he

these designat ed perse:nel vould have the sare training as tto CG&I, not necessarily the fr=ediate experienet.-

p ri ary p e r.e.n el, b utIndividuals are assiped en a enc-to-one relationship as a secend-line
to the principal, with no other functien. The applicant npt ed

c o:=it t ed toa ssistant
.

his capability is being provided, they had notthat, 9ile t
these acticns eith the ERC staff.

.

In t.he course of reviccing the applicant's progra= for Tremperational -
.

Testing, NRC inspectors had expressed concerns regar ding the adequacy
of statico staffing and, because of these concerrs, have fo13c ed theTne applicant's
t t atus of station staf fing clesely over the past year.

the AC?.S Subco==ittee Meeting ' appeared to be contrary toetatcr.tnts at
our knc.-ledge of the statico staffing.

contradict $cas, these starc=ents wereAs a result of these apparent
discussed with the Static = Superintendent during an inspection theThe station seperintendent
week following the ACP.S Subco_ittee Meeting..

there was presently no for=al staff centingency plan asstated that the Subco-s tt ee Meeting. Tne station superintendentdescribed at
stated that he vou3 d discuss clarificarico of these statements with

.
At the Fullprior to thIe ACP.5 7ull Cc= ittee Meeting.

Cc-4tt ee Meeting on Ezrch 9,1979, however, the applicant provided
his =asage:ent

'no clarification of his earlier stat ements with regard to staf fing..

-
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CINCINNATJ GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY c.~ci ni o co eio.*

THE.

May 18, 1979
'

.b~~ 1

< . . . . '

_ . . . . . . . . . . . _ !

- .

,

James G. Keppler
DirectorUnited ' States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

!.
.

Region III
|799 Roosevelt Road |

Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137 *

. ,

- Dear Mr. Keppler: i

I am writing you concerning our telephone conversation of Maywis.ed to interviewhRegion III
during which you indic'ated thatfurther with regard to certain statements made

to the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
(ACRS). These |14

some of our people
staffing plan and some con-

statements apparently concerned ourflict betvcen the statements nade and our actual staffing inten-
I was ouite concerned and looked into theThe facts in this matter from our standpoint

are
tions. Obviously,
matter prc=ptly.
as follows:

' arpster, yourEMr.subcommitt ee .me et ing ,
with his supervisor, Mr. Warnick, telephoned Mr.Following the

and voiced his feelingsinspector, along|

James R. Schott, our plant superintendent, to backup personnel
CG&E's plans with re'spect Mr. Schott advisedto the e f f e ct that the full ACRS meeting.

'
Mr. Harpster that he had not seen the transcript but indicated

'should be clarified at
|

that he had not tried to mislead anyone with his testimony.
Schott, we reviewed theHarpster's' call to Mr.

transcript of
the ACRS subcommittee meeting of February 27 andAfter Mr.

agreed with Mr. Schott's testimony con'cerning
- ,

from the discus-concluded that we
ba ckup capability. Apparently any problem. stems Subcommittee

'

between
personnelIn essence, Mr. Bender was tryingsion of backup to operating

himself -that adequate backup would exist for each key
;Schott.Chairman Ben 6er and Mrt

The maintenance supervisor was used as' the example in
,

to assure

the discussion which was prompted in part by the f act that oursupervisor. I

former maintenance supervisor had resigned.
What Mr. Schott stated was that ba ck up capability would be

|

at the second line supervisory level and would be full
,

h
Our intention is to hav'e a dedicated backup for each of t eassured

I & C. ' rad-chem,
time.
following sections: operating, maintenance, intention, however, to
technical,- and training. It was not our

I .

,Y h l
if717)3'#5.f D -

,

.
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Jame s Es 7:epp3 e r Page 2 May .18, 1979[ ,

necessarily give these backup personnel the title of " Assistant"
per se..

Both CG&E and Mr. Schott personally believe that our inten- .

tions were clarified at the fu11 committee meeting by describing
the roles of the maintenance engineer and the other supervisors,
including their support. This was done through the use of a view
graph and Xerox copies of the plant organization chart which were
distributed to members of the committee. It was,not until your
call that anyone at CG&E had knowl edge that this matter had not '

been fully resolved to Mr. Earpster's satisfaction.

I hope this letter now resolves this matter to the satis-
faction of Region III. Bovever, in the event you wish to discuss

~the subject further with our personnel, we will be pleased to
cooperate. As you know, the pre-hearing conferences are schedu3ed
for May 21 -23 with the evidentiary hearing scheduled to begin on
June 19. For this reason, timely resolution of this apparent
nisunderstanding is essential.

Very truly yours,

. - - , _ -

E. A. Borgmann
Senior Vice-President

.
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July 31, 1979

~

F_'ORANDLY. FOR: George Gover, Acting Executive Officer for Operations
Support. II

.

FF.0F.: , James G. Keppler, Director, Region III .

SE5]ICT: ZID'ER - Fl? ORT OF EiVESTIGATION ISTO LICESIE STATE-
MENTS AT ACRS SU3CO.'011TTEE MEETING

Attached is Investigation Report No. 50-358/79-21, regarding license
statements to the ACRS on staffing of the Zin er plant. The investi-

sation did not establish that the licensee made false statements. It j
shewed that the licensee and RIII staff have different interpretations -
of what was r.eant by the original staterents before the ACRS sub-
cc_.ittee and different views of the extent to which the satter was .

clarified befere the full ACRS.

As indicated in Dudley Thc=pson's memorandu: dated F.sy 2, 1979, to
re en this subject, we believe the attached report should be provided
t o ASI.S, ACRS and SRR.

tie plan the ner al distributien of this report to the licensee.

Flesse 3et =e know if you have any cuestions regarding the attached
report.

/ .:.:JA . a cy.

J '% ,.C anes G. Keppler'-

/ Director
.

| Attachment:
Investigatien Rpt. No. 50-358/79-21

cc w/sttachment: f
JC. Earth. ELD- J*

.c
l'l'
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JUL 31573
.

Docket No. 50-358

Cincinnati Ces and Electrie
,

Co=pany -

AD!: ".r. Ia rl A. Serg=a n
Vice President

139 East 4th Street
Cincin=ati, OE 45201

Gentlemen:

This refers to the investitation conducted by Mr. P. E. Eaci of our
Eeadquarters' staff on ."ay 21-24, 1979. This investigation related to
the accuracy ef state =e::ts regarding staffing of the Zi=:er T3 ant =ade by
the lice:See du-ing =eetings with the Advisory Cc:=ittee en Reactar
Safeguards.

'

The investigatien did not identify any items of nenec=pliance with h~itC
recuire:ents nor did it shew that CG&I atte=pted to =islead the ACRS in
describing the staifing of the Zi==er Plant. It showed, bewever, that
the clarity of the staffing presentatien was subject to different irter-
pretation by C0&I and by =e bers of the Region III staff. Please assure-

- that future state.=ents =ade in con =ection with the licensing process are
c2:-fu11y reviewed to assure their accuracy and clarity.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2,
,

| Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and the

l enclosed investigation report will be placed in the NRC's Public Docu=ent
Roo=, except as follows. If this' report contains infor=ation that you or!

your contracters believe to be proprietary, you =ust apply in writing to ~*

this office, within twenty days of your receipt cf this letter, to withhold
such info =atico frc= public disclosure. The application =ust include a
full state:ent of the reasons for which the infor=ation is considered
proprietag, and should be prepared so that proprietag info:=ation
identified in the application is contained in an encicsure to the
application.
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We vill gladly discuss any questions you have concerning this .
.

investigation.

Sincerely,

|
-

Ja.=es G. Keppler
,

Director

Inclesure: IE Investigation
Kepert No. 50-358/,9-21 -

et v/en:1:
.Mr. J. R. Sebott, Plant

Superinte: dent
Ce: ral Tiles -

E ;r:,h,eties i:it NRC 20b
:-DR ;
I,ocal IDR !

XSIC .

,

TIC '

Eareid V. Kehn, F=wer
t

Siti g Ccrission
Citi:::s .2. gainst a

.Eadicactive Environnent
Ee3en V. Evens, State

i of Ohio

.
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U. S. FUC1.IG RIG'C._tdORY CC.?.ISSION
. 0 73CE OF INSPECTION AND ENTORCF_"Ih7

EEGION III
.

.

Report No. 50-355/79-21
. -

Do:tet No. 50-358

I.icensee: Cincinnati Gas and Electric Co.
.

Tacility Na:e: Villia: H. Zi=er Nuclear Power Station
,

Investigatice At: h3C RIII Office and at the Zimmer site

$Luk ~$ b.%0 - - _*4

Investigator P Feter E. Baci 7be [71
II Headquarters

$ l. Ca. 'E. hM
7evie ed Ey: Charles E. Nerelius 7 /Jol7T

Assistant to the Director

Investiration S - arv: Investigation en .May 2I-24, 1979 (Kenert No.
50-35E/79-23)
Areas Investigatg : Accuracy of Statements cade by CG&E before the ACRS
regard ng staffing of the Zim er facility. Reviewed records and interviewed
NRC and licensee personnel. This investigation involved 32 na hours by-

. one investigator.
Results: IE Staff and CG&E personnel have differing vieas as to the
clarity and accuracy of infor=atics presented to the ACRS. No itees of
nonc:=pliance were identified.

.
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.U_f SCN TOR IMSTIGATION-

NRC i:sperters believed that the licensee =isrepresented the Zi=:er
staffing situatie: bef cre the Advisory Cc==ittee c: Reactor Safeguards
(A :RS) . An investigatie: was conducted to deter =ine the facts related to
the licensees presentatien and to deter =ine if there was a=y i test on
the part of the licensee to =isrepresent the facts.

SUMMARY Oy TACTS
.

C: Teh rua ry 27, 1979, represe:tatives of CGEI canage=e=t appeared before
an ACRS suber= ittee i= ectnectie: vith the utility's application for a
license to eperate the Villia= E. Zin:er Nuclear Power Station. During
the ecurse cf the =eeting, the subject of plant staffi=g was addressed,
particularly with reEard to the adequacy a:d availability of bach-ups for
key superviscry perse :el. Respendi:g to questie=s of the subec=rittee
chair an, the Zi=rer Statie: Superinte: dent i=dicated that CGEE was
develepi:g a back-up capability within the staff on a "one-to-ene rela-
tiership as cre or less sece:d-line assistants to the principals." Vhen
asked if these individuals vould have acether job as well as being the
la c).-up, he re;1ied:

"No sir. Not necessarily, to sir. That isn't what we had in eind.
In etter verds, if there is a staff =e=ber who is assigned as assistant
to the rai:te:ance supervisor, that is his fumetion, a:d he would
act as an assista=t =aintera:ee supervisor."

R gien III inspectors who had ac c:geing co cer: with weaknesses and lack
cf depth of the Zi=:er staff as doet=ented in prior inspectio: reports
a:.d who were present at the subeer=ittee =eeting, felt that the Superi:te ri. t's
state:ects ee:cerci=g staffing vere =isleading. They interpreted the
Superintendent's statements te indicate that a full ti=e back-up was
available for all key positiens at the site which is at variance with the
situatie: as they knew it to be. This concer= vas brought to the attention
of regie:a1 canagement a:d the decisio: vas cade to discuss the catter _

vith the Pla= Superintendent and request clarification of his state =e=ts.
0: March 5-6, 1979 the inspectors visited the Zi=:er site and cet with
the Superinteodest. After having the questie=ed pertiens of the tra:seript
read to hi=, the Superintende,nt stated that he could see where they eight
be =isleading and would discuss their clarification vith CGEI ::: age =ent
prior to the full ACRS =eeting on March 9,1979.

Th; plant superintendent again discussed staffing before the ACRS =eeting
on March 9,1979. E -ever he did not explicitly discuss the subject in
ter=s of clarifying earlier state:ents. It is his view that this prese:ta-
tien satisfied the concerns raised. It is the view cf the I:spectors

.

.
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l i:.;:2ved that the :.atter was not clarified and that the licensee's state.ents -

L

>

to the ACRS on staffing were cisleading. No infor:ation was developed to -'

sh:v that there was any intent on the part of the licensee to mislead the
A:?S with regard te staffing of the Zi=er Plant. [
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DIIAILS
.

1. Interviev vith Eerien II Inspector Terrv Earester
.

On March 21-23, 1979, the Investigator interviewed Reactor Inspector
Te:ry L. Earpster in the Region III office in Glen Illyn, Illinois.
Earpster erplained that since being assigned to the Zi==er Station
in Oetcber 1977, he had develcped an increasing concern over the
adequary of statien staffing. This concern had been discussed with
C3EI =anage:ent on several occasions and was doca =ented in, inspection
reports during March, August and Neve:ber of 1975 (DN: 50-358,
Keport N:s. 7E-06, 75-11 and 75-20). Particular centerns were the
ability of the cristing staff to adequately conduct the preopera-
tienal test and start-up progra=s and the extensive use by CG&E of
centract persensel for technical support. The latter created a

in that ruch of the erperience and knevledge learned duringproble:
the start-up and test pregra= vould be lost with the departure of
the centract persensel. Another ecocern voiced by Earpster was the |

=ini:21 involvement of the cerporate staff in the pre-operational
This centinued until the formatien of a mechanicaltest progrs=.

e gineering/ nuclear section within the CG&E cerpcrate structure
icrned to support site cperations and which was subsequently soved
to the site.

According to Earpster, a creting was held on July 13, 1979, in
-

hethesda, Maryland, to discuss weaknesses in the utility's staffing
as it related to the Zi==er Plant. CGEE vas represented by Messrs.
Isr1 Er:grann, Vice-President / Engineering Services & Electric Production;
Steve Saiay, Manager, Ilectric Productien; Ja es Flynn, licensing
M :sger; and Zinser Plant Superintendent Schett. NRC vas represented

by 1:spector Earpster of Eegion III and Messrs. Denald Skovbolt,
Wilter Eaass and Irving Peltier of NRR. A subsequent eceting vas
held on Septe=ber 21, 1975, at the CGEE corporate offices in Cincinnati
with Messrs. Earpster and Ecbert Warnick representing NRC and
Messrs. Sebott and Salay representing CGEE. At this meeting, the
lack of progress in augnenting the existing station staff was discussed
as well as its icpset on the preeperational test program, the operational.,

preparedness of the station and the fuel 1cading date. According to

Earpster, particular centerns were the lack of a caintenance supervisor,
lack of a reactor engineer who cet the requirenents of ANSI 18.1,
the size of the station rtsff and the involve:ent of the corporate
technical staff in the preoperational test program.

,, Earpster stated that on February 27, 1979, he and Inspector John Menning
Heattended the ACRS subce=sittee meeting en Zimmer as observers.

stated that the Cheir:an, Mr. Eerder, raised the question of the
station's ability to provide adequate back-up support in the event
of the loss of key personnel. Superintendent Schott's reply indicated
that siternate ec=bers of the station staff were being designated to

-4- .
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mekasba:kuptoKeysupervisorypesitic=sandthatthesepeople
have other jchs. Earpster stated that he understood that

.:uld co
these individuals ve:Id fumetion as full-ti=e assistants toHe felt that Mr. !chott'sto ::::

the supervisers they were backing up.
' s:::::e:ts were cc trary to his Esculedge of the staffing situation

gai ed through inspectiens and discussions with corporate =szage=ent,At the close of the =eeting, Earpster informedincludi:g Mr. Schott.
Irving Feltier (licensi:g project ca:ager, NRR) that he fel Schott's
testi ::y did not reflect the true staffing situation at Zi==er.

Upe: his return to Eegie: III, Earpster infor=ed regienal casage=ent~

of his cencerns re Schott's testi=esy and the decision was =ade to
have him travel to Zi==er and discuss the satter with Mr. Schott.
On March 5 a:d 6,1979, Inspectors Menning and Earpster =et with
Mr. Schott and discussed their respective interpretatices of Schott's

Earpster informed Schott that he felt his testi=enytestire y.
=islead the AC35 subces ittee since he was unaware that a:y for=al
c:::irge:cy plan existed or was being developed such as Schott had
described to the panel. Earpster further told Schott that it was
his epitien that adequate techrical staff was not available toHe asked Schott if perhaps
previde fu13 tire back-ups as described.
there was infer:ation concerning this capability that he was not

-

aware o!.

Acccrdi:g to Earpster, Schott said he had not intended to give the '

such a plan had been i=ple=ented or that they hadi=pressien that
the perse :e1 to provide full ti=e back-ups for all key pesitions.
On the :::ning of March 6, 1979, Harpster was present while the
relevant pertiens of the testi=c=y were read to Schott over the
ph::e by Ecbert *iar=ick (Chief, Reactor Projects Section 2, Region

After hearing his testimony, Schott indicated to Earpster
-

III).that he could see how it cight be =isleading, but that this was
-

because he hadn't been prepared to address those questions in depth.
Schott then told Earpster that he vould discuss clarification of his
testi=ony with CG&I eacagement prior to the full ACRS =eeting scheduled
for March 3, 1979. |,

-

Earpster and Me: ing both attended the ACRS =eeting on March 9,
-..

Earpster stated that altheugh the catter of staffing was1979.
discussed in depth, he felt that CGLI offered no clarification of

He advised regional =anage=entits earlier risleading statements.
of his continued concerns and these were further reflected in a
=e=crandu= and state =ent of facts provided to IE/EQS on April 30,
1979.

Earpster stated that his.pri=ary concer= vas that while the Zi==er
s- ,

station sta ff =ight =eet the =ici=u= requirements of ANSI 18.1, the
,

I

ability to provide adequate back-up for key supervisory personnel

|

.

|

-S-
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was questi::able. Earpster's opinien is based on his inspection
experience at Zi=cer and on the =ini=al prior nuclear experience of
the staff. A ccpy of Inspector Earpster's written statement is
appended to this report.

.

2. Interviev vith RII7 Inspector John Menning
.

On May 21, 1979, the Investigator interviewed Reactor Inspector
Jehn Menri=g in the Region III Office in Glen Ellyn, Illinois.
" - 'ag described his k:evledge of the Zi==er Plant staff situation
as gained through periodic inspecticns of the facility fro: October
197E to the present. Me: sing's descriptien of the staffing situation
basically agrees with that of Inspector Earpster. Vith Ear 7 ster, he
attended the Tebruary 27, 1979, ACRS subce==ittee meeting and heard -
the testimeny of Station Superintendent Ja:es Schott relative to the
utility's bach-up capability for key supervisory personnel. Menning
felt that Schott's description of CGEI's back-up plan was not consistent
with the utility's platned or existing capability as he k ev it to
exist. He indicated that he and Earpster cade this concern known to
Regien III ca:agement after their return and also discussed the
=atter with Mr. Schott on March 5-6, 1979.

Acce.rdi:g to Merring, Schott indicated that he had not intended to
give the ACES subcc=:ittee the i=pression that the plant had established
or was planning to establish a for:a1 structured program for the
develepsent of fullti=e back-ups for key personnel. He told Menning
that he had only intended to co::unicate that individuals existed on
his staff who could functico as backups to key staff me:Sers and
that if the tra= script of the subco==ittee meeting reflected otherwise,
then a clarification =ight be in order.

.

At the seeting of the ACRS on March 9,1979, the capabilities of the
plant staff sere discussed, but Menning, who was present as an
observer, felt that the matter of the cisleading statecents remained
unresolved. Along with Inspector Earpster, Menning erpressed his

( continued concern to Region I.II canagement upon his return from the
L ACRS seeting. A copy of Inspector Menning's written state =ent is
~;

appended to this report. ~

3. Other Interviews with KRC Persennel

The following NRC personnel vere also interviewed with regard to the
=atter under investigation:

'

'.
Ja:es G. Keppler, Director, Region III
Gen W. Rey, Deputy Director, Region III
Charles E. Norelius, Assistant to the Director, Region III
Robert Varnick, Chief, Reactor Projects Section 2, Region III
Robert F. Eeish=an, Chief, Reactor Operations & Fuelear Support

Eranch, Region III
-

.

-6-
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These i:terviewed are all Eegics III =a: age:ent perso =e1 vbo were
aware of tie p chle: with the appa:ent =isleading state:ents at the
A~ES subec==ittee meeting. The concern of Inspectors Harpster and
*-- 4 g was shared by Eegie: III ranage:ent and resulted in the
instant investigation.

.

4. Interviev vith Ja=es R. Schott .

Zi==er Static: Superintendent James R. Schott was ,

On May 24, 1979, '

interviewed by the Investigator at the plant site in Clercent, Ohio.
Also present during the interviev vere The as Vandel, Project Inspector,
USNRC, Fegien III and W. V. Schviers, Principal Quality Assurance
and Statistds Ingi:eer, CGEE. Mr. Schott was advised of the nature ;
of the NEC investigation and provided a signed state:ent, a copy of

!

chieb is appended to this report.

"r. Schett discussed his testimony before the ACRS subec=:ittee and
was aware of the fact that NRC had regarded se:e of his state:ents

He stated that I:spector Earpster had advised him ofas risleadirg. !NRC's testerns when he =et with him at the plant site subsequent to
the ACRS subcc==ittee =ceting on Tebruary 27, 1979, Schott stated
that after having the transcript of his testirony read to hi= by

Var ick (USNBC,_ RIII), he had initially agreed with Inspector ,

Reber: i

Ha rpster that his testi eny ceuld be =isi:terpreted and had agreedHe further stated'to disruss its clarificatien with his =2:ager ent.
that after reviewing the testico:y and discussing it with ::: age:ent,
that they had concluded that his original stat::: cts were correct.

tSen asked to clarify his earlier state:e=ts to the ACRS, Schott
CCEI was providing backup capability to key positicas bystated that*

desig: sting alter: ate me:bers of the technical staff to serve asHe stated that this backup.

b ckups fer sece:d-line supervisors.
capability would be on e one-to-one i.% i s, with ba ckups serving as
" mere-or-less secend-line assistants 1; <e principals."

Schott's testimony, in response to questiocing frem Subco=mittee
Chair:an Bender, indicated that the backup would not have another
job in additien to being backup; further, that "if there is a staff -

i:
=e ber vbo is assigned as assistant to the maintenance supervisor, I

that is his function; and he vould act as.an assistant caintenance
supervisor." This was the aspect of Schott's testi, cony which the
inspectors regarded as misleading, na=ely, that a fullti=e backup
did not exist and was not' planned vbo would function solely as an

Schott explained that what be = cant wasassistant to the principal.
that the backup would be a fu11tice employee, working for the principal j

in the same area (i.e. maintenance, operations , rad-ch =, ete'.). |
-' I

Vben queried about his state =ent that the individual vould not have
another job, his explanation was that he would not be working or

'

have any responsibilities in another area.

~
i
i

,

,
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staffing chart to the full
Mr. S$hett stated that he prese:ted a
A:?.5 reeting en March 9,1979, which he briefly reviewed with theHe said that he felt his presentation

,

learnedaid cf an everhead projector.
satisfied all ces:erms and expressed surprise and ire when he
that NRC vas cc ducting an investigation into the catter.

Schott felt that E. A. Borg ans's letter to Director Keppler, dated
May 18,1979, (cepy attsched) clarified the situation; but nevertheless
provided in his state:ent a detailed account of the CGEI plan forIt should be noted that
ensuring backup for superviscry personmel. l be describes.
.Mr. Schott does not intend to for:alize the backup p an

.

5. Eeviev ei Eercrds Docurects

The fellevi g records /docu=ents were reviewed by the Investigator .

during the course of the investigation:

50-358/78-06 3/22/78I:spection Report
1:spection Report 50-35S/75-11 8/2/78
I:spection Eepert 50-35S/73-2011/17/78
Eziety Evaluation Report - NRR 1/79
Fi:a1 Safety Analysis Report - Revision 41 - 3/78 i f .

.irerican Natie:a1 Sta:dards I:stitute Selection and Train ng o
Nuclear Fever Plant Pers: nel - NIS.11971

A :eviev of the Inspection Reports cited abeve revealed a creti uing
centern en the part of NRC as to the adequacy of Zi=ner Station

Co=:ents frc= the i=spection reports include:
staffing.

"...the qualificatiens of the perse rel selected for revievl
vill reet the eini=u= regulatory requirements prior to fue
lord, hevever, the cu=ulative prior nuclear erperience is.

eirimal..." (#78-06)
l

...the corporate technical staff need to gain a base ine
faciliarity with the facility systn=s to be able to adequately
"

(678-11)aug ent the site personnel's expertise..."
,,

"The size and li=ited experience of the plant staff would not
with the additional staffing problems h

created as a result of nor=al attrition of persennel during t e
be adequate to cope

j

| startup and test pr,ogra=s." (#78-11)
|

"Because of the heavy reliance on centracted technical support,;

cuch of the baseline kncvledge and experience gained as a
result of participation in the startup and test progra=-vould

,

(675-11)#

leave with the contracted support persensel.";
'

"Ve de vish to point out a potential staffing problem as it
reistes to the support of the preoperational testing program,,

.

_g.

- .
-
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vhi:h if cot reselved in a timely =anner eculd have a serative.

ce the cperstie:a1 preparedness of the plant as e;;ipre t"i 7actmed :::r gezent cc trol syste=s are turned over f ren ec::.rietors.
(f78-13)
"We de wish to e=phasize our concerns regarding station staffing
and tie status cf the station, administrative, mainter.znf.e and

*

procure ent pregrams." (f75-20)

7:e NER Saiety Ivaluatie: Report (SER) dated Jamtary 1979 states:

"We reviewed the qualification requiremnts for station personnel
described im Section 13.1 of the Final Safety Analysis Emport
(TSAR) and find they neet these qualifications described in
ANSI-N)S.1-1971."

s --ary, the SIR shews the qualification require =ents for st.ation
p:rse:nel :eet the require ents described in the ANSI standards.
I:

I:-ever, KIII inspec-ico reperts have exp:essed centinued eencern
:egarding the adequacy of the Zi=er staff.

Atti c.. .e=ts :5:atere:t by T. Ea gsfer1.
2. 5., tenent by J. Menning
3. Sta*-- -- ky J. Schott
4. Letter dated 5/18/79,

i 3erpr. ann to I:eppler

.

b

.

D *

%
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I, Terry L. Harpster, Reactor Inspector, USNRC, (55! 209-32-3338),

employed in the Office of Inspecticn and Enforcerent, Region III, was,

centacted by Peter E. Baci, Investigator, USNRC on 5/21/79 at 1:30 p.m.

at Region III Office in Glen Ellyn, Illinois. I was advised of the

nature of the inquiry and nake the following statement voldntarily.

I was assigned as the project inspetter for the Zirmer Station in October

1977. I develcped an increasing concern regarding the adequacy of the

station staffing at Zi=er as decurented in inspection reports during the-

renths of ". arch, August and November 1978 (50-35S/7S-05, 72-11 and 7S-20).

The ir ediate concern was the ability of the existing staff to adequately ,

cendve: tne preoperational test and start-up programs. A second concern

was the extensive use of contracted personnel for technical support. Much

*

cf the base-lir.e knowledge and experiance gained as a result of their part-

ici;ation in the start-up and test program would be lost with their
.

diparture 5/21/79. By this I mean that Zimer station personnel will

not gain the experience and training necessary for subsequent plant opera-

I tiens but that this experience gnd training will largely benefit only the
' contract personnel. The third concern was the adequacy of the corporate"

technical support. There was minimal involverent of the corporate tech-

nical staff in the preoperational test program. One specific area of

concern was the lack of reactor, instrumentation and control systems-

' expertise. These concerns were discussed at various times with both the

station r.anagement and CG&E corporate managerent (including UEDes Schott,

Station Superintendent Steve Salay,' Manager, Electric Production and-

Earl A. Ecrg . ann, Vice President. Engineering Services and Electric Production).

_ m-
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A meeting was held en July 13, 1978 in Bethesda, Marland to discuss
i The teeting was-

W aknesses in the utility's organizational staff ng.
(NRR)and

attended by CGLE manecement, NRC Division of Project Management
Messers Borgmann, Schott, Salay and Flynn (licensing manager) repre-

myself.
Messrs, Don Skovholt (Assistant Director for Quality Assurance

sented CGLE. ) and Irving
and 0;erations), Walt Haass (Chief, Quality Assurance Branch

A subsecuent meeting
Feitier (Licensing Project Manager) represented NRR.

ffice in Cinneinnati.
was held on September 21, 1978 at the CG&E corporate o

t

Attendine were ".essrs, Salay and Schott representing CG&E and Mess'rs Harps er
) representing

and D bert Warnick (Chief, Reactor Projects, Section 2. RIII dis-
The lack of procress in aucnenting the existing station staff was

NRC.

cussed with regard to its impact on the preoperational test program,
Specific

operational pre;arecness of the station and the fuel load date.
i who

concerns were the lack of a maintenance supervisor, a reactor eng neer
size of the station technical supporf

met the requirements of ANSI 18.1, the
in the pre-

staff, and involvment of the corporate technical support staff
In t'he period following these meetings and prior.

operational test program. '

27, 1979 an additional nuelear-

to the ACR5 subcorrnittee meeting on February t r engineeE
engineer was hired'who met the ANSI 18.1 qualifications for reac o

il

This man was placed on site to augment the existing nuclear engineer unt
lifications. A

,the existing nuclear engineer meets the ANSI 28.1 qua
,

in the corporate
rechanical engineering nuclear section was forced by CG&E

d onto the s'
office to support site operations and the entire staff was rove !

A quality assurance technician was contracted for to assist the station qua
The station training supervisor resigned and was replaced by coa

engineer.
..

b
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The station was still at this
help from the General Physics Corporation.

,

,

tire without a maintenance supervisor. i

heduled fuel loadh

As of the ACP.5 subcom.ittee meeting on 2/27/79 t e scOn 2/27/79 John Menning and I attended the ACRS su com-b

was June 1979. f CG&E for a license to operatedate

mittee meeting to review the application o t ded as
We were not participants in the meeting but at en

Schott (Stationthe Zirr.er station.
In resoonse to cuestions from ACR5 members, Ja:nes

to provide adequatecbservers. i
Superintendent) discussed the ability of the stat on

.

onnel. Subco rrittee

backup sep; ort in the event of the less of key pers apparent lack of depth in
h

Chair .an Sender posed this question because of t ett stated
In response to Chair .an Bender's question Mr. Scho

thtorganization. h ical staff were being designated to

that alternate nembers of the station tec nIn subse:; tent statements

ect as back up to key supervisory positions.backups would not have

Mr. Schott stated that these people designated as
,

i tants to
In other words they would function as full tice ass s

These statements were contrary to myother jobs.

the supervisors they were backing up. tions of the utility. staffing
knowledge which was obtained through my inspec

,,

Because
d corporate ranagement.

and my conversations with both station an testimony at the meetingi
I was not a participant, I did not object to th s f the testic?

ional management of the substance o
,but I did, however, infom reg Also, at the adjoumrent of the reeting I'

-

upon my return from the meeting.
-

bjiieve-.

licensing project manage i ted with pspect_to%

Mr. Schott's#estimony._teDetteLwhat actualJy ex sUpon my retum to the region I discussed thet
-

bilitigs

..

g iaffimg_tapa and I prcpesed that I go to Zimmer
7 a
Zim.er ik
testimeny with my supervisor, Mr. Warn c ,

.
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and discuss the testim:ny with Mr. Schott. On March 5-6, 1979 John Menning
.

and I went to the Zimmer site to discuss the testimony with Mr. 5chott..

J:hn Menning, JEm Schott and I discussed station staffinc and our respective

intarpretations of the ACRS testimony. Mr. Schott did not have available

a transcript of the ACRS testireny so I suggested we call'the regional office

and have Mr. Warnick read the applicable portions of the transcript to

Mr. Sch: t ever the telephone. I inforced Mr. Schott that it was my epinion

that his testir.ony mislead the ACRS subcommittee in that I was cravare that

any f:r al c:ntingency plan as described in the testimony was new being

devele:ed to provide backups to key supervisory pers:nnel. It was also

my epinien that adequate technical staff was not presently available to

provide full time backups as described. I su;;ested'to Mr. Schott that

perhaps there was informatien regarding staffing available that Jchn Menning.

'

- and ryself were not aware of as a result of our inspecti:ns and conversations
*

with station management over the past year and a half. Mr. Schott indicated

that he had not intended to give the impression that such a plan had been

inplemented nor that they had.the personnel to provide full tire backups

for all key positiens. On the morning of March 6,1979, Mr. Warnick read the'

applicable portions of the transcript to Mr. Schott and myself over the tele-

phone on a conference box'. After hearing the transcript Mr. Schott indicated

he could see how his testineny might be misleading. He also indicated that
..

this was because he hadn't been prepared to address these cuestions in depth.

Mr. Schott stated that he would discuss clarification of his testimony with

his manage ent prior to the full ccm.ittee (ACRS) on March 9,1979. At ,

that point I was satisified that the matter would be clarified at the full

c:nmittee meeting. On March 9, 1979 John Menninc and I attended the full
-

..
,
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committee meeting, again as observers. The subject of staffing was again
-

~

discussed in depth howsver CG&E offered no clarification of statements

made at the sub:ommittee meeting. Upon my return from the full committee
.

hearing I discussed the ACRS testimony with regional management and the

decision was made to forward a statement of facts to IE Headquarters re-
Itcommending that ACRS be made that I viewed the testimony as misleading.

is my concern that the Zimmer station staff, while meeting the minimum

recuirements of ANSI 18.1, does not have the ability to provide adequate

ia:kup for losses of key supervisory personnel and that for a staff which

has r,ir.# al prier nu: lear experience this should carefully be considered

when recorr.ending the issuance of an operating license. Since the ACRS

recc r.endation is-part of the licensing and hearing process, I feel strongly

that ACES is entitled to complete and accurate infermation both from the

licensee and the NRC staff.

On May 1S,1979 I was requested by qy Branch Chief Mr. Heishman to contact,

the Zirmer licensing project [ manager (Irv Peltier) in response to questionso
_

re;arding the May 2,1979 letter frem Dudley Thompson to James Keppler

addressing the ACRS testimony. The specific concern was that neither

John Stolz (Irv Peltier's supervisor) nor Peltier recall being informed of

py concern that the testimony relevant to staffing at the ACRS subcommittee-

was questionable. On fiay 18 I discussed the events with Peltier ever the'

telephone. In the course of our conversation Mr. Peltier did not recall my

having addressed my concerns to him after the subccamittee meeting on

Pebruary 27. Mr ed that he had discussed my concerns re3arding-
;

the testimony with CG&E and that they (CG1E) were satisfied with_tbeir-

-
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t e s tir.ony. Mr. Peltier also indicated that he had di cussed iht._new
m /

-

J
-

.

crandum with ACP.S staff members and indicated that they didn't fully
--

__

__ _ _ ,

rstand my concerns. Mr. Peltier did indicate that ACRS recognizes that
- -

a certain arount of testimony which is presented by applicants is B.S.

Peltier indicatedyt someone had talked _to-Barth-(Charles Barth., ELD)
.-

m g centin ed--Sarth it_;-25 -ifiappropr? ate fW- ASLB_ (neaninc, this _ mat.eQ.a-

was not ' hat significantkand that-Ear _ttt ad contacted Yore (pu_. Yore,h R-
_

--. Chairman,._iSL3 Land asked Yore to throw jf._away__(:-ran_i_ng the The psen_remo
%

.,ci 5L2LW

.

.

I, Terry L. Farpster, ha'.e read the above statement, consisting of 14

handeritten pages and it is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

I have initia11ed all changes, additions or corrections. Furtherr. ore, I

am aware that this statement may be in a judicial proceeding.
.

[S 5 12 #.

Reactor inspector Date -

-

.

.

Is s12/n
-

investigator 'Date
'

.

o

&
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I, J:hn I. Menning, Eeactor Inspector, USNRC, (SSO 297-38-0310), e= ployed in

the Office of Inspection and Infercenent, Eegion III, was centacted by Peter

I. Eaci, Investigator, USNRC on 5/21/79 at 5:00 p.m. at the Region III office

in Glen Ellyn, I12inois. I was advised of the nature of the inquiry and made

the following voluntar7 statesent. My first associatien with the Zinner staff

was Ortcher 24 to 27, 1978 during which I initiated the inspection of emer-

gency naintenante and cperating procedures. This inspection effort was con-

tinred on Tebrua ry 33 -to 15,1979. During these inspection visits I had

centact with the principal staff in the operations, usintenance and instrument

centrol groups as well as with the Plant Superintendent, Jim Schott and his

assistant Taul King. I observed during these inspections that there was no

assigned :ai:tenzsce supervisor and that the assistant plant superintendent
a

vas attempting to perform the duties of that position. I also noticed that

although the operations supervisor had a shift fore =an assisting Eim, no one

was fer= ally designated as his assistant. On Tuesday, February 27, 1979, I

attended an ACRS subec==ittee sessien, chaired by Mr. Sender, during which

=atters related to Zi==er Plant licensing were discussed. I attended this

session as an observer. During th'e course of testimony given by Mr. Schott I
,

notec that state ents relative to backup provisions for key positions ver'e not
i

! consistent with the staffing of the plant as observed' during my previous

! inspectica visits. More specifically, I was not aware that alternates had

been designated for the key staff positions or that any plans had been =ade to
.-

give the alternates that the same training as the individuals vbo are being

backed up or that finally, any individuals were functioning on a full-time
.

basis as back-ups to key staff positions.
.
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Z-1::.er vith T. Eaqster on March 5,and
.

,
v...e.,g a subsequent inspectien at

;

s,1979, Mr. Schott was questiened about our understanding of his testimony
...

ff
~ hetere the ACRS subecz=ittee relative to capabilities for bachp of key sta

During the course of these discussions, he indicated that it waspesitions.
h the plant had

not his intent to give the ACRS sube==ittee the i=pression t at
for the

established or was establishing a for:al-structured program
He indicated

a:d training of full-time bachys for key personnel.
develop ent

i that individuals
that he enly intended to c =enicate to the ACRS subco=n ttee

l 'At this

existed en his staff who c:uld function as bachys to key Persenne .
At this time

peint Mr. Schett had not seen the transcript of the proceedings.
f

Mr. Schott said that if the transcript indeed reflected our understanding o
l ificatien of the record

the testin:ny (nine and Terg Earpster's), then a c ar
this point in the discussion, Terry Ea qster offered toright be in c:de:. At

have R. 7. *'a nick (Chief, Keactor Projects section, R, III) call up Mr.
In talking

Schott and read the pertinent portiens of the testi=eny to him..
b tly d:re. At

vith y. Ez:pster, it is cy understandi.ng that tF.is was su sequen
h bilities of

the full ACRS cc:=ittee seeting on March 9,1979, although t e capa
i

did not clarify

the plant stafi vere discussed, the utility representat ves
key

statexsts made to the subec=ittee relative to backup capabilities for

staff positions.

-

consisting
I, John E. Menning, have read the above statenent,

kn:vledge.
of five hand ritten pages and it is true and correct to the best of cy

Furthermore, I an aware that this statement cay be used in a judicial pro-

I have initiated corrections and =ade any changes I desire.ceeding.

Is/

[S! _

5/21/79

5/21/79 ..

Vitness: Peter E. Saci. .
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P.O. Icx 960, Cincinnati, Ohio, 45201, was contacted on 5/24/79
by .'e:er E. Eaci, Investigater, USNRC and Tc= Vandel, Project *

Inspector, USSFC at 0515 at the Zinmer Station site. I was
. advised of the nature of this in=.uirv and made the followinc..

~. ~..' ...a. v, .c,.a~.#_..=..~.~.' *

.

Following the ACRS Subcer=ittee Meeting held on Tuesday,
February 27, 1979, I reviewed a copy of the Subec= ittee transcript,
s - = . .# # .# r. a l .' v a - a s ' 2 0 ".. ..-". 1 2 3 , c . . . =. . .~. ' n ~ s '. a '. .i c a. s '. a # # 4 .~. ~ .--v.. r ,-7 .

This review resulted because Mr. Earoster, Region III Insoector,-~

Inc cate: t.na =v testamenv. was rasleac..a n c. in rec.ard to ou- staffine.. .. . . . . .

.

plans, especially as the plans related to providing adequate ;

backup persennel for key supervisory positions.

I reviewed and discussed this testimony with senior rambers of
CG;E ranagement and we concluded the statements were correct. |

'

a.- .c e e.,--e .a'.e c a.cio.s '-5at.e....... . . . . -. . e .4c.2 . .u . =4 co a. - .: .. .. . -.-

due to the apparent proble=s, I would clarify the issue at the
full ACRS neeting.

Ouring the full ACRS cc==ittee =eeting held on March 9, 1979, I
presanted a staffing chart and briefly reviewed it with the aid
of an everhead p cjec cr. Cc-ies of the chart vere also providedr
for each cc =ittee nember. I felt this presentation satisfied all
Cn ._ .s.g.5. . - . .

,

I becare aware that confusion and tisunderstanding still existed
early last eek (May 15, 1979, er thereabouts) regarding the
n?anine. of several of a.v statements. I was infer:ed that an
interview and statament may be required to close this satter out
to the satisfaction of all concerned. I was concerned and
rether appalled at this approach, but we agree that all
misunderstandings should be adequately addressed.

Mr. Bergmann's letter of May 18, 197 9, to Mr. Keoo.ler, Director.

of Region III, in =.v co.inien clarified the situatien, butv

'.
Mr. 3aci, the I&E Investigator, indicated the subject letter added
ccnfusion to what CG&E actually meant.

The folleving specific -lans and intentiens in the areas ofr
| cperation, maintenance, I&C, rad-che=, technical and training
l should explain our position.

1. Operations - To provide a dedicated backup to.the
operauions engineer, we intend to designate one of our.. senior shift supervisors as a daytime " assistant". This
individual vill not have concurrent shift or watch
responsibilities, but will aide, assist, or perform
other jebs as assic.ned.by the Ocerations Engineer. This

.

=an vill function as the principal in his absence.

2. Maintenance - A dedicated individual. titled Maintenance
staff Engineer, has been assigned full time to the~

Maintenance Engineer. In this area of respensibility,
the principal assigns verk activities such as engineering,
advice, review, and assistance. The Maintenance Staff

* h~Jt~,_A_n
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- Engineer essumes the duties of(c:nt'd.) d thus is thekzin:enance
the . Maintenance Engineer in his absence an

2.
,

' dedicated backup". I

except the pcsition has |

IGC - Similar to maintenance,
3. .. .

- been filAec.
k

not

Rad-chem - Similar to maintenance except two e.gineeringThese
specialists have been assigned to the principal.4.

individuals vill receive experience and cress-training inAt this time, the senior
the invcived disciplines. individual vould functicn as the dedicated backup.

d

Technical _ - The technical staif is being expanded ancapability exists within this group to adequately5.
presentback up the Technical Engineer.

- A training Supervisor has been aco.cinted.-

Tra_i.n_i__n_:Tnis an is the dedicated backup to the Training6. .
_

Cooedinator.
in

It is not =y intent to indicate in writing, or includeindividual jeb descriptiens, that the above named ind vi iduals

" designated backups".ace censisting'

have read the above statement,is true and correct to the bestI, James R. 5:hott,
It

of 2 }% typewritten pages.I have initia11ed any corrections or changes.
of k.y kn:wledge.I r= aware that this statement =ay be used in a
Further:cre,
judicial proceeding.

rM ~9-(-- ' '1 /=; . : J ~

ibt.o. m /._.
:

LateJames R. Schott

.

-

.

Witnesses
-

C. i
5 h ['1].

& &, L ;% . _

,

'

Date
~ Peter E. Esci"
Investigator, USNRC

.
-

~.

I
s h>U

. ukMM*J &> /X
Thomas Vandel

- Date '
Project Inspector, USN C

.

.

S7A-l3/ Q v.,4 L. ~ ~~Date
W.R. Schv:.ers ..

.

Principal.Ctality Assurance
~ %
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May 18, 1979
. .

c. ..:.:-.~w
-

.

- , _ . . . . . . .
.

.

,
.

-
.

.

.

James'G. Keppler -

Directo.r .

United States Nucidar Regulatory Ccamission
! - Region III

799 R esevelt Road
'

.,

Glen Ellp , Illinois 60137

D-e ar Mr. Keppler :-
.

I an writing you concerning our teleahone ccaversation of Mavr -

14 durine which veu indicated that Reci'on III wished to interview.
some of our people further with regard to certain statements made
to the Afvisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards ( A CRS ) . These
statements apparently cencerned our staffing plan and scme con-,

flict between the statements made and our actual staffing inten-
tions. Obviously, I was cuite concerned and looked into the
matter prcmptly. The f acts in this matter from our stand,>oint are
as fo11cvs:

' '

Followinc the subcormittee meeting, Mr. Earpster, your*

, . inspector, along with hi~s supervisor, Mr. Warnick, telephcned Mr..
0.mes R. Schott, our plant superintendent, and voiced his feelings
to the effect that CG&E's plans with respect to backup personnel
should be clarified at the full ACRS meeting. Mr. Schott advised
Mr. Earpster that he had not seen the transcript but indicated -

that he had not tried to mislead anyone with his testimony.
. . . .

After Mr. Harpster's call to Mr. Schott| we reviewed the
transcript of the ACRS subcommittee meeting of February 27 and
concluded that we agreed with Mr. Schott's testimony concerning. .

i backup capability. Apparently any problem stems from the discus-
sion of backup to operating personnel between Subcommittee
Chair-.an Sender and Mr. 'Schott. In essence, Mr. Bender was trying
to assure himself that adecuate backup would exist for each key
s u-de rvi sor. The maintenance supervisor was used as the example in
the discussion which was prompted in part by the fact that our
forrer maintenance supervisor had resigned.

.

What Mr. F hott stated was that backup capability would be
assured at the second line supervisory level and would .be full.

'

time. Our intention is to have a dedicated backup for each of the
! following sections: operating, v.aintenance, I & C, rad-chem,

technical, and training. It was not our intention, however, to
.

.

-
g ,

, . .

'
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.:-.es K. Fe:pler Page 2 May 18, 1979

necessarily give these backup personnel the title of " Assistant"
pe r se.

-Both CG&E and Mr. Schott personally believe that- our inten-
tiens were clarified at the full committee =eeting by describing
the roles of the maintenance engineer and the other supervisors,
including their support. This was done through the use of a view
graph and Xerex copies of the plant organization chart which were

was not until udistributed to members of the co.mittee. It
this ma tter h a

vo__r-
call that anvene at CGEE had knowledge that c not

_. ~ fully... lved to Mr. Earpster's satisfaction.
.

ceen reso
.

I hcoe this letter now resolves this matter to the satis-
faction of Region III. Ecwever, in the event you wish to discuss
the subject further with our personnel, we will be pleased to
co perate. As you know, the pre-hearing eenferences are scheduled
for May 21-23 vith the evidentiary hearing scheduled to begin on
June 19. For this reason, timely res'olution of this apparent
=isunderstanding is essential.

.

Very truly yours,

. -
-

- _ _ _-

E. A:.Sorgmann
" . Senior Vice-President

.

.
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REPORT OF INTERVIEW

On March 13, 1980, Ronald M. Smith, Investigator, Office of Inspector
and Auditor (OIA), interviewed Irving A. Peltier, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation (NRR), licensing project manager for Zimmer. Peltier*

was advised that a concern regarding his having improperly contacted
Charles Earth, Attorney, ELD, had been resolved leaving the question of
whether he had improperly contacted CG&E management regarding the
subject of an IE investigation which was addressing possible ' isrepresentationm
by CG&E to the ASLBP. Peltier indicated the matter of CG&E staffing at
Zimmer had been a continuous concern since a meeting held with CG&E in
July 1978. Therefore, Mr. Harpster's statement that Mr. Peltier had
discussed the matter with CG&E was correct. He emphasized that NRR was
concerned with the " issue" of staffing regardless of any IE investigation.
Mr. Peltier was sure that he never showed the May 2,1979, r.enorandum to
C3&E. Feitier was not sure whether he was even aware of the f.e.orandum
on May 17, 1979, when he discussed staffina with CGAE. He noted that
his copy was date stamped received by NRR lMr. Denton) on May 8,1979.
Peltier advised'he did not know how long it took for the r.enorandum to
" filter down" to him. He could not recall whether he even discussed the
IE investication, while~it was in process, with CG&E; but as indicated
above, he did continue to discuss the issue of staffing with CG&E. Peltier
advised that he could not remember talking to Earth (1) about the May 2,1979
terorandum or (2) about Barth contacting Yore and asking Yore to throw
away the r.emorandum. Peltier added that he could not remember telling
Harpster that scocone had talked to Barth and convinced him (Sarth) to
contact Yore and have Yore throw away the memorandum.

Mr. Peltier further noted that the IE investigation did not substantiate
t!at CG&E had committed any violation. He provided the writar with a
cooy of that July 31, 1979, investigative report. Feltier also remarked
that he never understood the interest of Mr. Harpster in the matter
because the issue of backup staffing was a concern of NRR. He observed
that CG&E met the " minimum" NRR requirements without additional staffing.

'

Finally, Mr. Peltier noted that the May 2 memorandum was not marked .o
" Official Use Only," did not contain within its context any reference to
confidentiality, and had received rather wide dissemination. Peltier
wondered how he would have known not to have had contact with CG&E
management concerning the issue of staffing without some kind of notice.

ATTACHMENT F-

.
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REPORT OF INTERVIEW

On March 12, 1980, Ronald M. Smith, Investigator, Office of Inspector
and Auditor (0IA), interviewed Charles Barth, Attorney, ELD, telephonically.
He was advised that the inquiry was intended to determine whether he had
contacted Mr. Janes R. Yore, Chairman of the ASLSP concerning the May 2
Thompson menorandum and whether he had attempted to influence * Yore to
destroy the memorandum. Barth advised that he had not contacted Mr.
Yore about the memorandum, but rather had been contacted by Yore. Yore
asked the signifi6ance of the Thompson memorandum. Barth's response was
"nothing new, its under investigation, we will let you know if anything
of significance develops." Barth did advise Yore to destroy the memorandum.
According to Barth, the reason for this advise to Yore was his (Barth's) 1

feeling that no one beyond the few with a need to know should be aware
of or have in their possession documentation concerning the fact of the
irvestigation until it was completed. Barth advised that this was the
only conversation he had with Mr. Yore regarding this matter.

When asked whether Mr. Peltier, or anyone else, contacted him in order*

to persuade him to get the rienorandum " killed", Barth replied in the
negative.

.
-

.
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REPORT OF INTERVIEW

On March 18, 1980, Ronald M. Smith, Investigator, Office of Inspector
end Auditor (OI A) interviewed Thomas E. Vandel, Project Inspector,
Region III, in Vandel's office. Mr. Vandel was advised of the nature of
the inquiry. When asked whether he had shown the April 10, 1979,
r.emorandum ( Attachment B) to Schott (Superintendent of the Zihmer Plant).
Vandel replied in the affirr.ative. Vandel advised the memorandum had
come to him in the normal course of business with no direction that it
not be shown to the licensee. In fact, Charles Norelius, Special Assistant
to the Regicnal Director, had told him to notify the licensee that an
investigator would be visiting concerning the issue of the licensee's
testimony. Vandel chose showing the memorandum to the licensee as the
mode of carrying out Mr. fiorelius' direction. He further stated that
there was no intent on his part to give any advantage to the licensee.
Vandel continued by stating his experience had proven to him that good
rapport and car.didness with a licensee was necessary to insure openness
on their part, thereby enhancing the objective of the inspection program -
safety. Vancel erphasized that this rapport and opEnr.ess in no way
effected his ability and willingness to cite the licensee for failure to
comply with NRC regulations and requirements.

.
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REPORT OF INTERVIEW
,

On l' arch 20, 1980, Ronald M. Smith, Investigator, Office of Inspector
and Auditor (OIA) interviewed Charles Norelius, Special Assistant to the
Director, Region III. Norelius advised that as a matter of " logistics"
he alone told Vandel to advise appropriate CG&E people that M'. Bacir

(IE investigator) would be coming. The intent was to insure that the
appropriate CG&E personnel would be present for interview. Norelius
stated he did not tell Vandel to tell CG&E the nature of the investigation
nor did he tell him not to. Through a subsequent telephonic contact by
Lawrence J. Strickler, Investigator, Office of Inspector and Auditor,
Charles ':orelius indicated that if he had known that Vandel 5:as going to
show the menorandum to Schott of CG&E, he would have told him not to do
so.

-
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Attachment B.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

'\

BEFORE THE COMMISSION

In the Matter of )
<

CINCINNATI GAS AND ELECTRIC Docket No. 50-358
COMPANY, et al.

(Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power
Station, Unit No. 1) )

.

IN RE: MIAMI VALLEY POWER PROJECT'S
P1TITTON TO DISQUALIFY STAFF ATTORNEY

FROM LICENSING PROCEEDINGS FOR THE ZIM4ER PLANT

AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES A. BARTH

STATE OF MARYLAND
ss

COUNTY OF MONTGOMERY

'

Charles A. Barth, having first been duly sworn according to law,

hereby states as follows:

I am employed as a hearing counsel in the Office of the Executive

Legal Director (DELD), NRC, and located in Bethesda, Maryland. Since

December 15, 1978, I have been assigned as lead counsel for the

administrative proceeding on Cincinnati Gas and Electric Company's (CG&E)

application for an operating license for the Zimmer facility.
'

'
I have read " Miami Valley Power Project's Petition to Disqualify

Staff Attorney from Licensing Proceedings for the Zimer Plant"

(hereinafter Petition) dated July 30, 1982, and all of the attachments
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thereto. In its petition Miami Valley Power Project (MVPP) makes several

unfounded and unsupported allegations concerning my conduct with respect

to the Zimmer proceedings. These allegations encompass essentially two

areas--assertions that I deliberately attempted "to withhold important,

relevant information from the Licensing Board" (Petition at 8) and

assertions that I have "a crippling conflict of interest that prevents

[me] from ef fectively representing the NRC" (Petition at 11). These two

areas will be dealt with separately below.

A. Allegations That I Deliberately Attempted To Withhold Important
Relevant Information From The Licensing Board.

The allegations under this heading are: (1) that Terry Harpster, a

Region III inspector, told an Office of Inspector and Auditor (OIA) investi-

gator that he was told by Irving A. Peltier, NRR's Licensing Project Manager

for Zimmer, that I had informed Mr. Peltier that I had called James Yore,

then Chairman of the ASLBP, and told him to throw away a letter that

James Keppler, Director of Region III, had sent to the ACRS describing

discrepancies in CG&E's testimony before the ACRSE ; (2) that I withheld

information from the Licensing Board and the public record; and (3)that

"not only did [I] neglect to discuss important information about the

falsity of applicants' statements to the ACRS, [I] attempted, affirmatively,

.

-1/ That interview with Mr. Harpster is contained in a confidential
internal NRC paper which has not been released to the public, and,
as noted on page 5 the MVPP Petition, Mr. Harpster has repudiated
some or all of the facts set forth in the interview.
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to remove it from consideration by the licensing board... after the

Director Region III, himself, forwarded the evidence to the Licensing Board"

(Petitionat9,10.) The facts are to the contrary and are as follows:

Mr. Harpster, an inspector assigned to NRC's Region III office,

attended the ACRS sub-committee meeting on February 27, 1979, and the

227th ACRS meeting on March 8-10, 1979. Mr. Harpster felt that false

statements had been made to the ACRS by CG&E. On April 10, 1979,

Regional Director Keppler wrote a memorandum to Mr. Dudley Thompson,

Executive Officer for Operations Support, I&E, HQ, Bethesda, setting

forth Mr. Harpster's views and requesting advice (see pages 10 through 17

of this Affidavit for a transcript of the alleged false statements before

the ACRS and pages 18 through 20 for Regional Director Keppler's April 10,

1979, Memorandum to Mr. Thompson. See also pages 23 through 28

attached to this Affidavit for further ACRS involvement).

As lead counsel in the then on-going administrative proceeding upon

the CG&E application for an operating license, I was advised of Mr.

Keppler's April 10, 1979 Memorandum and of Mr. Harpster's views. I then

met with I&E, HQ personnel. I urged that a thorough investigation of Mr.

Harpster's allegations should be made and the results provided to the N

ASLB, ACRS, and NRR. I&E, HQ concurred with my recommendations and

authorized Region III to investigate the charges. (SeeMemorandumfrom

Dudley Thompson to James G. Keppler, dated May 2, 1979, attached as pages

21 and 22 to this Affidavit.)

.
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The allegation that CG&E had presented false statements to the ACRS

regarding staffing was investigated by Region III, and the results set

forth in Report No. 50-358/79-21 dated July 30, 1979, which concluded:
:

IE Staff and CG&E personnel have differing views as
to the clarity and accuracy of information
presented to the ACRS. No items of noncompliance
were identified.

On September 26, 1979, I sent Investication Report No. 50-358/79-21

with its attachments to the three Licensing Board members, the ASLBP,

the Appeal Board, Docketing and Service, and to all parties to the

administrative proceeding including MVPP--the present petitioner. (See

letter Barth to Licensing Board, dated September 26, 1979, attached as

pages 29 through 49 to this Affidavit.)

At no time did I inform Mr. Peltier, or anyone in NRR, that I had

called Mr. Yore and told him to throw away Mr. Keppler's letter.2/ At no

time did I ever inform anyone that I had called Mr. Yore and told him to

throw away Mr. Keppler's letter. At no time did I ever call Mr. Yore

and tell him to throw away Mr. Keppler's letter.3_/ To the best of my

-2/ See Affidavit of Irving A. Peltier attachad as pages 50, 51 and 52
to this Affidavit.

., 3_/ The Keppler memorandum was sent to Dudley Thompson with copies only
to two I & E employees--N.C. Moseley and H.D. Thornburg. The
responding Thompson memorandum listed Yore as a recipient.
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recollection, and after diligent search of the staff's files, Mr. Keppler

did not write to the ACRS to inform them of the alleged false statements

before the ACRS as is set forth on page 5 of Attachment A to the MVPP

Petition. My recollection is that Mr. Yore, Chainnan of the Atomic

Safety and Licensing Board Panel called me, stated that he had received

the memorandum of May 2,1979 from Dudley Thompson to James Keppler

(attached to this affidavit) and asked what its significance was and

what he should do with it. I replied that he should do nothing, that he

could threw it away, that an investigation would be made and the results

sent to the Licensing 60ard, of which Mr. Bechhoefer was Chainnan, and

to all parties to the then on-going operating license administrative

proceeding. I further advised him that only those with a need to know

should be aware of the investigation prior to its completion as indiscri-

minate dissemination of bare allegations could damage innocent reputations.

At no time did I ever call the Chairman of the Zininer Atomic Safety

and Licensing Board, then Mr. Charles Bechhoefer, or anyone connected

with the ASLB, "to ask him to discard important and relevant information

about the applicant" as alleged on page 5 lines 8, 9,10 of the MVPP

Petition. The Thompson memorandum and the subsequent Board notification

letter clearly indicate that it was I who precipitated the investigation

of the alleged false statements to the ACRS and I who transmitted the

completed investigation to the Licensing Board and the parties to the

ongoing administrative proceeding.,,

Furthermore, contrary to MVPP's assertion, the Director of

Region III did not send anything to the Licensing Board or to any of its

members which I then allegedly tried to remove from the Board's

consideration. In the ordinary course of business a Regional Director,
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as a member of the NRC Staff, does not comunicate directly with a

licensing board. Rather, all such comunications by the Staff are

through their counsel.

B. Alleged Crippling Conflict of Interest

The allegations under this heading are: (1) that I refused to sign

the Staff pleading supporting MVPP's motion to reopen the Zimer record

and so informed the press; and (2) that I filed a false and frivolous

pleading requesting an extension of time in which to respond to MVPP's

motion to reopen the record.

The facts are as follows: I have and do fully support the position

taken by the Staff in its June 11, 1982, pleading although I disagreed

with the policy decision embodied in that filing. In the ordinary

course of the practice of law, an attorney occasionally disagrees with

the policy decisions of his clients, but this does not prevent his

supporting and advocating their decisions.

If opposing reopening of the Zimmer record constitutes misconduct,

as alleged by MVPP, and if it creates a " crippling conflict of interest"

(Petition at 11), then I feel that I am in good company. The Commission

by 3 to 2 vote on July 30, 1982, opposed reopening the proceeding for the

identical reasons that persuaded me not to favor said reopening.

As my reasons for opposing reopening appear to be of paramount

concern to MVPP, those reasons are set forth as follows. It was clear to

- me, and was so stated in the Staff's June 11, 1981, filing, that the

legal standards for reopening had not been met - i.e., the basis for each

proffered contention was stated by MVPP to be a licensing board

+-
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notification (BN - 81-52) sent on December 17, 1981 to all parties

including MVPP, which contained Region III's letter of November 24, 1981

imposing the S200,000 fine for violations. This is not new material - it

was disclosed to MVPP months before the hearing closed, and I&E had <

taken affirmative action.

Going beyond the Comission's decision, I felt that the Comission's

reasoning in Public Service Company of Indiana (Marble Hill Nuclear

Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-80-10, 11 NRC 438, (1980)

applied--i.e., MVPP essentially alleged that Region III should take

different enforcement action than it had taken. Marble Hill, to me,

stands for the proposition that a challenge to Region III enforcement

action should be by a 2.206 Petition to the Comission, not by way of

contentions in an operating license hearing, and that the public health

and safety is better protected by I&E manpower inspecting facilities, '

than by testifying in administrative hearings. I feel that the thrust of

the proffered contentions (see especially number 7 on page 13 of the MVPP

Motion to File Contentions), was that Region III was not adequately

doing its job. The forum for such charges lies with the Comission and/or

the Executive Director for Operations. The Licensing Boards are not the

supervisors of the performance of the Regional Offices. I also felt that

the most that could come out of a hearing would be an order or recomenda-

tion to I&E to inspect the facility carefully - this Region III is already

doing by a special quality confirmation program, by increased inspections,s

by setting up a special ad hoc group in the region to monitor Zimer and

by allocating additional resources in terms of money and manpower.
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In my view, in the Zinner situation, the public health and safety is

best served by permitting Region III to continue to inspect the facilty,
;

not by taking these Region III resources and diverting them to

administrative hearings on facts known for months and months, and upon
r

which the Region has acted with positive and affinnative actions.

MVPP's Petition also alleges that I told the press publicly that I

disagreed with the Staff's position on reopening (Petition at 11) and

that I " refused to sign the pleadings because [I] did not agree with the

agency's position" (Petition at 7). Both of these allegations are

totally false and neither is supported by the Cincinnati Post article

attached to the Petition.

In regard to MVPP's allegation that I filed a false and frivolous

pleading, on June 4, 1982 (stated by MVPP's Petition to be June 7), I

filed a motion for extension of time for four additional days to reply to '

MVPP's motion to file new contentions. The MVPP's Petition alleges, without
;

any supporting basis, that I filed that motion "[i]n an apparent effort

to obstruct the agency's filing of a response in support of reopening"

(Petition at 7, lines 1 and 2). This assertion is not true.

. I was ir.'tructed to file for an extension of time by my supervisors

so that a paper supporting the MVPP motion to reopen could be prepared

and filed. On Friday, June 4, 1982, all that was prepared in OELD was my

semi-final draft opposing the MVPP motion to reopen. Thus, when the

, policy decision was made to support the MVPP position, time was needed to

wrii.e a response. I called the relevant parties and could not reach MVPP

at the telephone number listed on their counsel's notice of appearance.
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In sumary, I was the moving party in having the allegations of

false ststements being made by CG&E to the ACRS investigated and the

results given to the Licensing Board and parties. My position opposing

reopening the Zimer record is in accord with the Comission's decision '

and causes no conflict of interest between the Staff and me, and I did

not file a false and frivolous pleading.
,.

ddM t
'

Charles A. Barth

Sworn and subscribed before me
this /,'/// day of August,1982.

,

Q?T LtA! A ' 1/J /*/0-/Yi )
/ / ,

k .

Notary PuTlic For and In the
County of Montgomery, State of
Maryland. '

My Comission expires: 7// !f
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EXCERPT FROM 227th ACRS MEUING
;

|

.; ' 8 tMe

advantage of the statistical nature of the g

loac. ;i
2 ! }lWR. CATTON:

That was my earlier understar c:mg. !!
3

I was just confused momentarily.
'i

4 !
W2. BENOERJ Fine. : 1

5 ! \

I think we have probably gottan about
l

as far ase we can. !;I ,

7 .,

Are there other questioFJ t .

O on the Mark .'I that
<

7

anyone wants to raise ? ,f 'i.

9
M1.it?

,

10
CR. Pl.ESSETs No. k'11 ';
WR. BENDER: For the purpose. Jim

cf ;esting v12

throu h t.he agenda and being sure some points a
4 '

re coverec
that we are interested in, Could we get you t f>.

.

o respC9c -
to briefly to the )

tl.mes that are listed as general discussion v

15 to be
incl Med in Presentations A through F

:

to the agenda? . on page 2 of q

( 17 EWR. FLYNN: Yes, s.ir.
'

s i
The fir s t it em is'!S

arrangements for firefighting personnel.
We wi ll a ct:r a_s s )k9

in t s wi t.h Mr. Jim Scho.tt. ,1,
20 1

WR. SCHnTT2
Janes Schot.. Cineinna 1 Gas &

L
'I

:: Eisctric.
.

-

22 ' ,;

de have ); !
includec in our emer;ency ;:ianni. qil

: revisions, ar.4ngements with, first of a.11 the Masnix . ;.'' ~

:w"!".1; Vol unt ee r Fi re Oe::a r t .ent , t.

ss t h e ;: r !.m a r v F
-

12.aq ;rouc -ne wou!c cme
'

to t.e :; ant, : .e .c.
>

162.3 1
'
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'
:. I for any particalar firs tha t we woulo not ha v e on-5'te

; capse111ty.

3 As I point out, this as a volunteer fire grou: .

4 and they are a pproximately no more than five ninutes from

* :ne pl:-t.

o They could respond in five sinutes or le ss with at

7 least f ive people. And they are adeustely equicpec anc I

S we have personally investigated and found th a t the y a r e a-

9 adequately equipped voluntaar fire group to rescenc : . se

10 of a contlngency.

11 Backing up the Wa shington Township group is

12 the New Richmond Fire Depart. ment , which is about. I': sa y.

1 10 to 12 minutes away.

la They have .si'tual aid agreements with the

:S dashington Township group that would provide the ne:e ssary

l$ back-up capability in ca se additional manpower or ec.1; man:

17 was required, or if some otaer event would take place th a t

13 would r ecuire back-up capability in the Asshington 70=nsN1:
.~

:9 jur i sd ic tio n.

30 MR. RENCER: New Richmond is also a volunteer
2; rou?

:: 1R. SCHOTTs That 's co rr e c t , sir.

'

22 WR. SEN ER: Th a n t. you. Can -e ;o to :.e e rt

:: ::em?
:

W R . P_Y TI : Status of A::.;:s- 's re ::re -s :?

's ; 1, '. '
.

*.L .

.- i t --
-

.

-

. _ - - . . . _ _ _ . _ _ . . -- -
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: ope r a:1..; pe r so4nel is also Jim Scts :.

WR. SCN)TTs belleve we touchec :n : '- .s <

J mcrning criefly, de tsve a maint enance enginest re*ct:in.;

A var:* 9. de have secursd the servic es o f ar a cc *. l c e a . me-.

. t"e -e:e ssa ry cre dentials to back up our rescior
I
- e9qi eer. H e' * been on-slte now f or f o ur sc r ins .

-

de are in the process or recruiting se<er?.

e3 ::::r.a; staff members. But the basi: staffing ' -

: .e re . ie v e we ha ve adeq';a t ely a ddr tss ed. "

: v4. SENOER In the event, you s houle - --.

*e Linc of circu.mstances that occurred re:ently. ;- .:
. -

.
4 -

8 2 y:u 10s a man that you had on the payroll f or se ee r* . +

'l months, it locks to me like you always have One pr:s e::
'4 :nat you may be without adequate suoervi sion, Cec.=.se -

:

'5 the lack of depth in the organ 1Zation.
,

'i .That contic;ency plans have you get ?
''

WR. SCHOTT At this po int in t i.m e : :: .- ' :--

'S : n i .- ( .-is thing is wo r k in g.
j ' -

WR. BENCERs why don't yeu c:me u; ic :. e ::::.a.

I- That = : :: =crk.
t !
.

WR. SCH0!T de are addre ss ing :a sit.sti:n,

,

:: < des"--atir; alte.nate memcers of cur te:na ': s ; st a f. *:.

! act a s D e ck -u: :: 3 31 * s r. a.-c e . =ack ac :: :: erst;:~s --
|

a:A-up :: **atever secenc 11ne suce.-visory :esiti:--

.' -:;n: se.e in a- eff:r :: s <o id e s ;e*::- ...- - --

~

-/Z- ,-

.
.

_ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ . _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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e #112' }

(e. I just ex erieaced.
< O!
.( y

2 E. BENOER: Will those people n.: , the sa+e 6h
i53 train nc as the person.you have designated to be - y/
T.,

4 G . SCHQTT Yes. sir that is a comitment we .t4
't

5 . ave made. They will not have the lorsediate experience t.m s ' #
e-

.

e ne prLeary people have. but they .will be accumulating }
7 excertenca such that if someone would resign, or other 1;

,

;5 rea sons , we would be sole to adequately staf f the plant. f. .
-:

0 M2 SENDE2s can you rely on ge sting advice a ne %e4+

10 a ss istance f roe ether organizations. If =crse came :: .c r s t ? !M'
._ ..

4,c .If 4R. SCH(cts well, we have to have tha t caceo:lity. Q{I? But we also have Individuals on the plant staff tnat d,can
13 function adequately in wre than one area of expertise. 'If ',

- :la uR. BENCERs I uncerstand enat itind o f s t a: em e n t . II
.

:> . y
15 But .wy own observation is . mat the deotn of '<newledge

,y.
,

tr.a t 6j
m '-l$ I quy can have when he's not doing things every day is not t.-' tg

:17 1:ke;f :: ne nearly encugh to deal witM the c m=lerity c' $3
.e

'

. .- t13 :ne ;.rselems t'.a t you eight have in a - whea ycu ree;;y neve 4i
. , . . -

-

3:10 talateaance =crt do 9e 1.9 *srge .an::::es enc ycer rai-te a :e 17; :
,

.

^.!22 engineer was incapacitated "or scSe reason er other. I: #
-

.

5
27 s eems :: ?e you ought to ta c e g range 9ents :: " ave a::s.ss

i. ,

?e22 ::
,

r.sr re scur e s in seme a ny otre r t. an .'u s : :: say y:v ,-
,

22 * :1 ,

take some o:r.or semcer " tne s:n.** and -a<e 91- take F j
s2: cver. ~

!! W2 5 0H:""* : 5 e ;. . .a.a : : ,ea .: e: e .* : . , e .,.

<

< \

|
*

-

. s

1

1623 !e '-/3- ;
'

.- Y
.'. L
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we are row developing tne back-up ;

sements age was that |
Those individuals on one :-: eI..

capacility within the staff. he

relat 11onsnia as more or le ss second-line a.ssistants to t
2

3

:.i-cipals. is sufficient-
2

thereIn that manner, we believe that :
*

$ capaoility.
tnat guy has another Joe as well

MR. SENOER: But
7

is that right?a s be ing th e back up9 Not nece ssar11y. no s ir.
u4. SCHOTTs No. sir.

9 is
In other wor ds. if there

isn't what we had in sind.That13 a ce
a staff memoer who is assigned as assistant to the mainten n

:I .% an
supervisor, that is his function, and he would act

12

a ssistant maintananca supervisor.
! WR. BENCER:

Have you made tnat commitment t
tne j13

,

|14

staff
that you will have a maintenance suserviser ud an

I15

to the supervisor full ti.mo?
l$ a ss istant

VR. SCHc H e No. sir we have not. %.

i7 that

MR. BENCER:
dell, what are you te!!!ng me,

doing it, or that Wu are ;: 1. g
you are tninking about4

I ', to cc it? it. et.: we have nc:
MR. SCHO Us

de are go ing to do
:? it isto tne Regulatory Staff. oecasse .

I; made that :cecitment /

situation yru f ind yourself in semetine s.
23 a diffi: ult de you ce?

*f the tacku: leaves. t..en wra2a 1, our f: ss i; fue; : s.. s.

If t's e t.- i. ; cifferen: " e- we ::.

'

2
-

e.. ...

._ g _. . .
*

/

l'. !;
*

____ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - . _ _ - . _ _ - - . _ _ _ ' . _. - - .-
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WR. BENCER: I underster.c tmat. ov e. 's-.

I:, t

2 number of fossil fuel plants.
You have ;cY?u have got a lot o experience.

3
'Anenuclear plant with which you have limited er:erience.) 4

the eack-up de-s seem to be a little week.5

That's all I am saying. All ! an sayin; is tus:
6

if you can find other utilities that will de willing to7

5 give you a helping hand, it s eems to me that mes; of us |

even t .*c a g r. -ewould feel a little bit more comfortsele,9

you are committed to doing the job right.10 know

We are not questioning that aspect cf it.11

you in aBut circumstances sometimes can put12 ;

situation where you don't have access to all the peccie y:ui13'

14 like to have.
I I

.

15 And an organization with limit ed ceotn ai ay s |

16 has to keep that in mind.

17 WR. SCHoIT: We understand. sir.
.

15 MR . BE!CER: Let's go to the next item.
i

1; uR. FLY NN: The next item is also a Jim S cr.c.::
,

20 item. .Wechanisms e staclished for cotaining ir. format; - :-
.

2: and ut ilizing incustry expe ri ence.

22 WR. SCHOTTs Thers are se versi mechanis ms :- *:
'

22 we presently utill e.

Fi.st. not ne c e ssary in arv riority Order. :ut
24 -

} 25 =e rece ive =nt is cs;;ed servi:e 1 f:rmati:n .e:=.s f--

I
r

| $ === ( ~'

.

,

.

A.... ()l
'

,
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1:e-sve.scor. Ce ne.-al El e c tire , that a ccr e ss a s many: .e.,

; t.at ::ur as a estter of experience trom the1: operati ;
,

3 :lants. Ar we inc or po r a te those items as required eitner ,

,

'

: .
:.r crocecures. or. If a plant modification is su;;ested.

I

5 .r.
accrocriate engineering is given to that anc a cecis;:- ,

.

: .s ma:e as to = nether it would be or not ce incer c tstec
.

in cur ;; ant.'

9
de re c e ive information naturall y from tne

; Enf er ament and Inspection 3rsncn of the :4 RC . anc we. 4: e
.

10 metter of routine, incorporate those on our stationery

!! review ccard agenda for discussion and scoropriate a: 20 ..

12 .te re ceive copies of all of the inc ident re: arts ,

i

fro- a;l utilities that are routinely filed with ne
..

.

:a E:isen E*.ectric Institute ar.d we utilize the experience. ,

:5 sad sometimes the me;f unctions or wr atever cause tre latice .. j
i

.: 11 nak ing sogge stions to our engineering grou: er
-

;

|
- tedif ic at ions to our pr ocedural centrols, t

.i

*

'I de aisc are memcers Of the Edison Electri:
; : - s *. ; t u t e . arere periodic *aetir.gs are held at t. e m . - it ..- }

f .

5t

!! Of tarse ; es per ye ar.

I'
Anc we are 3em0ers of that ;rou: an a c *.2 /e . v

s 1

:: :artici: ate i.- inf o rm at ic e exchange.

:: Tr.:se are just f:er of the sane'es t at -e .5-.

: :- e f:rma; casis.

5. : : ea :n s -- : c ;. : ::-s::er ; e. .
-

.
-

_ j 4,
. _ - - - --
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. I easts. =ny. we are in communication with sister plants a:
2 personnel levels. For example. esintenance engl.neers call
3 and talk to other maintenance angineers, and so forht.
4 WR. BENDEAs Are you participt ing in the NPRCS

5 system?

6 MR. SCHOTTs Yes. sir, we are just aceut fi n : s." *

7 new with the accumulation of all the NpRSD caseline
S information. And we are about ready to submit that ::

0 Southwest.

10 MR. BENCER: Okay.

11 MR. F1.YNN: The next item, method for 'nating
12 founcation se ttliment methods will be discussed by .lenn
13 Herman,

la WR. HERMA;4: de have got 22 se.ttlement ;;c ia i s
15 at the Zimmer Station whe re we monitor t.To se ttle==,:s.

| It 3ese are monitored on a thr ee-montn oa sis, and tr.s y
1

17 started in Octocer of 1975.
19 No w , the settlement of these 22 ::o int s a re src=r.
!O and th e se.ttle ments, agout 9C percent o f *.14 : we :: r e : : - . e c .
20 he settlement on most the se ;o ints have _us:'

; accut ceased.-

22 3 e differen:ial se::leme.:. :na- is tre se::. en:
I3 ac ro ss the reac tor ;c i.,g ce := esn the :=o s:,acen :o;n:s - a:

24 -- e measuri,q. is s;s = ' '.n i n t..e .131:5 o' : e

.5 * --.-;si se ttle me nt tr.a t was re:.::e: :e -.
*-

-IT- -

.
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*...* April 30,1979

.

.

-

.

.T,0PJ.NDLT TOR: Dudley Tho=pson, Executive Officer for Operations
.

.

;
Support, LE ,

. James C. T.eppl er, Director
FROM:

*

.*
,

IRRONEOUS STATEMD.TS PROVIDED BY APPL.1 CANT
'

SU3JIC7:
AT ZLMR ACRS SUSCO.MTTEE MEETINC (AITS T304SS!!6)

e

s

Enclosed for your inforr.ation and action is a s-an statement . ;

Cas and |
*

relative to erroneous infor:.ation provided by Cincinnati
ttee Meeting on

Electric Cc=pany to the ACP.S during an ACRS Subco-4
Februan 27, 1979. As we view it, the follo -ing points are pertinent: '

I .

clearly =ade ' false statements to the ACRS Subcor=ittee.1. Tne applicant '

Af t er agreeing with NRC inspectors that this infor ation was .

incorrect, the applicant f ailed to correct the false infor=ation.
ACPS Full Ce: ittee Meeting af ter indicatingduring the subsequent .

he vould do so.
.

.

k'hile *AC?.S ceetings do not involve sworn or notarized testimony.2.
ve consider misleading the ACRS to be a carter of serio *.s roncern,

we question our enforcement capabilities in this regard.
,

~

Tne applicant is meeting the rinimum staf fing requirements outlined3.
Tne misinf or=ation relater to commitments over andin ANSI 18.1.

above these minimum staffing requirements.

Consistent with the above, we hhve the following reco=mendations and
.

questicas: ~. ,

ILD, ASLE and ACRS should be infor=ed of this matter (NRR was1.
informed prior to the ACP.S 7ull Co--4ttee Meeti~ g).n

-

An evaluatien should be made as to whether this *cisinfor=ation2.
constitutes "caterial false statements." .

M

e

. .
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bd3 ey Tho=pson

*

ent why they did not
* e have not pursued with licensee rsnage: Shouldthe Full Co-- 4 rtee Meeting.3. ,

clarify the cisinfor=ation at '

we confront manage =ent as to why the false statements weren t
*

Should we conduct an official investi ation including
,

E
corrected? *

signed statements? . .
-

If you desire further infor=ation relative to this matter, please.

-

-
contact me. .

.

fl.,0, , N .Y W0 - l>*
.

h.3amesC.Keppler
~

Director
.

i-

In closure:
As stated

.

[ec v/ enc 1:
E. C. Moseley, II .

__
,

ii. D. Tnornburg, IE .

.
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STATDENT OF TACTS 7.ECAF.DD;G E .KT;EOUS INTOF_"ATIC7 *
,

f
CIVDi 3Y AFFLICANT AT Zl.%E ACRS SUSCO.WITTEE MEETING.

.

(ACRS) held a subedtree
. ,

The Advisory Co-4ttee on Reactor Safeguards Cincinnati* e

eeeting on Tebruary 27, 1979 to review the application of the '

Cas and Electric Co=pany (CC&T) for a license to operate the L'm. E.
Zi=:er Nuclear Fover Station, Unit 1. . During the course of this meeting,,

s"

*

S

the Station Superintendent, in response to ouestions from the ACR ,
^~

. ,

!

, provided information on the capability of the utility to provide adequate |or a res2gnaEidn,
-

zor key positiens in the event !back-up personnel
ecc.prolonged 111nes.;,
CC&E is now developing the back-up capability withinh icalIt was stated that ;

the staff by designating alternate members of their station tec n
as backup to =sintenance, operations, and other key 7

|This was being done to avoid astaff to act-

second-line supervisory positions. f the i

situation similar to one they had recently experienced - loss oAccording |

r.aintenance supervisor who they have had difficulty replacing.. h
these designated persgnnel vould have the same training as t eto CG&I,

pri=ary personnel, but not necessarily the in=ediate experienec. Individuals are assigned on a one-to-one relationship as a second-lineThe applicant noted
-

|
>

|

assistant to the principal, with no other function. co==itt'ed to |
that, while this capability is being provided, they had not

i

these actions with the NRC staff.
!

In the course of reviewing the applicant's program for Preoperational -
.

Testing, NRC inspectors had expressed concerns regarding the adequacyd the (

of station staffing and, because of these concerns, have followeThe applicant's
,

status of station staffing closely over the past year. f
'

the ACRS Subco
ittee Meeting ' appeared to be contrary te

statements at ~

our knowledge of the station staffing.
,

.

contradicticus, these stater.,ents wereAs a result of these apparent
discussed with the Station Superintendent during an inspection theThe station superintendentttee Meeting.week following the ACRS Subco-4
stated that there was presently no formal staff contingency plan as

. '

The station superintendent
described at the Subco==ittee Meeting.
stated that he would discuss clarification of these statements with

r

At the Full
his =anagement prior to the ACRS Tull Co= ittee Meeting. !

Cc ittee Meeting on March 9,1979, however, the applicant providedf
'no clarification of his earlier statenents with regard to staf ing..

t

.~ r
!

>

.
~

' ' _} g ,
-

,
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MEMDRAfiDUM FDP.:

James G. Kappler, ' Director, RIII /
"

.

Dudley Thompson, Executive Officer for, Operations
FROF.:

~

Support, IE

APPkREffT FALSE STATEMEtiTS BY APPLICANT AT ZIMMER~

SUB3ECT:
ACRS SUBCOMMITTEE M.EETItiG (AITS F30488H5)

.

.

.

In your msmorandum of April 10,1979, (enclosed) you advised IE:HQ
that the Zimer station superintendent had apparently provided false
or erroneous information to ,the NRC - initially to an ACRS Subcomittee
meeting on February 27, 1979, and subsequently to an ACRS Full

Com-

Me understand that an HRC inspectormittee meeting on Marzh 9, 1979.
was present during both ACRS meetings and that transcripts of bothWe also understand that the st'ation
proceedings are available to you.
superintendent, Zimer Nuclear Power Station, when interviewed during
an inspection in early March 1979, admitted that the information
provided the ACRS Subcomittee was untrue, indicated that it would ,

be corrected at the Full Comittee meeting, but f ailed to do so.

The foregoing was discussed with Mr. Charles A. Barth, Attorney,
Hearing Division, ELD on April 30, 1979 who has been involved with
the licensing hearings regarding Zimer. Mr. Barth feels that an
investigation of this matter is clearly warranted. Barth pointed

'

out that not only does it raise some question regarding the accuracy
of information provided HRC by the applicant, but that the issue
involved - the general topic' of operator qualification - is of

He further recomended that ASLB, .

particular interest to the NRC.
,

--MRS and HRR be advised both of the content of your n:emorandum and .
This matter wasreceive copies of your report of investigation.

also discussed with Mr. Roger Fortuna, DIA, on April 30,1979, who
indicated that his Office would review your report for possible

,,, evidence of criminality such as violation of 18 USC 1001. f

We share Mr. Barth's opinion and recomend that RIII conduct a full
investigation of this matter. Signed statements should be obtained
from the tiRC inspectors who attended the ACRS meetings and those
who interviewed the station superintendent during the inspection
where his ACRS testimony was discussed. The interview of the station -

superintendent should, if possible, result in a written statement
from him describing both his reason and motivation for making the

-y. y-

.

. . . . ,.
. . ,

--- __
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statement. Upon completion of your investigation, we will take
. care of providing copies of your report to interested offices at

Headquarters. . .
,

The above information was discussed wit.h Chuck Norelius on May 1,'

*

1979. Please fed free to contact either Bill Ward or Pete Baci .

of my staff if you need any additional information.-

.
-

'

smps

Execuuive Officer for
'

Operations Support, IE~ -

..

Enclosure: . I

Memo JGKeppler to DThompson
dtd 4/10/79 1

,

cc w/ enclosure:
~

-

-
'

C. A. Barth, ELD
'

R. A. Fortuna. DIA
G. R. Klingler, ROI
N. C. Moseley, ROI .

H. D. Thornburg, RCI
J. R. Yore, ASLB .

M. W. Carbon, ACR5
-

H. R. Denton, NRR .
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s .: te ite s to be discussed. Me noted that the meeting ws t .1rr: ne '. '
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APPE840 I XX:IV
Re9 x s ts . Ag ecme n ts 4 4.. srr t.'

7'''N, During 230th ACR5 Meet tn,momm
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIS$10N ,*p

,
4..;q- -- aavssoay commeTTse om aaAcTon sAreGVAROS .

===seroe.e c.ammesg g
i

....
June 19, 1979 |

.

!

NXRANJLM 10: tse V. Gossick
Executive Director for Operations

FMM: R. F. Fraley, Executive Director, Acts (

SUERECT: IWQJESFS, X3Lt. DENTS MC COPHI1MDf75 UURING 230TH i
iERS MtzTDC - Jutz 14-16, 1979
!

During the 230th ACRS Meeting the Casedttee reached the following dect-
sions ard conclusions regarding several matters related to Acts activities ;

as noted below: |

Millstone Nuclear Power Station (kut 2 - Power invel Ineresse

The c==f ttee concluded that it would not object to the leC staff plan to !
'

license the M111stans station tktit 2 to operate et a power of 7700 tw .
i

sequoyeh Nucleer Flant - Operating C.fcense

The ACFS deferred completion of its review of the Ot, application for :

Sequoyah mtil the WC Staff has completed its review of the ieplications
of the TMI-2 accident as they relate to the Sequoyah application and has
reported its findings and intentions to the ACRS in a specific or generic j

aanner.

In order to avoid enecessary and/or unpcoductive adiministrative delays in
|~- the consideration of this application, the ACRS is willing to consider 11- i

'

censing actions to permit fuel loading and low-power testing at this fr-
cility to an artent that will not preclude those modifications to the plant

f

that may be considered necessary by the WIC or the AOts.

Polo Verde Nuclear Generatirva Station Units 4 and 5 - Constru tfon Permit
'

the ACRS deferred omgletion of its re-w~ ot* the CF application for Palo
Verde tksits 4 and 5 until the teC Std f ht a cugleted its review of the i

'

tap 11 cations of the TMI-2 accide c > td . any affect the design of thesa
|

plants ard has rep,rted its firwh 7,4 v na intentions to the Acts.
|
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r.= v. Goesick -2-
i

tants en dich the Acts _has already reported on et airlicattor.r !w ear }
but ttw a rut yet, been laeued

f

ithe cosmin supsets that the leic staff will keep it inforwed regarding
the additional requirements arising from consideration of the 1MI-2 acci- [

dent to be imposed on times plants for Widt the A3ts hem already reported
to the come.ission an M. applications but for dtick the cL has not yet toen
iaeund. The infociastion ma(10 8ed to the ActB any be prorided either ceae. ,

try-case or in generic sors, as appropriate. the Acts expects to review
this information and any actions proposed by the Staff and ta report ti.sroon
to he C:setission as considered appropriate by the Comnittee or as requested i

by ths Cooml=sion. ,

Meturn to operation of three Mile Taiw! muclear station Unit 1 :
.

The Commission espects thec the afic Staff will keep it informed regardirn [
|the applicant's proposals and the staff's intentions regarding the condi-tr.i t 1. itiene that suet be antisfied prior to the return to operation of m:
|The Acts expects to review this matter with special attention to the in-

teractions between unit 1 and the recovery operation at t# sit 2. . as
our understarding that this metter will be ready for C monittee ".ansidere- ;

ition during the August (232nd) ase*.ing.

Bellly M eer Peper Plant - Mod.fied Pilitus Desir;i
~

In response to a equest frem Dr. Bondrie dated Juri; 8,1979 (see attached)i
the Cassittee plarm ta consider this matter during its July (231st) seet - :

41sarer Mueleer Station - Wrent false statement made duri.~ acts f ecom-
;

mittee meeting

she cosedttee dia,w the matter identified in the memo froe James G. ,

'10, 1979 regard-Ka;pler, Director, RIII to Dudley 1boepoon, I6E dated April
irn aprarent erroneous information provided to the Acts da'ing its reviewThe

' of the operatirv) license application for the Ilamer IAx: lear Station.
cosaittee regt.asted that it be inforised regarding the resolution of this
matter.

R. F. Traley
Executive Dir r

'
~

Attadusent: 1,tr. fra. J. M. Nordrie, Oneirman,1SC, to
M. W. Chrbon, Chairman, A3tS dtd. 6/3/79

CC: / I"
S. Os11k, SzcT R. Mettson, IstR

R . ur, tutp V. Stallo, 16E 3g A ;;*
"

F W_on , 18tR D. Vassal}o,154C

- 2. 8 -
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. UNITED STATES g
[" gg NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION Coagg3p9 g
ng du ; W ASHWGJON. D. C. 20555 EN gC

:w e .

%, ,, " September 26, 1979+

Charles Bechhoefer, Esq., Chairman Dr. Frank F. Hooper
Atomic Safety and Licensing School of Natural Resources

Board Panel .
University of Michigan

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109
Washington, D.C. 20555

Mr. Glenn O. Bright g. g @, j NAtomic Safety and Licensing
Board Panel 4-

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission os8 %
,

Washington, D.C. 20555 y --

h $f?
'

In the Matter of g e[*'

Cincinnati Gas and Electric Company, et al.
(Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station, UnTt No.1) s,

Docket No. 50-358 *

.

Gentlemen:

Previously it had come to our attention that the Applicants may not have been
accurate in their statements before the ACRS regarding staffing at the Zimer( fa cili ty. The Office of Inspection and Enforcement investigated this matter.
We are enclosing a copy of this investigation (Reg. III, Report No. 50-358/79-21)
as a Board Notification for your information. The Staff will introduce this
report as a part of the licensing proceeding as a part of the Staff's assessment
of Applicant's technical qualifications.

Sincerely,

' W Ya
Charles A. Barth

,

Counsel for NRC Staff
'

Enclosure: As Stated ,

~ '

cc: (w/ enclosure) William J. Moran, Esq.
^

Troy B. Conner, Esq. Atomic Safety ar.d Licensinga :. .

Leah S. Kosik, Esq. Board Panel
*

W. Peter Heile, Esq. Atomic Safety and Licensing.. ~..

Timothy S. Hogan, Jr. Appeal Board
- ~

-c .

John D. Woliver, Esq. Docketing and Service Section :A
.

.
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U.S. NUCI. EAR REGULATORY CO2!ISSION .f,

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND EhTORCEMENTf
'

t

REGION III. #I'

( /f 4*

Report No. 50-358/79-21 M a4[. 3,. .

t- . .

Docket No. 50-358 V j --

~

licensee: Cincinnati Gas and' Electric Co.
'%

Tacility Name: William H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station v

Investigation At: NRC RIII Office and at the Zic:mer site

fQ $.YmL:-
'

Investigator Peter E. Baci 7[Je [71
- IE Headquarters

-6 A 4. N a-

Reviewed By: Charles E. Norelius 7[3cl77
'

Assistant to the Director

Investigation Su=ary: Investigatien on May 21-24, 1979 (Report No.,

50-35E/79-21)
Areas Investicated: Accuracy of Sta.ecents made by CG&E before the ACRS
regarding staffing of the Zimmer facility. Reviewed records and interviewed

C>
NRC and licensee personnel. Tr.is investigation involved 32 manhours by
one investigator. '-

Results: IE Staff and CG&E personnel have differing views as to the
clarity and accuracy of information presented to the ACRS. No items of
nonconpliance were identified.

'

.
, .

I .
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_ REASON FOR INVESTIGATION g

'

FRC inspectors believed that the licensee misrepresented the Zimmer

( staffing situation before the Advisory Com=ittee on Reactor Safeguards
(ACRS). An investigation was conducted to determine the facts related to
the licensees presentation and to determine if there was any intent on
the part of the licensee to misrepresent the facts.

,

.

SUMMARY OF FACTS
,

On February 27, 1979, representatives of CGEE management appeared before
an ACRS subcom=ittee in connection with the utility's application for a
license to operate the William H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station. During
the course of the meeting, the subject of plant staffing was addressed,
particularly with regard to the adequacy and availability of back-ups for
key supervisory personnel. Responding to questions of the subcommittee-

chairman, the Zimmer Station Superintendent indicated that CG&E was
developing a back-up capability within the staff on a "one-to-one rela--

tionship as core or less second-line assistants to the principals." When
asked if these individuals would have another job as well as being the
ba ck-up, he replied:

. "No sir. Not necessarily, no sir. That isn't what we had in mind.
- In ether words, if there is a staff cember who is assigned as assistant

to the taintenance supervisor, that is his function, and be would
act as an assistant caintenance supervisor."

Region III inspectors who had an ongoing concern with weaknesses and lack
of depth of the Zitmer staff as' documented in prior inspection reports
and who were present at the subcoccittee meeting, felt that the Superintendent's
statecents concerning staffing were misleading. They interpreted the
Superintendent's statements to indicate that a full time back-up was
available for all key positions at the site which is at variance with the
situation as they knew it to be. This concern was brought to the attention
of regional canagement and the decision was made to discuss the matter
with the Plant Superintendent and request clarification of his statements.
On March 5-6, 1979 the inspectors visited the Zimmer site 'nd met witha
the Superintendent. After having the questioned portions of the transcripts

read to him, the Superintendent stated that he could see where they might
be misleading and would discuss their clarification with CG&E management
prior to the full ACRS meeting on March 9, 1979.

The plant superintendent again discussed staffing before the ACRS meeting
on March 9, 1979. Howe.ver he did not explicitly discuss the subject in
teres of clarifying earlier statements. It is his view that this presenta .
tlon satisfied the concerns raised. It is the view of the Inspectors

.
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involved that the matter vss not clarified end that tha licensee's statcmanis
to the ACRS on staffing were misleading. No information was develeped to U
show that there was any intent on the part of the licensee to mislead the

'ACRS with regard to staffing of the Zimmer. Plant.
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s1. Interview with Region III Inspector Terry Harpster

On March 22-23, 1979, the Investigator interviewed Reactor Inspector
Terry L. Harpster in the Region III Office in Glen Ellyn, Illinois.
Harpster explained that since being assigned to the Zimmer Station

.

In October 1977, he had developed an increasing concern over the
' adequacy of station staffing. This concerb had been discussed with

' CG&E canagement on several occasions and was documented in inspection -

reports during March, August and November of 1978 (DN: 50-358,
Report Nos. 78-06, 78-11 and 78-20). Particular concerns were the
ability of the existing staff to adequately conduct the preopera-
tional test and start-up programs and the extensive use by CG&E of
contract personnel for technical support. The latter cre,ated a
problem in that much of the experience and knowledge learned during
the start-up and test program.would be lost with the departure of
the contract personnel.. Another concern voiced by Harpster was the

*

minimal involvement of the corporate staff in the pre-operational
test program. This continued until the formation of a mechanical..

engineering / nuclear section within the CGEE corporate structure
formed to support site operations and which was subsequently moved
to the site.

D.
According to Harpster, a meeting was held on July 13, lh7.9, in

'

Bethesda, Maryland, to discuss weaknesses in the utility's staffing
as it related to the Zimmer Plant. CG&E was representeql by Messrs.
Earl Borgcann, Vice-President / Engineering Services & Electric Production;

,

Steve Salay, Manager, Electric Production; James Flynn, Licensing
: Manager; and Zi==er Plant Superintendent Schott. NRC was represented

by Inspector Harpster of Region III and Messrs. Donald Skovholt,'
Walter Haass and Irving Peltier of NP2. A subsequent meeting was
held on September 21, 1978, at the CG&E corporate offices in Cincinnati
with Messrs. Harpster and Robert Warnick representing KRC and
Messrs. Schott and Salay representing CG&E. At this meeting, the
lack of progress in augmenting the existing station staff was discussed

- as well as its impact on the preoperational test program, the operational
-

-

preparedness of the station and the fuel loading date. According to
Harpster, particular concerns were the lack of a main ~tenance supervisor,
lack of a reactor engineer who met the requirements of ASSI 18.1,.,'

the size of the station staff and the involvement of the corporate
technical staff in the preoperational test program.

Harpster stated that on February 27, 1979, he and Inspector John Menning
attended the ACRS subcommittee , meeting on Zimmer as observers. He
stated that the Chairman, Mr.- Bender, raised tnc question of the
station's ability to provide adequate back-up support in the event-

of the loss of key personnel. Superintendent Schott's reply indicated,

that alternate members of the station staff vere being designated to -

,

. ;'
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oct as backup to key supervisory pssitions and thct'thasa pesple' ~

- would not have other jtbs. Herpster stated that ha undarstecd thnt " ~ 4f '
to mean these individuals would function as full-time assistants to
the supervisors they were backing up. He felt that Mr. Schott's k

state =ents were contrary to his' knowledge of the staffing situation
gained through inspections and discussions with corporate management,
including Mr. Schott. At the close of the meeting, Harpster informed
Irving Peltier (licensing project manager, NRR) that he felt Schott's
testimony did not reflect the true staffing situation at Zimmer.

,

Upon his return to Region III, Harpster informed regional management
of his concerns re Schott's testimony and the decision was made to
have him travel to Zimmer and discuss the matter with Mr. Schott.
On March 5 and 6,1979, Inspectors Henning and Harpster met with -

Mr. Schott and discussed their respective interpretations of Schott's
testimony. Harpster informed Schott that he felt his testimony
mislead the ACRS subco=mittee since he was unaware that ahy formal
contingency plan existed or was being developed such as Schott had

,

described to the panel.. Harpster further told Schott that it was
his opinion that adequate technical staff was not available to
provide fulltime back-ups as described. He asked Schott if perhaps-

there was infor=ation concerning this capabili.ty that he was not
aware of.

According to Harpster, Schett said be had not intended to give the
. impression that such a plan had been implemented or that they had

the personnel to provide full time back-ups for all key positions.
On the corning of March 6, 1979, Harpster was present while the
relevant portions of the testimony were read to Schott over the
phone by Robert Warnick (Chief, Reactor Projects Section 2, Region( III). Af ter hearing his testimony, Schott indicated to Harpster
that he could see how it cight be misleading, but that this was '
because he hadn't been prepared to address those questions in depth.
Schott then told Harpster that he would discuss clarification of his
testimony with CG&E management prior to the full ACRS meeting scheduled
for March 9, 1979.

Harpster and Menning both attended the ACRS meeting on March 9,-

,

1979. Harpster stated that although the matter of staffing was
discussed in depth, he felt that CG&E offered no clar'ification of

. its earlier misleading statements. He advised regional management
of his continued concerns and these were further reflected in a
memorandum and statement of facts provided to IE/HQS on April 10,
1979.

Harpster stated that his primary concern was that while the Zimmer
station staff might meet the minimum requirements of ANSI 18.1, the..

- ability to provide adequate back-up.for key supervisory personnel
.
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- was questioneble. Herpstar's cpinien is based en his inspnctica g'

experience at Zimmer and on the,c:inimal prior nuclear experience of
the staff. A copy of Inspector Harpster's written statement is ,
appended to this report.

( 2. Interview with "II Inspector John Menning -

.

On May 21, 1979, the Investigator interviewed Reactor Inspector
John Menning in the Region III Office in Glen Ellyn, Illinois.
'Menning described his knowledge of the Zimmer Plant staff situation
as gained through periodic inspections of the facility from October
1978 to the present. Henning's description of the staffing situation
basically agrees with that of Inspector Harpster. With Harpster, he
attended the February 27, 1979, ACRS subcommittee meeting and heard
the testimony of Station Superintendent James Schott relative to the
utility's back-up capability for key supervisory personnel. Menning
felt that Schott's description of CG&E's back-up plan was not consistent

'
with the utility's planned or existing capability as be knew it to
exist. He indicated that he and Harpster made this concern known to
Region III managenent after their return and also discussed the
catter with Mr. Schott on March 5-6, 1979..

According to Menning, Schott indicated that he had not intended to
give the ACRS subcoc ittee the impression that the plant had establisheda
or was planning to establish a formal structured program for the
develcpment of fulltime back-ups for key personnel. He told Menning
that he had only intended to coc=unicate that individuals existed on
his staff who could function as backups to key staff members and
that if the transcript of the subcom=ittee meeting reflected otherwise,
then t clarification might be in order.

At the meeting of the ACRS on March 9,1979, the capabilities of'the
plant staff were discussed, but Menning, who was present as an
observer, felt that the catter of the misleading statements remained
unresolved. Along with Inspector Harpster, Menning expressed his
continued concern to Region III management upon his return from the
ACRS meeting. A copy of Inspector Menning's written statement is
appended to this report.

..

.

3. Other Interviews with NRC Personnel
,

The following NRC personnel were also interviewed with regard to the
matter under investigation:

James G. Keppler, Director, Region III
Gen W. Roy, Deputy Director, Region III
Charles E. Norelius, Assistant to the Director, Region III

,- Robert Warnick, Chief, Reactor Projects Section 2, Region III
Robert F. Heishman, Chief, Reactor Operations & Nuclear Support

Branch, Region III

6--
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Those interviewed' ara oil Regien III canagment parsennel who were g,
cware of the probica with the apparznt nisleading statements ct thn
ACRS subco:n=ittee meeting. The-1foncern of Inspectors Harpster and ,
Menning was shared by Region III management and resulted in the

( instant investigation.
.

4. Interview with James R. Schott

On May 2'.,1979, Zimer Station Superintendent James R. Schott was I

* interviewed by the Investigator at the plant site in Clermont, Ohio.
Also present during the interview were Thomas Vandel, Project Inspector, -

USNRC, Region III and W. W. Schwiers, Principal Quality Assurance
and Standards Engineer, CG&E. Mr. Schott was advised of the nature
of the NRC investigation and provided a signed statement, a copy of
which is appended to this report.

Mr. Schott discussed his testimony before the ACRS subcocEittee and
was aware of the fact that NRC had regarded some of his statements

- as misleading. He stated that Inspector Harpster had advised him of
NRC's concerns when be met with him at the plant site subsequent to
the ACRS subcommittee meeting on February 27, 1979, Schott stated'

that af ter having the transcript of his testimony read to him by
Robert Warnick (USNRC, RIII), he had initially agreed with Inspector
Harpster that his testimony could be misinterpreted and had agreed
to discuss its clarification with his management. He further stated
that after reviewing the testimony and discussing it with management,.

that they had concluded that his original statements were correct.

When asked to clarify his earlier statements to the ACRS, Schott

( stated that CG&E was providing backup capability to key positions by
designating alternate members of the technical staff to serve as,
backups for second-line supervisors. He stated that this backup
capability would be on a one-to-one basis, with backups serving as
"more-or-less second-line assistants to the principals."

Schott's testi=ony, in response to questioning from Subcommittee
Chairman Bender, indicated that the backup would not have another

. job in addition to being backup; further, that "if there is a staff
member who is assigned as assistant to the maintenance supervisor,*

that is his function; and be would act as an assistant maintenance
. supervisor." This was the aspect of Schott's testimony which the

inspectors regarded as misleading, namely, that a fulltime backup
did not exist and was not planned who would function solely as an
assistant to the principal. Schott explained that what he meant was
that the backup would be a fulltime employee, working for the principal
in the same area (i.e. maintenance, operations, rad-chem, etc.).
Vben queried about his statement that the individual would not have
another job, his explanation was that he would not be working or.

.

have any responsibilities in another area.--
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Mr. Schott stated that he presented c staffing chcrt to tha ull jACES ceeting on March 9,1979, which ha briefly ravicwad with tha -

- aid of an overhead projector. He said that ha felt his presentation
'satisfied all concerns and expressed surprise and ire when he learned

( that NRC was conducting an investigation into the matter.
,

Schott felt that E. A. Borgmann's letter to Director Keppler,' dated
May 18, 1979, (copy attached) clarified the situation; but nevertheless
provided in his statement a detailed account of the CG&E plan for
-ensuring backup for supervisory personnel. It should be noted that
Mr. Schott does not intend to for=alize the backup plan he describes.

5. Review of Records Documents

The following records / documents were reviewed by the Investigator
during the course of the investigation:

,

Inspection Report 50-358/78-06 3/22/78
- Inspection Report 50-358/78-11 8/2/78

Inspection Report 50-358/78-20 11/17/78
Safety Evaluation Report - NRR 1/79,

Final Safety Analysis Report - Revision 41 - 3/78
American National 5tandards Institute Selection and Training of

Nuclear Power Plant Personnel - N18.11971
' A review. of the Inspection Reports cited above revealed a continuing

concern on the part of NRC as to the adequacy of Zic:er Station.

staffing. Co: cents from the inspection reports include:
" ...the qualifications of the personnel selected for review

(. will meet the minimu:n regulatory requirements prior to fuel
load, however, the cumulative prior nuclear experience is i

'

einical..." (#78-06)

"...the corporate technical staff need to gain a baseline
familiarity with the facility systems to be able to adequately
augment the site personnel's expertise..." (#78-11)

"The size and limited experience of the plant staff would not- -

be adequate to cope with the additional staffing problems
created as a result of normal attrition of personnel during the
startup and test programs." (#78-11)-

"Because of the heavy reliance on contracted technical support,
much of the baseline knowledge and experience gained as a
result of participation in the startup and test program would
leave with the contracted support personnel." (#78-11)

.

"We do wish to point out a potential staffing problem as it
' relates to the support of the preoperational testing program,

.

-8- -
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which if not resolvsd in a timely manner eculd hav2 a nzgntive ,

<f >impact en thz operational preparedness of the plant es equip 3snt-

and =anagement control systecs are turned over from contractors."
i

(#78-11) ,

"We do wish to e=phasize our concerns regarding station staffing
and the status of the statien, administrative, maintenance and
procurement programs." (#78-20)

The NRR Safety Evaluation Report (SER) dated January 1979 states:

"We reviewed the qualification requirements for station personnel
described in Section 13.1 of the Final Safety Analysis Report '

(FSAR) and find they meet those qualifications described in
ANSI-N18.1-1971."

In summary, the SER shows the qualification requirements for station
personnel meet the requirements described in the ANSI standards.

:
. However, RIII inspection reports have expressed continued concern

regarding the adequacy di the Zimmer staff.
,

Attachments:
-

1. Statecent by T. Harpster
2. Statement by J. Menning
3 Statenent by J. Schott
4. Letter dated 5/15/79,

Borgmann to Keppler

,,
.
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I Terry L. Harpster, Reactor Inspector,' USNRC, (55! 209-32-3338),

employed in the Office of Inspection and Enforcement, Region III; was

contacted by Peter E. Baci, Investigator, USNRC on 5/21/79 at 1:30 p.m.
'

at Region III Office in Glen Ellyn, Illinois. I was advised of the
.

~ '

nature of the inquiry and make the following statement voluntarily. -

I was assigned as the project inspector for the Zimmer Station in October

1977. I developed an increasing concern regarding the adequacy of the
~

station staffing at Zimmer as documented in inspection reports during the

months of March, August and November 1978 (50-358/78-06, 78-11 and 78-20).-

The ir..ediate concern was the ability of the existing staff to adequately

conduct the preoperational test and start-up programs. A second concern
' was the extensive use of contracted personnel for technical support. Much

of the base-line knowledge and experience gained as a result of their part-

'icipation in the start-up and test program would be lost with their'

departure 5/21/79. By this I mean that Zimmer station personnel will

not gain the experience and training necessary for subsequent plant opera-

tions but that this experience and training will largely benefit only the
'

The third concern was the adequacy of the corporatecontract personnel.*
-

.. technical support. There was minimal involvement of the corporate tech-

nical staff in the preoperational test program. One specific area of

concern was the lack of reactor instrumentation and control systems

expertise. These concerns were discussed at various times with both the
'

'

-station management and CG&E corporate management (including James Schott,

Station Superintendent, Steve Salay, Manager, Electric Production and*

Earl A. Borgmann, Vice President, Engineering Services and Electric Production).
~

( .
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- A meeting was held on July 13,1978in5ethesda,Marlandtodiscuss

weaknesses in the utility's organizational staffing. The meetin'g was

attended by CG&E management, NRC Division of Project Management (NRR) and

myself. Messers Borgmann, Schott, Salay and Flynn (licensing manager) repre-

sented CG&E. . Messrs, Don Skovholt (Assistant Director for Quality Assurance
'

and Operations), Walt Haass (Chief, Quality Assurance Branch) and Irving

Peltier (Licensing Project Manager) represented NRR. A subsequent meeting

was held on September 21.,1978 at the CG&E corporate office in Cinneinnati.*

. '

Attending were Messrs Salay and Schott representing CGLE and Mess's Harpsterr

and Robert Warnick (Chief, Reactor Projects, Section 2, RIII) representing

NRC. The lack of progress in augnenting the existing station staff was dis--

cussed with regard to its impact on the preoperational test program,

operation:1 preparedness of the station and the fuel load date. Specific

concerns were the lack of a maintenance supervisor, a reactor engin'eer who

met the requirements of ANSI 18.1, the size of the station technical support

staff, and involvment of the corporate technical support staff in the pre-

operational test p ogram. In the period following these meetings ar.d prior

to the ACRS subcomittee meeting on February 27, 1979 an additional nuclear~

.

engineer was hired who met the ANSI 18.1 qualifications for reactor engineer.

This man was placed on site to augment the existing nuclear engineer until

the existing nuclear engineer meets the ANSI IS.1 q'ualifications. A

,, mechanical engineering nuclear section was formed by CG&E in the corporate
- :
office to support site operations and the entire staff was moved onto the site. -

,

A quality assurance technician was contracted for to assist the station quality

engineer. The station training supervisor resigned and was replaced by contracted
I

*
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help from the General Physics Corporation. The station was still at this
,

'

tirre without a maintenance supervisor. .

.

As'of the ACRS subcomittee meeting on 2/27/79 the scheduled fuel load

date was June 1979. On 2/27/79 John tienning and I attended the ACRS subcom-

mittee meeting to review-the application of CG&E for a license to operate

the Zimer station. L'e were not participants in the meeting'but attended as

,
observers. In response to questions from ACRS members, James Schott (Station

Superintendent) discussed the ability of the station to provide adequate'

backup support in the event of the loss of key personnel. Subcomittee i

Chairman Bender posed this question because of the apparent lack of depth in
,

tS organization. In response to Chairman Bender's question Mr. Schott stated

that alternate members of the station technical staff were being designated to

act as back up to key supervisory positions. In subsequent statements

l'.r. Schott stated that these people designated as backups would not have

other jobs. In other words they would function 'as full time assistants to

the supervisors they were backing up. These statements were contrary to my -

.

~ knowledge which was obtained through my inspections of the utility staffing.

..

and my conversations with both station and corporate man'agement. Because

I was not a participant, I did not object to this testimony at the meeting

but I did, however, infom regional management of the substance of the testimony

uponmyreturnfromtheme$ ting. Also, at the adjournment of the meeting I
~

~

informed the licensing project manager; Mr. Peltier; that I did not believe
.

Mr. Schott's testimony reflected what actually existed with respect to

Zimer staffing capabilities. Upon my return to the region I discussed the
~

testimony with my supervisor, Mr. Warnick, and I proposed that I go to Zimmer-

*
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'and discuss the testimony with Mr. Schott. On March 5-6, 1979 John Menning <

and I went to the Zirmer site to discuss the testimony with Mr. .Schott.

John Menning, Jhm Schott and I discussed station staffing and our respective

interpretations of the ACRS testimony. Mr. Schott did not have available
.

a transcript of the ACRS testimony so I suggested we call the regional office

and have Mr. Warnick read the applicable portions of the transcript to
~

r

Mr. Schott over the telephone. I informed Mr. Schott that it was my opinion

that his testimony mislead the ACRS subcommittee in that I was unaware that

any formal contingency p1'an as described in the testimony was now being
.

developed to provide backups to key supervisory personnel. It was also

my opinion that adequate technical staff was not presently available to
'

provide full time backups as described. I suggested to Mr. Schott that

. perhaps there was information regarding staffing available that John Menning

and mysel.~ were not aware of as a result of our inspections and conversations

with station manacement over the past year and a half. Mr. Schott' indicated

that he had not intended to give the impression that such a plan had been

implemented nor that they had the personnel to provide full time backups

,
,

for all key positions. On the morning of March 6, 1979, Mr. Warnick read the
1

~

,

applicable portions of the transcript to Mr. Schott and'myself over the tele-

phone on a conference box. After hearing the transcript Mr. Schott indicated

he could see how his testimony might be misleading. He also indicated that

this was because he hadn't been prepared to address those questions in depth.

Jir. Schott stated that he would discuss clarification 6f his testimony with

his management prior to the full comittee (ACRS) on March 9,1979. At
.

,

that point I was satisified that the matter would be clarified at the full
<

comittee meeting. On March 9,1979 John Mennirig and I attended the full

( . . . -

-
-

,
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comittee meeting, again as observers. The subject of staffing was again
'

discussed in depth however CG&E offered no clarification of statements

made at the subcomittee meeting. Upon rqy return from the full committee

hearing I discussed the ACRS testimony with regional management and the

decision was made to forward a statement of facts to IE Headquarters re- ,

comending that ACRS be made that I viewed the testimony as misleading. It

is my concern that the Zimmer station staff, while meeting the minimum
~ requirements of Af!SI 18.1, does not have the ability to provide adequate

backup for losses of key supervisory personnel and that for a staff which'

has minimal prior nuclear experience'this should carefully be considered

when recomending the issuance of an operating license. Since the ACRS

recomendation is part of the licensing and hearing process, I feel strongly'

that ACRS is entitled to complete and accurate information bcth from the

licensee and the fiRC staff. ,

I, Terry L. Harpster, have read the above statement, consisting of 14

hand <tritten pages and it is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.
~

I have initialled all changes, additions or corrections.. Furthemore, It

! -

|- am aware that this statement may be in a judicial proceeding.

- Isi s/4r1
;

.

Reactor Inspector Date -

e

e

6

.

N s/n/,1 -

| ' Investigator 'Date

i
~
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I, John E. Menning, Reactor Inspector, USNP.C, (SS# 297-38-0310), employed in
i

( the Office of Inspection and Enforce =ent," Region III, was contacted by Peter
~

E. Eaci, Investigator, USNRC on 5/21/79 at 5:00 p.m. at the Region III Office

in Glen Ellyn, Illinois. I was advised of the nature of the inquiry and made

the following voluntary statement. My first. association with the Zimmer staff

was October 24 to 27,1978 during which I initiated the inspection of emer-

gency maintenance and operating procedures. This inspection effort was con-

tinued on February 13 to 15, 1979. During these inspection visits I had

- contact with the principal staff in the operations, maintenac.ce and instrument

control groups as well as with the Plant Superintendent, .7im Schott and his.

assistant Paul King. I observed during those inspections that there was no

assigned caintenance supervisor and that the assistant plant superintendent

was atte:pting to perform the duties of that position. I also noticed that

eithough the operations supervisor had a shift foreman assisting him, no one

was formally designated as his assistant. On Tuesday, February 27, 1979, I

attended an ACPS subcoc=ittee session, chaired by Mr. Bender, during which

catters related to Zimmer Plant licensing were discussed. I attended this .

session as an observer. During the course of testimony given by Mr. Schott I '

- noted that statecents relative to backup provisions for key positions were not

consistent with the staffing of the plant as observed during my previous.,

inspection visits. More specifically, I was not aware that alternates had

been designated for the key staff positions or that any plans had been made to

give the alternates that the same' training as the individuals who are being
. .

backed up or that finally, any individuals were functioning on a full-time

basis as back-ups to key staff positions.
.
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During a subsequent inspection at Zicner with T. Harpster on March 5,and s +

(
6,1979, Mr. Schott was questioned about our understanding of his testimony !

before the ACRS subcoca:ittee relative to capabilities for backup of key staff

positions. During the course of these discussions, he indicated that it was

not his intent to give the ACRS subcos:mittee the impression that the plant had *

established or was establishing a fomal-structured program for the

development and training of full-time backups for key personnel. He indicated

that he only intended to coc::cunicate to the ACRS subcornittee that individuals
'

existed on his staff who could function as backups to key personnel. At this
.

point Mr. Schott had not seen the transcript of the proceedings. At this time

Mr. Schott said that if the transcript indeed reflected our understanding of

the testimony (eine and Terry Harpster's), then a clarification of the record
might be in order. At this point in the discussion, Terry Harpster offered to

have R. y. Warnick (Chief, Reactor Projects Section, R, III) call up Mr.

Schott and read the pertinent portions of the testimony to him. In talking

with T. Earpster, it is ey understanding that this was subsequently done. t

At
1

the full ACRS cocnittee meeting on March 9,1979, although the capabilities of

the plant staff were discussed, the utility representatives did not clarify
'

statements made to the subco::nittee relative to backup capabilities for key
,

staff positions.s

-

I, John E. Henning, have read the above statement, consisting ''

of five handwritten pages and it is true and correct to the best of my kn5wledge.
!

Furthermore, I am aware that this statement may be used in a judicial pro-
.

ceeding. I have initiated corrections and made any changes I desire.

Is/I [S[A 5/21/79

Witness: Peter E. Baci 5/21/79
.
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'I , James R. Schott, Station Superintendent, CG&E Zimm2r Station,
P.O. Box 960, Cincinnati, Ohio, 45201, was contceted on 5/24/79 (

'

by Peter E. Baci, Investigator, USNRC cnd Tom Vandel, Projoct
Inspector, USNRC at 0815 at the Zimmer Station site. I was t

( advised of the nature of this inquiry and made the following
voluntary statement .

Following the ACRS Subcommittee Meeting held on Tuesday,
February 27, 1979, I reviewed a copy of the Subecmmittee transcript,
specifically pages 120 thru 123, concerning station staffing.
This review resulted because Mr. Harpster, Region III Inspector, -

indicated that my testimony was misleading in regard to our staffing
plans, especially as the plans related to provicing adequate
backup personnel for key supervisory positions.

I reviewed and discussed this testimony with senior members of
CG&E management and we concluded the statements were' correct.
I further indicated to Mr. Harpster on separate occasions that
due to the apparent prcblems, I would clarify the issue at the
full ACES reeting.

.

During the full ACRS committee meeting held on March 9, 1979, I
presented a staffing chart and briefly reviewed it with the aid
of an overhead projector. Copies of the chart were also provided
for each ccmmittee member. I felt this presentation satisfied all
concerns . ),t5

I became aware that confusion and misunderstanding still existed
early last week (May 15, 1979, or thereabouts) regarding the

( teaning of several of my statements. I was informed that an
interview and sna:ement may be required to close this matter out
to the satisfaction of all concerned. I was concerned and'
rather appalled at this approach, but we agree that all
misunderstandings should be adequately addressed.

Mr. Bergmann's letter of May 18, 1979, to Mr. Keppler, Director
of Region III, in my opinion, clarified the situation, but
Mr. Baci, the I&E Investigator, indicated the subject letter added
confusion to what CG&E actually meant.

,

The following specific plans and intentions in the areas of
'- cperation, maintenance, I&C, rad-chem, technical and training

should explain our position.

1. Operations - To provide a dedicated backup to the
operations engineer, we intend to designate one of our
senior shift supervisors as a daytime " assistant". This

. individual will not have concurrent shift or watch
responsibilities, but will aide, assist, or perform

'
other jobs as assigned by the Operations Engineer. This
man will function as the principal in his absence.

,

2. Maintenance 'A dedicated individual titled Maintenance
Staff Engineer, has been assigned full time to the

C
Maintenance Engineer. .In this area of responsibility,
the principal assigns work activitics such as engineering,
. advice, review, and assistance. The Maintenance Staff
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*
- Engin er cosumas th2 dutiGC of - --2. Maintenanco (cont'd.) c.

the Maintenanca Engincar in hic obconco and thua 10 tha g-

" dedicated backup".*

'
3. Isc - Similar to maintenance, except the position has

( not been filled.
.

4. Rad-Chem - Similar to maintenance except two engineering
specialists have been assigned to the principal. These
individuals will receive experience and cross-training in

,

the involved disciplines. At this time, the senior
individual would function as the dedicated backup.

5. Technical - The technical staff is being expanded and
present capability exists within this group to adequately
back up the Technical Engineer.

6. Traininc - A training Supervisor has been appointed.
. ~

Tnis man is the dedicated backup to the Training
Coordinator. -

It is not ny intent to indicate in writing, or include in
individual job descriptions, that the above named individuals
are " designated backups".

I, James R. Schott, have read the above statement, consisting
cf 2 }O typewritten pages. It is true and correct to the best
cf ry knowledge. I have initialled any corrections or changes.
Furthernere , I am aware that this statement may be used in a
judicial proceeding.

.

'

[/ 5 EV 79,a m
James R. Schot Date
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Witnesses.
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' Peter E. Baca Date
Investigator, USNRC
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Tnomas Vandel - % Date ' /'

Project Inspector, USNRC.

.
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W.W. Schwiers Date

Principal Quality Assurance
& Standards Engineer -
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Janes G. Keppler g- .

pY 9
Director

efc? gh
United' States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 2

- Region 'III t
$. #.* g(

y.

799 Roosevelt Road.

Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137 ' ,bt

De ar Mr. Keppler: N

I am writing you c'oncerning our telephone conversation of May
14 during which you indicated that Region III wished to interview.

'

some of our people furt.her with regard to certain statements made
to the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS). These

. sca ements apparently concerned our staffing plan and some con-
flict between the statements made and our actual staffing inten-
tiens. Obviously, I was quite concerned and looked into the
'.ar er promptly. The facts in this matter from our standpoint are-

as follows:

( Following the subcommit. tee meeting, Mr. Harpster, your
inspector, along with his supervisor, Mr. Warnick, telephoned Mr.
James R. Schott, our plant superintendent, and voiced his feelings
to the effect that CG&E's plans with respect to backup personnel
should be clarified at the full ACRS meeting. Mr. Schott advised
Mr. Earpster that he had not seen the transcript but indicated
t h at he had not tried to mislead anyone with his testimony.

..
'

After Mr. Harpster's call to Mr. Schott, we reviewed th'e
'

transcript of the ACRS subcommittee meeting of February 27 and
concluded that we agreed with Mr. Schott's testimony concerning

.. backup capability. Apparently any problem stems from the discus-
sion of backup to operating personnel between Subcommittee
Chairman Bender and Mr. Schott. In essence, Mr. Bender was trying
to assure himself that adequate backup would exist for each key
s up'e rvisor. The maintenance supervisor was used as the example in
the discussion which was prompted in part by the fact that our
former maintenance supervisor had resigned.

What Mr. Schott stated was'that backup' capability would be*

- assured at the second line supervisory level and would be full
time. Our intention is to have a dedicated backup for each of the

~

following sections:' operating, maintenance, I & C, rad-chem,
technical, and training. It was not our intention, however, to(. * .

''

- '
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necessarily give these backup personnel the title of " Assistant" ,.

per.se. .
,

Both CG&E and Mr. Schott personally believe that' cur inten-
tions were clarified at the full committee meeting by describing ,

the roles of the maintenance engineer and the other supervisors,
including their support. This was done through the use of a view
graph and Xerox copies of the plant organization chart which were
distributed to members of the committee. It was not until your i

call that anyone at CG&E had knowledge that this matter had'not '

been fully resolved to Mr. Barpster's satisfaction.
,

I hope this letter now resolves this matter to the satis-
f action of Region III. However, in the event you wish to discuss
the subject further with our personnel, we will be pleased to

- cooperate. As you know, the pre-hearing conferences are scheduled
.

for May 21-2 3 with the evidentiary hearing scheduled to begin on
June ~19. For this reason, timely resolution of this apparent'

misunderstanding is essential.

Very truly yours,

M-

_.

E. A..Borgmann
Senior Vice-President
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE COMMISSION I

In the Matter of )

CINCINNATI GAS AND ELECTRIC Docket No. 50-358
COMPANY,etial.

(Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power )
Station, Unit No. 1) )

,

IN RE: MIAMI VALLEY POWER PROJECT'S
PETITTON TO DISQUALIFY STAFF ATTORNEY

FROM LICENSING PROCEEDINGS FOR THE ZIMMER PLANT

AFFIDAVIT OF IRVING A. PELTIER

STATE OF MARYLAND
ss

COUNTY OF MONTGOMERY )

Irving A. Peltier, having first been duly sworn according to law,

hereby states as follows:

I now reside at 15012 Westbury Rd., Rockville, Maryland, 20853.
.

From 1974 through May 16,198?. I was employed by the Nuclear Regulatory

t. . Commission and assigned as the licensing project manager for the Staff's
t .

safety review of the application for an operating license for the Zimmer|

facility. In the performance of my duties, I coordinated the technical

Staff's safety review of the application and edited the Staff's Safety

| Evaluation Report and its Supplements. I also organized and coordinated,

the Staff's presentation to the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards

(ACRS).
.

Y

t
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I have read " Miami Valley Project's Petition to Disqualify Staff

Attorney from Licensing Proceedings for the Zimer Plant" filed July 30, i

1982, and all of the attachments thereto. Attachment A to the Petition
,

is an alleged Interview by the Office of Investigation and Audit (OIA) of

Mr. Terry Harpster. The attachment is unnumbered as to pages. The i

fifth page alleges that Mr. Keppler, Director, NRC Region III, sent a ;

letter to the ACRS stating that Cincinnati Gas and Electric (CG&E) had '

presented false testimony before the ACRS and that I infomed Mr.

Harpster, then an inspector in Region III, that Charles A. Barth, Staff ;

i

lead counsel in the administrative proceedings for the Zimer operating

license, told me that he has called Mr. James Yore, Chaiman of the ASLBP

and told him to throw away Mr. Keppler's letter (Harpster interview page

5, lines 22-39).

At no time did I tell Mr. Harpster, or anyone, that Mr. Barth told ,

me that he had called James Yore, or aayone, and told them to throw away

Mr. Keppler's letter. At no time did Mr. Barth ever tell me that he had

called Mr. Yore, or anyone connected with the ASLBP, and told them to

throw away Mr. Keppler's letter. To the best of my recollection, Region

III, Director, Mr. Keppler did not write a letter addressed to the ACRS.
_

I am thoroughly familiar with the situation and the facts are ,

completely different than as represented by the Petition filed by Miami |

Valley Power Project. I was the NRC Staff coordinator of the Staff's
,

, presentation to the ACRS at its meeting on March 9,1979 on Zimer. I

i was responsible for pulling together and coordinating all of the various

technical review branch views before the ACRS. Mr. Haprster was present
_

at the Marcir 9,1979 ACRS meeting and did not then question the CG&E F

- 51 -
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presentation to the ACRS regarding proposed staffing for the Zinsner facility. |

After the meeting, Mr. Harpster stated he felt that CG&E had made false

statements before the ACRS regarding proposed staffing for Zininer. As a

result, Regional Director Keppler infonned Headquarters, Office of Enforce-

ment and Inspection (I&E) of Mr. Harpster's views. Because the operating

license application was in an administrative proceeding, I&E passed Mr.

Harpster's concerns on to the Staff's lead counsel Charles A. Barth.

Mr. Barth insisted, and I&E concurred, that the matter be fully investi-

gated and that the investigation report be provided to the Licensing Board,

the Appeal Board, and all parties to the administrative proceeding. Mr. Barth was

primarily responsible in getting an investigation of Mr. Harpster's concerns

and a public disclosure of the results. The investigation was done and Mr. :

Barth sent the results, Region III's Report No. 50-358/79-21, dated

7/23/79, to the Licensing Board Members (Charles Bechhoefer, Chainnan),

the Licensing Board Panel, the Appeal Board, to Miami Valley Power Project

and to all parties to the operating licensing proceeding. That Region III

Report found no violation, and as far as I was concerned, closed the matter

out.

, . . _ ,,

h
Irving R. Peltier

Sworn and subscribed before me
this // R day of August, 1982.

,

0An MA5
hotary Public Fgr and in the
County of Montgoury, State of
Maryland

,

My Coarnission expires: 7///p6 .
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE COMMISSION

In the Matter of )

CINCINNATI GAS AND ELECTRIC Docket No. 50-358
COMPANY, et al. )

)
(Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power )

Station, Unit No. 1) )
e

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

Notice is hereby given that the undersigned attorney enters an

appearance in the above-captioned matter. In accordance with 10 C.F.R.

5 2.713(a), the following information is provided:

Name - Dennis C. Dambly

Address - Office of the Executive Legal Director
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Telephone Number (301) 492-7444-

Admissions State of Florida-

District of Columbia, Court of Appeals
United States Supreme Court
United Stated District Court,

'

District of Columbia
Court.of Appeals, Maryland

Name of Party NRC Staff-

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission-

Respectfully submitted,

p__ _' y 0- /

Dennis C. Dambly
Counsel-for NRC Staff

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this /9/i- day of August,1982.

.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY

BEFORE THE COMMISSION

In the Matter of )

CINCINNATI GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY, Docket No. 50-358
et al. )--

)
(Wm. H. Zimer Nuclear Power Station, )

Unit No. 1) )

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of "NRC STAFF RESPONSE TO MIAMI VALLEY
POWER PROJECT'S (MVPP) PETITION TO DISQUALIFY STAFF ATTORNEY FROM
LICENSING PROCEEDINGS FOR THE ZIMMER PLANT AND MOTION TO HAVE THE ;

PROPRIETY OF MVPP'S COUNSEL'S CONDUCT REVIEWED BY THE LICENSING BOARD"
and " NOTICE OF APPEARANCE" for Dennis C. Dambly in the above-captioned
proceeding have been served on the following by deposit in the United States
mail, first class or, as indicated by an asterisk, through deposit in
the Nuclear Regulatory Comission's internal mail system, this 19th day
of August, 1982.

Mr. Samuel J. Chilk* John H. Frye, III, Chairman *
Secretary of the Comission Administrative Judge
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Washington, DC 20555 Washington, DC 20555

Leonard Bickwit, Esq.* _ Dr. Frank F. Hooper
General Counsel Administrative Judge
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission School of Natural Resources

| Washington, DC 20555 University of Michigan
| Ann Arbor, MI 48109

,.

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman *'

| Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Dr. M. Stanley Livingston
Board Administrative Judge

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission 1005 Calle Largo
Washington, DC 20555 Sante Fe, NM 87501-

Stephen F. Eilperin, Esq.* -John D. Woliver, Esq.
*P mic Safety and Licensing Appeal Legal Aid Society

E Board P.O. Box'#47
[ U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission 550 Kilgore Street
! Washington, DC 20555 Batavia, OH 45103

| Mr. Howard A. Wilber Timothy S. Hogan, Jr. , Chairman
; Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board of Comissioners

Board 50 Market Street
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission Clennont County
Washington, DC 20555 Batavia, OH 45103

-
,
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William J. Moran, Esq. W. Peter Heile, Esq.
General Counsel Assistant City Solicitor
Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co. Room 214, City Hall
P.O. Box 960 Cincinnati, OH 45220
Cincinnati, OH 45201

-

David Martin, Esq.
Andrew B. Dennison, Esq. Capital Building
200 Main Street Room 18.

Batavia, OH 45103 Frankfort, KY 40601

Mr. Samuel H. Porter Vernon Adler
Porter, Wright, Morris & Arthur FEMA
37 West Broad Street 500 C Street, S.W.
Columbus, OH 43215 Washington, DC 20472

Deborah Webb, Esq.- Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
7967 Alexandria Pike Panel *
Alexandria, KY 41001 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission

Washington, DC 20555
Lawrence R. Fisse, Esq.
Assistant Prosecuting Attorney Atomic Safety and Licensing
462 Main Street Appeal Board *-

Batavia, OH 45103 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Lynne Bernabei, Esq.
Government Accountability Docketing and Service Section*

Project /IPS Office of the Secretary
1901 Q Street, N.W. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Washington, DC 20009 Washington, DC 20555

Brian Cassidy, Esq. Troy B. Conner, Esq.
Regional Counsel Conner & Wetterhahn
FEMA Region I 1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
J.W. McCormack P0CH Washington, DC 20006
Boston, MA 02109

Mr. Robert F. Warnick
-

U.S.N.R.C., Region III
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, IL 61037

.

O0 W,
Dennis C. Dambly (Counsel for the NRC Staff

.
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